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ABSTRACT

The focus of this dissertation is on using optimization and Bayesian inference in model-based decision making. We discuss two problems: (a) optimal battery charging and battery life management; (b) fault diagnosis using probabilistic graphical models. In the first part of this thesis, we address the optimal charging problem using a two-time-scale algorithm which performs fast-charging at the lower-level (fast time-scale), while managing the battery life at the higher-level (low time-scale). At the lower-level, we derive optimal charging algorithms for Li-ion batteries using equivalent electrical circuit models and quadratic optimization approaches. The objective function is considered as a linear combination of time-to-charge, energy-loss, temperature rise index, and any other arbitrary function of state-of-charge (SOC). A generic algorithm, which is applicable to any equivalent electrical circuit model of a battery, is derived for calculating the optimal current profile. At the higher-level, we propose a battery life management algorithm to determine the optimal values for the control parameters of the charging process, namely, maximum allowable current and maximum allowable terminal voltage. As a precursor to the battery life management algorithm, we propose two new battery capacity fade models that are shown to be statistically superior to
the bi-exponential capacity fade model. In the second part of the thesis, we consider the fault diagnosis problem using probabilistic graphical models. We discuss the Detection-False Alarm (DFA), the Leaky Noisy OR (LNOR), and the logistic regression (LR)-based test models. Here, we prove the equivalence of DFA and LNOR test models. Then, we propose a unified test model that includes both the LNOR and the LR test models as special cases, and derive a Maximum \textit{a posteriori} solution for the multiple fault diagnosis problem based on the unified test model using the Lagrangian relaxation method and deriving a dual cost function for the problem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this dissertation is on optimization and Bayesian inference in model-based decision making. In the optimization part, our focus is on optimal battery charging. Figure 1.0.1 shows the block diagram of a battery management system (BMS). The battery fuel gauge (BFG) provides the charger with battery model parameters, battery capacity estimate, battery usage statistics, and battery state-of-charge (SOC). The charging process is considered as a two-level algorithm. In a higher level (level I), we determine the optimal values for maximum allowable current and maximum allowable terminal voltage of the battery. In a lower level (level II), we find the optimal charging current with respect to an objective function.
At the lower level (level II), using equivalent electrical circuit models of the battery, we formulate the charging problem as a constrained optimization problem with an objective function that is a combination of three sub-objectives: time-to-charge (TTC), energy loss (EL), and a temperature rise index (TRI); the constraints are the battery dynamics, the maximum allowable terminal voltage, and the maximum allowable current. We show that under if a simple model (composed of an Open-Circuit Voltage (OCV) and a resistance) is used for the battery, the well-known Constant Current-Constant Voltage (CC-CV) policy with the value of the current in the CC stage being a function of the ratio of the weightings on TTC and EL, and of the resistance of the battery, is the optimal charging profile. The optimal battery charging problem is then formulated in its general form for any electrical model of the battery.
and for a more general objective function (composed of weighted sum of TTC, EL, TRI, and any function of the state-of-charge (SOC)).

At the higher level (level I), as a precursor to formulating the battery life management in terms of an optimization problem, we present two new models for normalized battery capacity as functions of the number of cycles and two charge control parameters, viz., maximum terminal voltage of the battery and maximum charge current. These models are compared to a bi-exponential capacity model proposed in the literature. The effectiveness of the proposed models for forecasting the battery capacity is validated using experimental data and they are shown statistically to be substantially more accurate than the bi-exponential capacity model. The new models are used for battery life management by developing an optimal charging parameter selection method, which provides the best setting values for the two control variables to achieve a pre-specified desired “useful cycle life,” while attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge.

In the Bayesian inference part, our focus is on the problem of fault diagnosis in probabilistic graphical models. The fault diagnosis problem can be represented as a tri-partite probabilistic graphical model. The first layer of this tri-partite graph is composed of the components of the system, which are the potential sources of failure. The health condition of each component is represented by a binary state variable, which is zero if the component is healthy and one otherwise. The second layer is composed of tests with binary outcomes (pass or fail), and the third layer constitutes of the noisy observations associated with the test outcomes. The cause-effect relations between the states of components and the observed test outcomes can be compactly modeled in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities. This model, which uses the concept of detection and false alarm probabilities, is referred to as the DFA test.
model in this dissertation. The fault diagnosis problem is formulated as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem, and a dual cost function of the resulting optimization problem is derived. Another model, which is discussed, is the leaky noisy OR (LNOR) test model. We prove that, for every DFA test model, there is an equivalent LNOR test model. Thus, all the formulations involving the DFA test model are applicable to the LNOR test model. Another model that is discussed is the logistic regression (LR) test model. Then, a unified test model, which subsumes both the LNOR and the LR test models as special cases, is developed. The MAP problem for fault diagnosis for the unified test model is discussed and a dual cost function is derived.

1.1 Publications

Publications to-date include: [5, 6, 11, 9, 10, 7, 8, 135].


1.2 Optimal Battery Charging and Battery Life Management

1.2.1 Motivation

The ever-increasing market for battery-operated smart devices and electric vehicles is a catalyst for the efficient operation and health monitoring of batteries. In this vein, researchers address this challenge, broadly, in two ways: optimal battery charging and life cycle management. The latter requires the tracking of battery capacity. Although the literature abounds with different charging methods and different capacity modeling approaches (see the following subsection), to the best of our knowledge, no general framework exists that considers both charging and life management of a battery. In this thesis, this integrated battery charging and battery life management will be discussed and a two-level algorithm for solving the problem is proposed.

1.2.2 Related Work

There are different approaches for charging batteries in the literature, including: traditional methods of charging such as the constant trickle current charge strategy, constant-current constant-voltage (CC-CV) [51], multi-step constant-current charging [115], Taguchi-based methods [116, 187], boost charging [132], pulse-charging [153, 41, 42, 113], ant-colony based optimization of multistage constant current strategy [117], optimal-control based approaches[77], neural network [148], Grey-predicted charging system [43]. For a review of different charging methods, the interested reader may consult [51], [102], [39], [175].

There are a number of capacity models in the literature, including bi-
exponential [82], physics-based electrochemical [114], [160], [152], and methods that are based on support vector machines [136], relevance vector machines (RVM) [162], sample entropy-based [85], extended Kalman filter [150], weighted total least squares [151], and SOC lookup [59]. A robust real time capacity estimation approach based on recursive least squares, total least squares, and OCV lookup has been proposed in [21]. A good review of several capacity estimation techniques can be found in [201]. For more information on capacity fade, the interested reader may refer to [14], [205].

### 1.2.3 Challenges

One challenge in finding the optimal charging profile is that batteries are nonlinear systems. The open-circuit voltage (OCV) of a battery is a nonlinear function of the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery. Another challenge is controlling the capacity fade due to a charging profile. Capacity of a battery decreases with usage and the amount of capacity fade depends on how the battery is charged and discharged. While the discharge is out of designer’s control, the charging profile can be controlled. For example, if the battery is charged with a low-level of current, its capacity fades more slowly over time compared to a battery with the same characteristics, but charged with high levels of current. The former requires longer charging times, while the latter shortens the charging time at the cost of decreased battery life. A challenge in finding the optimal charging profile is how to strike a balance between the speed of charge and the life of a battery.
1.2.4 Approach and Results

In this thesis, we investigate a two-level control strategy for combined optimal battery charging and battery life management. The low-level (level-II) deals with the problem of optimally charging the battery, given the control parameters of charging, viz., the maximum allowable current and the maximum allowable terminal voltage. A combination of different cost functions is considered including: time-to-charge, energy loss, and temperature rise index. For the battery, equivalent electrical circuit models are considered [20, 21]. At the higher level of optimization (level-I), we consider the optimal selection of control parameters of the charging process (maximum allowable current and maximum allowable terminal voltage). These parameters greatly affect the life of the battery. As a precursor to the level-I optimization strategy, we present two models of normalized battery capacity (or, equivalently, capacity fade), one of which as a function of the number of cycles and the two charge control parameters. In the level-I optimization, we develop an algorithm for selecting the setpoints for the control variables to achieve a pre-specified desired “useful cycle life”, while attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge. This work was published in [5, 6, 11, 9, 10].

1.3 Multiple Fault Diagnosis using Probabilistic Graphical Models

1.3.1 Motivation

Reliability is essential to system availability and critical to system performance, and it is achieved in two phases: in design and development via design for performance reliability
and testability, and during system operation via fault diagnosis and maintenance. Design process aims at increasing product performance and reliability, while reducing the cost and time-to-market. The performance and reliability goals conflict with the need to reduce cost and time-to-market, and this imposes a trade-off on how reliability and performance are achieved. Market pressures restrict the extent to which reliability can be achieved during system design; after-market services, such as efficient fault diagnosis, prognosis and condition-based maintenance, represent additional strategies to improve system availability. The latter strategies are assuming greater significance as systems are becoming complex with larger numbers of interacting components and are networked with the attendant cross-subsystem fault propagation. As a result, accurate methods of fault detection, diagnosis, and prognosis are in high demand in industry.

1.3.2 Related Work

Traditional approaches to fault detection and isolation, as discussed in [191], include “failure-sensitive” filters [101], [97], voting systems (for systems with a high degree of redundancy in parallel hardware), multiple hypothesis filter-detectors [111], [15], [49], jump process techniques [35], [34], and innovation-based detection systems [122], [124], [165], [79], [192].

Data-driven approaches to FDD are used when the system models are unavailable, but adequate data monitoring is available. Such systems are frequently used when vendors of subsystems do not provide the details of the internal functioning of their products in order to protect their intellectual property. To circumvent this lack of product details, data-driven approaches utilize substantial monitoring data in
order to train a model that satisfactorily represents the black-box system. Recursive identification [118], neural networks [68], [32] and machine learning methods [177], [159] are among the data-driven techniques.

Knowledge-based approaches to FDD require qualitative models for process monitoring and are used when mathematical models are unavailable. Most knowledge-based techniques are based on causal analysis, expert systems, and/or ad hoc rules. Because of the qualitative nature of these models, knowledge-based approaches have been applied to many complex systems. Graphical models, such as Petri nets, multi-signal flow graphs and Bayesian networks [177], are applied for diagnostic knowledge representation and inference in complex systems. Bayesian Networks subsume the deterministic fault diagnosis models embodied in the Petri net and multi-signal models.

The model based, data-driven and knowledge-based approaches provide the “sand box” that test designers can use to experiment with, and systematically select relevant models or combinations thereof, to satisfy the requirements on diagnostic accuracy, computational speed, memory, on-line versus off-line diagnosis, and so on. Ironically, no single technique can serve as the diagnostic approach for complex systems. Thus, an integrated diagnostic process that naturally employs data-driven techniques, graph-based dependency models and mathematical/physical models is necessary for fault diagnosis, thereby enabling efficient maintenance of these systems. The probabilistic graphical models provide such an integrating platform.

1.3.3 Challenges

The process of detecting and isolating faults in complex systems is challenging, because:

- The numbers of faults and monitoring signals (“processed sensor measurements”,
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“tests”, “symptoms”, “visual observations”) in these systems are large (running into tens of thousands).

- Each test outcome may be caused by faults in multiple components of possibly multiple subsystems (“many-to-many” fault-test relationships).

- Faults propagate from one subsystem to another (“cross-subsystem fault propagation”) with delays.

- The combination of failure sources leads to combinatorial explosion in an exhaustive search for failure sources, which is impractical in real-world problems.

- Test outcomes, which are uncertain, are observed with delays caused by fault propagation, computation and communication.

- Simultaneous occurrence of multiple faults is frequent.

This makes traditional single-fault diagnosis approaches untenable. Uncertain test outcomes pose particularly difficult challenges to fault diagnosis: while, in a perfect binary test outcome situation, a passed test indicates the normal status of its associated components and a failed test implies the existence of at least one faulty component associated with the test, neither can be inferred when the tests are imperfect.

1.3.4 Approach and Results

We address the multiple fault diagnosis using probabilistic graphical models in which the failure sources have probabilistic cause-effect relations with the test outcomes. These are performed using the detection and false alarm probabilities (DFA test model). Also, we show that the DFA test model and the leaky noisy OR (LNOR) test model
are two different ways of representing the same uncertain test outcome phenomena. A unified test model is proposed to include both the LNOR and the logistic regression (LR) test models. The maximum a posteriori inference for multiple fault diagnosis is derived for the unified test model and it is extended for fault prognosis. This work was published in [11, 7]. Additional publication is planned [8].

1.4 Contributions and Research Impact

The primary contributions of this thesis are:

1. Deriving a closed form solution for determining the optimal battery charging profile to minimize a weighted sum of time-to-charge and energy loss;

2. Proving that for an OCV-Resistance battery model, CC-CV is the optimal solution with respect to an objective function, composed of linear combination of time-to-charge and energy-loss.

3. Deriving a semi-closed form solution for optimal battery charging profile by adding the temperature rise index to the cost function;

4. Showing that the effect of temperature rise can be approximated as an equivalent heating resistance;

5. Deriving the optimal battery charging profile for general equivalent electrical circuit models as a linear quadratic - constant voltage (LQ-CV) strategy;

6. Deriving two new battery capacity fade models that are shown to be statistically superior to the bi-exponential capacity fade model.
7. Developing an optimal charging parameter selection method for selecting the best settings for the control variables to achieve a desired “useful cycle life”, while attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge;

8. Proving the equivalence of the Detection-False Alarm (DFA) and the Leaky Noisy OR (LNOR) test models;

9. Introducing a unified test model to include both the LNOR and the logistic regression (LR) test models;

10. Solving the maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem associated with the unified test model;

11. Deriving a dual cost function for the fault diagnosis problem both in the DFA test model and in the unified test model.

12. Developing an algorithm for fault prognosis in systems using the unified test model.

The broader impacts of this thesis are as follows:

1. Minimizing the life cycle cost of systems;

2. Enhancing the safety and reliability of systems;

3. Improving customer satisfaction through enhanced system availability;

4. Utility in a large number of applications, including automotive systems, aerospace systems, electrification of transportation, medical equipment, smart buildings/smart grid, and communication networks, to name a few.
Chapter 2

Optimal Battery Charging

2.1 Introduction

Battery charging is a problem of significant interest, especially as the battery-dependent smart devices proliferate. The literature abounds with different strategies for charging batteries. Among the traditional methods of charging, the simplest is the constant trickle current charge strategy, which, due to its low charging current, requires a long charging time (around 10 hours) \cite{51}; constant current strategy with higher rates of current requires shorter charging time. The most widely-used traditional strategy is the constant-current constant-voltage (CC-CV) \cite{51} strategy, in which a constant current is applied to the battery until the terminal voltage reaches a specified value, and afterwards the charging current decreases by applying a constant voltage to the terminals of the battery. In \cite{89, 88}, a multi-step constant-current charging is devised for shortening the charging time and prolonging the cycle life of the battery. Using orthogonal arrays, Taguchi-based methods for battery charging \cite{116, 188} present
a systematic method to find the optimal solution with guidelines for choosing the design parameters. In [132], a boost charging strategy is proposed by applying very high currents to close-to-fully discharged batteries. In pulse-charging methods [153, 202, 41, 42, 113], the battery is exposed to very short rest or even deliberate discharging periods during the charging process. Soft-computing approaches are also used in the optimization of battery charging profile. In [117], the charging problem is viewed as an optimization problem with the objective function of maximizing the charge within 30 minutes using a multistage constant current charging algorithm whose optimal solution is obtained via an ant-colony approach. In [77], a universal voltage protocol is proposed to improve charging efficiency and cycle life by applying a charging profile depending on the state-of-health (SOH) of the battery, using SOH estimation approaches [78] in the optimization process. Recently, in [84], battery charging is considered as an optimization problem with cost function of time-to-charge and energy loss (as we do in this paper), but they have not solved the problem analytically; rather they have presented a numerical solution to the problem. Other approaches, such as genetic algorithm and neural network based strategies [148], data mining [12, 76], Grey-predicted charging system [43] have also been used for charging batteries.

In this chapter, we look at the charging problem from a fresh perspective using optimal control theory, and our goal is to find the optimal current profile that minimizes a specific cost function. In this sense, different objectives may be embedded in the cost function. One obvious cost function is the time-to-charge (TTC). We prefer to minimize the charging time as much as possible, as TTC reduction contributes to user satisfaction. Another important objective is the energy loss (EL) during charging. Reducing the energy loss increases the charging efficiency. In this paper, first we
use an integrated cost function that includes both the TTC and EL. Then, we also include the effects of temperature into account, and the cost function is selected as a linear combination of three criteria: time-to-charge, energy loss, and temperature rise index (TRI). In both cases, analytical solutions of the optimal charging problem are derived, when the battery model is considered as an Open-Circuit Voltage (OCV) and a resistance. When more complex models are adopted for the battery, we can no longer obtain an analytic solution, but we can find a numerical algorithm to provide the optimal charging profile.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, we derive an analytical solution for the optimal charging current profile to minimize TTC and EL, for OCV-Resistance model (referred to here as Model I). In section 2.3, we extend this approach to the case where temperature rise is considered as well. In section 2.4, we derive the optimal charging profile, which is called LQ-CV (Linear Quadratic Constant Voltage), for a general equivalent electrical model of battery. Section 2.5 is devoted to simulation results and finally we summarize the chapter in section 2.6.

2.2 Analytic Solution for Optimal Charging Current Profile for OCV-Resistance Model

We consider a simplified equivalent electrical circuit model of the battery as shown in Fig. 2.2.2. The theory extends naturally to more complex models involving parallel RC elements (shown in Fig. 2.2.3), but, as we will discuss in section 2.4, the analytical closed form solutions are not possible in the latter case. The model consists of a voltage source corresponding to the open-circuit voltage (OCV), which is dependent on the state of charge (SOC), and a resistance $R_0$. The SOC is denoted by $s$. The
equivalent electrical circuit models in Fig. 2.2.2 and Fig. 2.2.3, in this dissertation, are termed “model I” and “model II”, respectively, for the sake of consistency with previous publications [20]. The OCV is a nonlinear function of SOC and is denoted by OCV (s[k]). In [20], OCV-SOC function is described as follows:

\[ s_s \triangleq E + s(1 - 2E) \]  
\[ OCV(s_s) = K_0 + K_1 s_s^{-1} + K_2 s_s^{-2} + K_3 s_s^{-3} + K_4 s_s^{-4} + K_5 s_s + K_6 \ln(s_s) + K_7 \ln(1 - s_s) \]  

and \( E = 0.15 \). Note that the scaling of SOC in (2.2.1) is performed for numerical stability. For example, if \( s = 0 \), then \( \ln(s) \) equals negative infinity, if the scaling is not used. \( K_0 \) through \( K_7 \) are some constants.

Figure 2.2.1 depicts the OCV curve as a function of SOC for several commercial batteries.
The state of charge is zero when the battery is totally discharged and it is one if it is completely charged. The sampling time is denoted by $\Delta$ (in seconds). We assume that the initial and final SOC are known: $s[0] = s_0$, $s[k_f] = s_{k_f}$, where $k_f \Delta$ is the charging time. We also assume that the maximum allowed value of the terminal charging voltage is $v_c$, that is, $v[k] \leq v_c$ for all $k$. In this thesis, we consider charging current as positive and discharging current as negative.

The SOC dynamics for the battery considering the foregoing model are as follows:

$$s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h i[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.3)
where $c_h$ (in 1/Ampere) is the parameter in Coulomb counting, given by

$$c_h = \frac{\Delta}{3600Q} \quad (2.2.4)$$

where $Q$ (in Ah) is the battery capacity, assumed to be known.

Figure 2.2.2: Equivalent electrical circuit model I of battery

Figure 2.2.3: Equivalent electrical circuit model III of battery
Let the objective function be a combination of TTC and EL. In other words,

\[ \tilde{J}_{tE} = w_t J_t + w_E J_E = w_t k_f \Delta + w_E \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} R_0 i^2[k] \Delta \]  

(2.2.5)

where \( J_t \) is the TTC cost function, \( J_E \) is the EL cost function; \( w_t \) and \( w_E \) are weights on the TTC and EL cost functions, respectively. The resistance of the battery, i.e., \( R_0 \), is assumed to be known.

The charging problem then could be formulated as follows:

Minimize \( \tilde{J}_{tE} \) subject to:

\[
\begin{align*}
    s[k + 1] &= s[k] + c_h i[k] & s[0] = s_0 & s[k_f] = s_{k_f} \\
    \text{OCV} (s[k]) + R_0 i[k] & \leq v_{\text{max}} \\
    i[k] & \leq i_{\text{max}}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.2.6)
(2.2.7)
(2.2.8)

It is important to note that only the ratio of weights affects the optimal current profile of \( i[k] \). Therefore, by dividing (2.2.5) by \( w_E \), we redefine the cost function as follows:

\[ J_{tE} = \tilde{J}_{tE}/w_E = \rho_t J_t + J_E = \rho_t k_f \Delta + \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} R_0 i^2[k] \Delta \]  

(2.2.9)

where \( \rho_t = w_t/w_E \). Also note that when the current is injected into the battery, the OCV starts to increase and this, in turn, causes the terminal voltage to rise, until it reaches \( v_{\text{max}} \), which is the maximum allowed terminal voltage. During the whole charging process the current should not exceed \( i_{\text{max}} \), which is the maximum allowed charging current. Selecting the optimal values of \( i_{\text{max}} \) and \( v_{\text{max}} \) is discussed in chapter 20.
4. In this chapter, we use $v_c$ for $v_{\text{max}}$, where $v_c$ is the voltage corresponding to SOC of 1; that is

$$v_c = \text{OCV}(1) \quad (2.2.10)$$

Assume that at time $k_1$, the terminal voltage $v[k_1]$ reaches $v_c$ and let us denote the state of charge at time $k_1$ as $s_1$. After time $k_1$, the terminal voltage should be fixed at the constant voltage (CV) $v_c$; hence, for $k = k_1, k_1 + 1, \ldots, k_f - 1$, the dynamics of the system are as follows:

$$i[k] = \frac{1}{R_0} (v_c - \text{OCV}(s[k])) \quad (2.2.11)$$

$$s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h i[k] \quad (2.2.12)$$

$$s[k_1] = s_1 \quad s[k_f] = s_{k_f} \quad (2.2.13)$$

Before going further, let us define a new equivalent problem as follows:

Minimize

$$J_{tE} = \rho_t J_t + J_E = \rho_t k_1 \Delta + \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} R_0 i^2[k] \Delta \quad (2.2.14)$$
subject to:

\[ s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h I[k] \quad s[0] = s_0 \quad s[k_1] = s_1 \]  \quad (2.2.15)

This problem is in fact the minimization in the stage where the terminal voltage is below \( v_c \) and therefore here the condition OCV \( (s[k]) + R_0 I[k] \leq v_c \) is not shown as we know that it holds.

Inspired by [186] and [60], we solve the problem in three steps as described below:

1. Given \( k_1 \) (when the terminal voltage constraint becomes active), find the optimal current profile that minimizes the energy losses, and calculate the corresponding energy losses as a function of \( k_1 \).

2. Generate a new equivalent cost function \( J_{tE^*} \) consisting of the weighted TTC plus the \( k_1 \)-dependent minimum energy loss obtained in step 1, and find the optimal \( k_1 \) based on this cost function.

3. Given the optimal \( k_1 \) from step 2, evaluate the optimal current obtained in step 1.

In the first step, assuming \( k_1 \) is known, we find the optimal current \( i^*[k|k_1] \) that minimizes the energy loss. Having this optimal current profile, we can calculate the minimum EL cost function \( J^*_E(k_1) \), which is a function of \( k_1 \). In the second step, we use the partially optimized cost function \( J_{tE^*} = \rho_1 k_1 \Delta + J^*_E(k_1) \) and we find the optimum value for \( k_1 \), say \( k_1^* \). In the third step, we insert the optimal final time \( k_1^* \) into the current \( i^*[k|k_1] \) (obtained in step 1) to find the optimal current \( i^*[k] \). Inserting
\( i^*[k] \) into the cost function, one can calculate \( J_{\text{IE}}^*(k_1^*) \). Figure 2.2.4 illustrates the above three steps. In Fig. 2.2.4, think of \( k_1 \) as the final time, and consider the problem of minimizing a “combination of time and energy loss”.

Note that, given \( k_1 \), the term \( \rho_k k_1 \Delta \) in (2.2.14) is constant and can be dropped; therefore, the first stage is formulated as follows:

Minimize

\[
J_E(k_1) = \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} R_0 i^2[k] \Delta \tag{2.2.16}
\]

subject to

\[
s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h i[k] \quad s[0] = s_0 \quad s[k_1] = s_1 \tag{2.2.17}
\]
The Hamiltonian function for this problem is

$$H[k] = R_0^2[k] \Delta + \lambda[k + 1](s[k] + c_h i[k])$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.18)

The following equations must hold for the optimal solution [30]:

$$\frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial i[k]} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.19)

$$\lambda[k] = \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial s[k]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.20)

$$s[k + 1] = \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial \lambda[k + 1]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.21)

From (2.2.19) we have

$$i^*[k] = -\frac{c_h \lambda[k + 1]}{2R_0 \Delta} \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, k_1 - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.22)

From (2.2.20), we can write

$$\lambda[k] = \lambda[k + 1] \quad k = k_1 - 1, \ldots, 0 \quad \lambda[k_1] = \nu$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.23)

where $\nu$ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint $s[k_1] = s_1$. Equation
(2.2.23) implies that all co-states are equal; therefore, we can write

$$\lambda[k] = \nu \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots k_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.24)

Based on (2.2.24), equation (2.2.22) can be written as

$$i^*[k] = -\frac{c_h \nu}{2R_0 \Delta} \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, k_1 - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.25)

Note that equation (2.2.25) states that the optimal current is constant. From (2.2.21), we can write

$$s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h i[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.26)

which is actually the dynamics of the system. Knowing the initial state of charge ($s_0$), and noting the optimal current in (2.2.25) is constant, we have

$$s[k] = s_0 + c_h \sum_{l=0}^{k-1} i[l] = s_0 - \frac{k c_h^2 \nu}{2R_0 \Delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.27)

Since for $k = k_1$, we have $s[k_1] = s_1$, therefore

$$s_1 = s_0 - \frac{k_1 c_h^2 \nu}{2R_0 \Delta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.28)

Solving for $\nu$, we have

$$\nu = -\frac{2R_0 \Delta (s_1 - s_0)}{k_1 c_h^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.29)
Inserting (2.2.29) into (2.2.25), we have

\[ i^*[k] = \frac{s_1 - s_0}{k_1 c_h} \quad k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1 \]  

(2.2.30)

Inserting (2.2.30) into the cost function, the optimal cost function, given \( k_1 \) is:

\[ J^*_E(k_1) = \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} R_0 \left( \frac{s_1 - s_0}{k_1 c_h} \right)^2 \Delta = \frac{R_0 \Delta (s_1 - s_0)^2}{k_1 c_h^2} \]  

(2.2.31)

Now, consider step 2 and define the cost function as

\[ J_{tE^*} = \rho_t k_1 \Delta + J^*_E(k_1) = \rho_t k_1 \Delta + \frac{R_0 \Delta (s_1 - s_0)^2}{k_1 c_h^2} \]  

(2.2.32)

To find the optimum \( k_1 \), the following relations should hold:

\[ J_{tE^*}(k_1 - 1) \geq J_{tE^*}(k_1) \]  

(2.2.33)

\[ J_{tE^*}(k_1 + 1) \geq J_{tE^*}(k_1) \]  

(2.2.34)

Inserting (2.2.32) into (2.2.33) and (2.2.34) we obtain two second-order equations in term of \( k_1 \). Solving these equations, we get \( k_1^- \) and \( k_1^+ \), respectively, for relations (2.2.33) and (2.2.34).

\[ k_1^\pm = \frac{\pm 1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{4R_0(s_1 - s_0)^2}{\rho_t c_h^2}}}{2} \]  

(2.2.35)

The optimum \( k_1 \) is ceil\( (k_1^-) \) or floor\( (k_1^+) \). Since \( k_1^- - k_1^+ = 1 \), we have ceil\( (k_1^-) = \)
floor\left(k_1^+\right) = \text{round}\left((k_1^- + k_1^+)/2\right). \] Thus,

\[ k_1^* = \text{round}\left(\sqrt{\frac{1}{4} + \frac{R_0(s_1 - s_0)^2}{\rho_t c_h^2}}\right) \] (2.2.36)

A more convenient way is to treat \(k_1\) in (2.2.32) as a continuous variable and take derivative of (2.2.32) with respect to \(k_1\) as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial J_{E^*}(k_1)}{\partial k_1} = \rho_t \Delta - \frac{R_0 \Delta(s_1 - s_0)^2}{k_1^2 c_h^2} = 0 \] (2.2.37)

\[
k_1^* = \frac{s_1 - s_0}{c_h} \sqrt{\frac{R_0}{\rho_t}} \] (2.2.38)

Note that if we neglect \(\frac{1}{4}\) in (2.2.36), the argument of the rounded function in (2.2.36) is exactly the same as the one in (2.2.38).

Step 3 involves inserting (2.2.38) into (2.2.30) to find the optimum current

\[
i^*[k] = \frac{s_1 - s_0}{k_1^* c_h} = \sqrt{\frac{\rho_t}{R_0}} \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, k_1 - 1 \] (2.2.39)

**Remark 2.2.1.** If we put more emphasis on TTC (i.e., we increase \(\rho_t\)), the optimal current increases and TTC decreases. For an animation of the effect of \(\rho_t\) on the optimal current, the reader may refer to [1].

**Remark 2.2.2.** When a battery ages, it experiences power fade which is equivalent to increasing the series resistance in the battery. Increasing the series resistance (i.e., \(R_0\)) results in a decrease in the optimal current and TTC increases. For an animation of the effect of power fade (increasing \(R_0\)) on the optimal current, the reader may
It is seen that the optimal current is constant and is a function of the weight on TTC and the series resistance. Therefore, the solution of optimal time-to-charge and energy loss (OtE) problem is a CC-CV profile with the current of the CC stage given by (2.2.39). Following the CC stage, from \( k_1 \) to \( k_f \), one has the CV stage where

\[
v[k] = v_c \quad k = k_1, ..., k_f
\]

(2.2.40)

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that it is proved that the well-known CC-CV charging profile is the optimal solution of a particular optimization problem, namely, the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of time-to-charge and energy loss for the OCV-Resistance model in Fig. 2.2.2.

In the sequel, this profile is referred to as OtE profile or OtE policy.

Before we close this section, we point out another way of solving the OtE problem of (2.2.14)-(2.2.15) by condensing (2.2.15) for all values of \( k \) into a single condition. From (2.2.15) we can write

\[
i[k] = (s[k + 1] - s[k]) / c_h
\]

(2.2.41)

Since (2.2.41) holds for \( k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1 \), and using the initial and end values of SOC from (2.2.15) we can write:

\[
\sum_{l=0}^{k_1-1} i[l] = (s_1 - s_0) / c_h
\]

(2.2.42)

Therefore, the problem of (2.2.14)-(2.2.15) is equivalent to a quadratic pro-
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gramming problem with the constraint in (2.2.42). In this way, we are dealing with currents \( i[l] \) as our unknowns. It is easy to show that this results in the same solution as (2.2.39). This simplification of the dynamics of the system into the condensed condition of (2.2.42) will be useful in the next section where we derive an analytical solution when the cost function includes the summation of temperature rises as well.

It should be noted that the practical meaning of the parameters of optimization problem (e.g., \( w_t \) and \( w_E \) in (2.2.5) and \( \rho_t \) in (2.2.14)) is to use them in an iterative design procedure to reach the desired performance. For example, if the maximum energy loss is \( E_{\text{max}} \) and the maximum time-to-charge is \( TTC_{\text{max}} \), then in the design procedure, \( w_t \) and \( w_E \) should be selected inversely proportional to \( E_{\text{max}} \) and \( TTC_{\text{max}} \), respectively; that is \( w_t \propto \frac{1}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \), \( w_E \propto \frac{1}{E_{\text{max}}} \) and then iterate. Or equivalently, \( \rho_t \) should be selected proportional to \( \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \); that is \( \rho_t \propto \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \) and then iterate on the proportionality factor. As \( \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \) is actually the power loss, \( \rho_t \) should be selected proportional to power loss.

2.3 Optimal Charging Problem Considering Temperature

In this section, we will extend the cost function to include the battery temperature via temperature rise index (TRI, to be defined) as well as TTC and EL. To this end, we need a temperature model for the battery. The reader may refer to the “Appendix B” for details of temperature modeling. References [146] and [198] describe the temperature model of the battery as a linear system with two states, namely, \( T_{\text{core}} \) and \( T_{\text{air}} \), and reference [147] uses the nonlinear heat transfer equation with a single state. Our simulations show that the dynamics of \( T_{\text{air}} \) have negligible fluctuations
around the ambient temperature. Therefore, the temperature model, considered below, can be simplified to the linear part of the heat transfer equation

\[ T[k + 1] = T[k] - a(T[k] - T_{amb}) + bi^2[k] \]  

(2.3.1)

where

\[ a = \frac{\Delta}{m_{batt}C_{h,batt}R_{Eff}} \]  

(2.3.2)

is the cooling coefficient and

\[ b = \frac{R_0\Delta}{m_{batt}C_{h,batt}} \]  

(2.3.3)

Here, \( T \) is the battery core temperature in kelvin (K), \( T_{amb} \) is the ambient temperature in K, \( m_{batt} \) is the battery mass in kg, \( C_{h,batt} \) is the heat capacity of the battery in \( J/(kg \cdot K) \), and \( R_{Eff} \) is the effective thermal resistance in K/W (kelvin/watt).

Defining temperature rise (TR) as \( \tilde{T}[k] = T[k] - T_{amb} \) and assuming \( T[0] = T_{amb} \), we can write

\[ \tilde{T}[k + 1] = (1 - a)\tilde{T}[k] + bi^2[k], \quad \tilde{T}[0] = 0 \]  

(2.3.4)

The solution of (2.3.4) is

\[ \tilde{T}[k] = b \sum_{l=0}^{k-1} (1 - a)^{k-1-l}i^2[l] \]  

(2.3.5)

Equation (2.3.5) states that the temperature rise at any time is the integral of the
square of current, from time zero up to that time with a "forgetting factor" of \((1 - a)\) and the scaling factor \(b\).

Since \(\tilde{T}[k]\) is positive for any \(k\), the cost function including TTC, EL and TR can be written as

\[
J_{\text{TET}} = \rho_t J_t + J_E + \rho_T J_T
\]

(2.3.6)

where \(J_t\) and \(J_E\) are TTC and EL as before and \(J_T\) is the temperature rise index (TRI) defined as follows:

\[
J_T = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f} \tilde{T}[k]
\]

(2.3.7)

Since \(\tilde{T}[0] = 0\), the TRI can be written as

\[
J_T = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \tilde{T}[k + 1]
\]

(2.3.8)

Using (2.3.5) and (2.3.8), we can write (2.3.6) as follows

\[
J_{\text{TET}} = \rho_t k_f \Delta + \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} R_0 i^2[k] \Delta
\]

\[
+ \rho_T b \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \sum_{l=0}^{k} (1 - a)^{k-l} i^2[l] \Delta
\]

(2.3.9)
which can be simplified as follows

\[
J_{\text{ET}} = \rho t k_f \Delta + \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \left( R_0 + \rho T b \sum_{l=0}^{k_f-k-1} (1-a)^l \right) i^2[k] \quad (2.3.10)
\]

Simplifying the inner summation and noting that \( b/a = R_0 R_{\text{Eff}} \), we can write

\[
J_{\text{ET}} = \rho t k_f \Delta + \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} R_{\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] \quad (2.3.11)
\]

\[
R_{\text{eq}}[k] = R_0 + R_T[k] \quad (2.3.12)
\]

\[
R_T[k] = \rho T R_0 R_{\text{Eff}} \left( 1 - (1-a)^{k_f-k} \right) \quad (2.3.13)
\]

where \( R_T[k] \) is the heating equivalent resistance. Assume, as before, that at time \( k_1 \), the terminal voltage \( v \) reaches its maximum allowable value of \( v_c \), and SOC reaches \( s_1 \). Given \( s_1 \) and \( k_1 \), we can write the cost function as

\[
J(s_1, k_1) = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} R_{\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] \quad (2.3.14)
\]

Note that we discarded the contributions of \( i[k_1], ..., i[k_f-1] \), because when the terminal voltage reaches \( v_c \) the current is already determined by the constrained dynamics of the system in (2.2.11); we also discarded the contribution of \( k_f \), i.e. \( \rho t k_f \Delta \), because: firstly, \( k_1 \) is given; secondly, given \( s_1 \), \( k_f - k_1 \) is also known, which means \( k_f \) is known. An important point to note is that, while the upper bound of the summation in (2.3.14) is \( k_1 - 1 \), the formulation for \( R_{\text{eq}} \), i.e., (2.3.12), considers the
effect of the whole charging time and it contains $k_f$ rather than $k_1$.

Now, given $s_1$ and $k_1$, we can state the optimal charging problem as follows:

Minimize (2.3.14) subject to (2.2.42), or equivalently

\[
\text{Minimize: } L = J(s_1, k_1) + \lambda \left( \sum_{l=0}^{k_1-1} i[l] - \frac{s_1 - s_0}{c_h} \right)
\]  

Taking the derivative of Lagrangian $L$ with respect to $i[k]$ for $k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1$ and equating it to zero, we have:

\[
i[k] = \frac{\lambda}{2R_{eq}[k]\Delta} = \frac{-\lambda G_{eq}[k]}{2\Delta}
\]  

where $G_{eq}[k] = 1/R_{eq}[k]$ is the conductance. Taking the derivative of $L$ with respect to $\lambda$, and using (2.3.16) we find the optimal current profile in the first stage as follows:

\[
i^*[k] = -\frac{G_{eq}[k](s_1 - s_0)}{c_h \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} G_{eq}[k]} \quad k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1
\]  

We refer to the current profile in (2.3.17) as the optimal time-to-charge, energy losses and temperature rise (OtET) policy. Note that (2.3.17) is similar to what we obtained for the OtE case. In particular, if $\rho_T = 0$, then (2.3.17) will be the same as (2.2.30). Also, comparing (2.3.16) with the OtE case and, noting that for $k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1$, we can use the approximation of $R_{eq}[k] \approx R_0(1 + \rho_T R_{Eff})$, analogous to the optimal current profile of (2.2.39), we can write

\[
i^*[k] \approx \sqrt{\frac{\rho_c}{R_0(1 + \rho_T R_{Eff})}} \quad k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1
\]
We refer to the current profile of (2.3.18) as the near-optimal time-to-charge, energy loss and temperature rise (NOtET) policy.

### 2.4 Linear Quadratic- Constant Voltage (LQ-CV) Strategy Formulation

In this section, we investigate the battery charging problem using the equivalent electrical circuit model (model III) shown in Fig. 2.4.1.

![Equivalent electrical circuit model III of battery](image)

**Figure 2.4.1:** Equivalent electrical circuit model III of battery

Compared to the model discussed in subsection 2.2, it includes an extra RC circuit ($R_1$ and $C_1$). Let the current (in continuous time) through $R_0$ and $R_1$ be $i(t)$ and $i_1(t)$, respectively, and let the current through and the voltage across the capacitor $C_1$ be, respectively, $i_c(t)$ and $v_c(t)$. Then, we have: $i_c(t) = C_1 \frac{dv_c(t)}{dt}$, $i_c(t) = i(t) - i_1(t)$, $\frac{dv_c(t)}{dt} = R_1 \frac{di_1(t)}{dt}$, $\frac{di_1(t)}{dt} = \lim_{\Delta \to 0} \frac{i_1(t+\Delta) - i_1(t)}{\Delta}$. Using these relations and inserting $\frac{1}{R_1} \lim_{\Delta \to 0} \frac{\Delta}{1 - \exp(-\Delta/(R_1C_1))}$ for $C_1$, one can derive the following relation in...
the discrete form:

\[ i_1[k + 1] = \alpha i_1[k] + (1 - \alpha)i[k] \] (2.4.1)

where \( i_1[k] \) and \( i[k] \) are \( i_1(k\Delta) \) and \( i(k\Delta) \), respectively; \( \Delta \) is the sampling interval (typically 0.1 to 1 second, and assumed constant for simplicity of notation), and \( \alpha \) is as follows:

\[ \alpha = \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta}{R_1C_1}\right) \] (2.4.2)

The dynamic evolution of the battery state-of-charge (SOC), \( s \), is given by

\[ s[k + 1] = s[k] + c_h i[k] \] (2.4.3)

where \( s[k] \) is the SOC at time \( k \) and \( c_h \) (in 1/Ampere) is the Coulomb counting coefficient, given by

\[ c_h = \frac{\Delta}{3600Q} \] (2.4.4)

where \( \Delta \) is the time step (typically 0.1 to 1 second) and \( Q \) (in Ah) is the battery capacity, assumed to be known. It is assumed that the charging process takes \( k_f\Delta \) seconds (\( k_f \) unknown and to be optimized), to attain a specified final desired SOC of \( s_{k_f} \). That is,

\[ s[k_f] = s_{k_f} \] (2.4.5)
We consider a cost function composed of time-to-charge (TTC), energy loss (EL) in $R_0$ and $R_1$, and a temperature rise index (TRI). To have more flexibility in controlling the time to charge and the trajectory of SOC during charging, we also include a term including the sum of the squares of the difference of SOC at various times of the charging interval from the final desired SOC.

The cost function is, therefore, as follows:

$$J_{\text{EST}} = \rho_t J_t + J_E + \rho_s J_s + \rho_T J_T$$ (2.4.6)

where

$$J_t = k_f \Delta$$ (2.4.7)

$$J_E = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} (R_0 i^2[k] + R_1 i_1^2[k])$$ (2.4.8)

$$J_s = \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} (s[k] - s_{k_f})^2$$ (2.4.9)

$$J_T = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f} \hat{T}[k]$$ (2.4.10)
where $\tilde{T}[k]$ is the temperature rise from the ambient temperature, $T_{\text{amb}}$; that is

$$\tilde{T}[k] = T[k] - T_{\text{amb}} \quad (2.4.11)$$

Since it is the ratio of the weights that matters, we have assigned a weight of 1 to the energy loss cost function, i.e., $J_E$.

**Remark 2.4.1.** In (2.4.9), one can replace $s_{k_f}$ with $s_d(k)$, the desired SOC at time step $k$, for the charging process to follow a desired sequence of SOCs $\{s_d(k)\}_{k=0}^{k_f}$.

**Remark 2.4.2.** The cost function can include other functions of the SOC and the method that we discuss is still applicable. One such candidate is the following term, which corresponds to sum of squares of cumulative SOC difference from the final desired SOC.

$$J_S = \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \left( \sum_{l=0}^{k-1} (s[l] - s_{k_f}) \right)^2 \quad (2.4.12)$$

The temperature dynamics are as follows (For more details about thermal models refer to [5, 146, 198, 134, 147, 199, 206, 81]):

$$\tilde{T}[k+1] = (1 - a)\tilde{T}[k] + b_0 i^2[k] + b_1 i_1^2[k] \quad (2.4.13)$$

where $a$ is the cooling coefficient (see (B.0.21)). Note that equation (2.4.13) is similar to (2.3.4), except that here we have the effect of current $i_1$ too. The reader may refer to the “Appendix B” for details of temperature modeling.
\[ b_0 = \frac{R_0 \Delta}{m_{\text{batt}} C_{h,\text{batt}}} \]  
\[ b_1 = \frac{R_1 \Delta}{m_{\text{batt}} C_{h,\text{batt}}} \]  

and \( C_{h,\text{batt}} \) is the heat capacity of the battery (see (B.0.21)). The solution of (2.4.13) is as follows:

\[ \hat{T}[k] = \sum_{l=0}^{k-1} (1 - a)^{k-1-l}(b_0 i^2[l] + b_1 i^2_1[l]) \]  

Similarly to subsection 2.3, the cost function due to temperature, i.e., \( J_T \), can be written as follows:

\[ J_T = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \left( \sum_{l=0}^{k_f-k-1} (1 - a)^l \right) \left( b_0 i^2[l] + b_1 x^2[l] \right) \]  

Calculating the summation of \( (1 - a)^t \) and noting that \( b_0/a = R_0 R_{\text{Eff}} \) and \( b_1/a = R_1 R_{\text{Eff}} \), we can write

\[ J_T = \Delta \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} R_{0\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] + R_{1\text{eq}}[k] i^2_1[k] \]
\[ R_{0\text{eq}}[k] = R_0 + R_{0T}[k] \] (2.4.19)

\[ R_{0T}[k] = \rho_T R_0 R_{\text{Eff}} (1 - (1 - a)^{k_f - k}) \] (2.4.20)

\[ R_{1\text{eq}}[k] = R_1 + R_{1T}[k] \] (2.4.21)

\[ R_{1T}[k] = \rho_T R_1 R_{\text{Eff}} (1 - (1 - a)^{k_f - k}) \] (2.4.22)

where \( R_{0T}[k] \) and \( R_{1T}[k] \) are the heating equivalent resistances respectively due to \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \). To simplify the equations, we define the following state vector:

\[ \tilde{z}[k] = \begin{bmatrix} s[k] - s_{k_f} \\ i_1[k] \end{bmatrix} \] (2.4.23)

The dynamics of \( \tilde{z}[k] \) with its initial and final states could be written as follows:

\[ \tilde{z}[k + 1] = \Phi \tilde{z}[k] + \Gamma i[k] \] (2.4.24)
The battery terminal voltage is then as follows:

\[ v[k] = \text{OCV} (s[k]) + R_0 i[k] + \begin{bmatrix} 0 & R_1 \end{bmatrix} \hat{z}[k] \]  

(2.4.29)

with following constraints:

\[ v[k] \leq v_{\text{max}} \]  

(2.4.30)

\[ i[k] \leq i_{\text{max}} \]  

(2.4.31)

Selecting the optimal values of \( i_{\text{max}} \) and \( v_{\text{max}} \) is discussed in chapter 4. In this section, without loss of generality, we use \( v_c \) for \( v_{\text{max}} \), where \( v_c \) is the voltage corresponding to SOC of 1; that is

\[ v_c = \text{OCV}(1) \]  

(2.4.32)
Using the above notations, we can write the cost function as follows:

\[
J_{\text{EsT}} = \rho_v k_f \Delta + \sum_{k=0}^{k_f-1} \left( \Delta R_{0\text{eq}}[k]i^2[k] + z^T[k] \tilde{Q}[k] \tilde{z}[k] \right)
\] (2.4.33)

where

\[
\tilde{Q}[k] = \begin{bmatrix} \rho_s & 0 \\ 0 & \Delta R_{1\text{eq}}[k] \end{bmatrix}
\] (2.4.34)

(2.4.35)

Similarly to section 2.2, we divide the charging process into two stages: in the first stage that lasts for \( k_1 \) samples, the battery terminal voltage is less than \( v_c \). That is

\[
v[k] < v_c \quad k = 0, 1, ..., k_1 - 1
\] (2.4.36)

and in the second stage which starts at time \( k_1 \) onwards, the battery terminal voltage is equal to \( v_c \). That is

\[
v[k] = v_c \quad k = k_1, k_1 + 1, ..., k_f
\] (2.4.37)

As the voltage hits the boundary value of \( v_c \) at time \( k_1 \), and remains constant from then on, the current in stage 2 is already determined by the constrained dynamics.
of the system, as follows:

\[
i[k] = \frac{v_c - OCV - R_1i_1[k]}{R_0} \quad k = k_1, k_1 + 1, ..., k_f
\]

\[
x[k] = \alpha i_1[k - 1] + (1 - \alpha)i[k - 1] \quad k = k_1, k_1 + 1, ..., k_f
\]

with the following initial values

\[
i[k_1 - 1] = i_{k_1-1}
\]

\[
i_1[k_1 - 1] = i_{1k_1-1}
\]

where \(i_{k_1-1}\) and \(i_{1k_1-1}\) are the initial values of the currents for stage 2, which are equal to the final values of currents for stage 1.

The current profile in stage 1 is obtained by solving a linear quadratic (LQ) problem. The following algorithm finds the optimal current profile in stage 1.

\textit{Algorithm}: For a given \(k_1\) value, the optimal current profile in stage 1 (the LQ stage) is obtained as follows:

\[
i[k] = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta \bar{R}_{\text{seq}}[k]} \left( P[k + 1] \left( (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} \left( \Phi \bar{z}[k] - \Psi[k]g[k+1]\nu \right) \right) + g[k+1]\nu \right)
\]

where \(\nu\) and \(\Psi[k]\) are given by:

\[
\nu = \frac{s_1 - s_{kf} - g^T[0]z[0]}{\omega[0]}
\]
\[ \Psi[k] = \frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{\text{eq}}[k]} \] (2.4.44)

\( z[0] \) is the initial state, and \( g[0] \) and \( \omega[0] \) are calculated by solving the following backward set of recursions:

\[
P[k] = 2\tilde{Q}[k] + \Phi^T P[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \Phi
\]

\[
g[k] = \Phi^T (I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k])^{-1} g[k + 1]
\] (2.4.45)

\[
\omega[k] = \omega[k + 1] - g^T[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \Psi[k] g[k + 1]
\]

with the following terminal values:

\[
P[k_1] = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
g[k_1] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}^T
\] (2.4.46)

\[
\omega[k_1] = 0
\]

The derivation of this algorithm is presented in the “Appendix C”.

Based on the above, the numerical calculation of the optimal current is computed via the following steps:

1. Set \( J_{\text{est}}^{\text{old}} \) to a big value (for example, in Matlab, set it as "Inf").

2. Initialize \( k_1 \) with 1.

3. Solve the set of equations (2.4.45) with the terminal values in (2.4.46).

4. Calculate the current in stage 2 (the CV stage) by assuming the terminal
voltage as \( v_c \) until the SOC reaches the desired value of \( s_{kj} \).

5. Calculate the cost function based on the current profiles of stage 1 and stage 2 and assign it to \( J_{tEsT}^{new} \).

6. If \( J_{tEsT}^{new} > J_{tEsT}^{old} \), the optimal \( k_1 \) is the previous value and the optimal current profile was obtained in the previous step; otherwise, go to next step.

7. Solve the set of recursions (2.4.45) for one step with the terminal values obtained in the previous step.

8. Go to step "4".

It is important to note that although the optimal current profile is derived for model III (see Fig. 2.4.1), the method is generic and it is applicable to any equivalent electrical circuit model, with an enlarged state vector \( z[k] \).

It should be noted that the practical meaning of the parameters of optimization problem (e.g., \( \rho_t \), \( \rho_s \), and \( \rho_T \) in (2.4.6)) is to use them in an iterative design procedure to reach the desired performance. For example, if the maximum allowed energy loss is \( E_{\text{max}} \) and the maximum acceptable time-to-charge is \( TTC_{\text{max}} \), then in the design procedure, \( \rho_t \) should be selected proportional to \( \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \); that is \( \rho_t \propto \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{TTC_{\text{max}}} \) and then iterate on the proportionality factor.

2.5 Simulations

In this section, we present simulations based on the theoretical foundations of the previous sections.
2.5.1 Model I

Verification of the Optimal Solution

Here, we apply different levels of current and the simulation is run until the terminal voltage reaches $v_c$ and after that a constant voltage of $v_c$ is applied until the battery is charged to $s_{k_f}$. Five different current profiles are chosen including the optimal current profile (Fig. 2.5.1). The optimal current profile as mentioned before has the value of $\sqrt{\frac{\rho}{R_0}}$ in the CC stage. The battery parameters of Nokia BP-4L (Cell#3), given in the “Appendix A”, are used. The following simulation parameters are used: $\rho = 1$, $\Delta = 1(s)$, $s_0 = 0$, $s_{k_f} = 1$.

The “Appendix A” also shows the parameters of the OCV curve (calculated based on [20]). The OCV is a function of SOC $s$ as in [20].

$$s_s \triangleq E + s(1 - 2E) \quad (2.5.1)$$

$$OCV(s_s) = K_0 + K_1s_s^{-1} + K_2s_s^{-2} + K_3s_s^{-3} + K_4s_s^{-4} + K_5s_s + K_6\text{ln}(s_s) + K_7\text{ln}(1 - s_s) \quad (2.5.2)$$

and $E = 0.15$. Fig. 2.5.1 shows the current profiles with different levels of current in the CC stage. As seen from Fig. 2.5.1, at lower levels of current, the CC stage will take a longer time and the terminal voltage reaches the threshold voltage of $v_c$ at a later time. At higher levels of current, however, the OCV grows more rapidly. As the terminal voltage is $v[k] = OCV(s[k]) + R_0i[k]$, at higher levels of current the threshold voltage of $v_c$ is reached in a shorter time.
Fig. 2.5.1: Five different current profiles (including the optimal profile)

Fig. 2.5.2(a) shows the cost function $J_{iE}$ for the five current profiles of Fig. 2.5.1 and Fig. 2.5.2(b) shows the corresponding current levels in the CC stage. It is seen that the optimal current profile (i.e., profile 3) has the lowest cost function. Deviating from this profile, either by increasing or decreasing the current in the CC stage, results in an increase in the cost function. For the lower current levels (profiles 1-2), the rise in the cost function is due to a rise in TTC and for higher current levels (profiles 4-5) the rise in cost function is due to rise in EL.
Effect of Weights

In this subsection, we use different cost functions and find the corresponding optimal profiles. Different values of $\rho_t$ from 0.1 to 0.5 are chosen. Figures 2.5.3, 2.5.4, and 2.5.5, respectively, show the profiles of current, state of charge and terminal voltage. Fig. 2.5.3 shows that low values of $\rho_t$ result in low values of current in the CC stage. In other words, a low $\rho_t$ puts less emphasis on charging time and more emphasis on the energy losses; hence, it results in low level of current which provides low energy losses. On the other hand, by increasing $\rho_t$, more emphasis is placed on the charging time. Consequently, the level of current is increased proportionally to $\sqrt{\rho_t}$ to reduce the TTC.
Figure 2.5.3: Current profiles for different values of $\rho_t$

Fig. 2.5.4 shows the state-of-charge profiles for different values of $\rho_t$. It is seen that by increasing $\rho_t$, more emphasis is placed on charging time and the SOC reaches the final value in a shorter time. Fig. 2.5.5 shows the terminal voltage profiles for different values of $\rho_t$. Note that for low values of $\rho_t$, as the emphasis on energy loss is high, the corresponding current level in CC is low, and consequently, the terminal voltage reaches the threshold value of $v_c$ at a later time. Hence, the duration of CC stage is high and the charging time is high as well.
Fig. 2.5.4 shows the time-to-charge, energy losses and efficiency as functions of $\rho_t$. As expected, high values of $\rho_t$ result in lower TTC. The low TTC, however, is
obtained by increasing the current level; as EL is proportional to the square of current, thus the high values of $\rho_t$ result in high values of EL. The high values of EL mean that a higher fraction of input power is wasted; hence it is equivalent to a decline in efficiency.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 2.5.6:** TTC, El and efficiency curves for different values of $\rho_t$

Fig. 2.5.7 shows the time-to-charge versus efficiency (ratio of effective to total energy) curve. TTC and efficiency are two counteracting objectives. For low values of $\rho_t$, as less emphasis is put on TTC, the TTC is high; however, high TTC is the result of low current values, which incur low energy losses and hence higher efficiency. For example at $\rho_t = 0.1$, the TTC is 195 minutes, but the efficiency is as high as 95.82%. On the other hand, for high values of $\rho_t$ which place more emphasis on TTC, the TTC is reduced dramatically; however, low TTC is achieved by increasing the current values, which results in high energy losses and hence lower efficiency. For example, at $\rho_t = 0.5$, the TTC is as low as 148 minutes, but the efficiency decreases to 92.87%.
Temperature Effect

In this section, we consider the effect of temperature rise index (TRI) on optimal charging. The cost function is a weighted sum of TTC (seconds), EL (Joules) and TRI (Kelvin seconds), given by

\[ J_{tET} = \rho_t \times TTC + EL + \rho_T \times TRI \]  

(2.5.3)

We used two sets of thermal parameters, shown in Table 2.5.1. Parameter set ”A” is adopted from [198]. Parameter set ”B” is a scaled version of parameter set ”A” with \( m_{\text{batt}} \) set as the weight of Nokia BP-4L. For each set of thermal parameters (”A” or ”B”), the weights of the cost function are chosen as \( \rho_t = 1, \rho_T = 1 \) and \( \rho_t = 1, \rho_T = 4 \). Three schemes are used: OtE (equations (2.2.39) and (2.2.40)), OtET (equations (2.3.17) and (2.2.40)), and NOtET (equations (2.3.18) and (2.2.40)). The
cost function in (2.5.3) or (2.3.6) is calculated for the three schemes. Table 2.5.2 shows the cost functions of the three schemes for different weightings. As seen from this table, the cost function for the OtE has the highest value. Also the difference between the cost function of OtET and NOtET is negligible with the OtET being slightly smaller when thermal parameter set "A" is used. For thermal parameter set of "B", there is visually no difference between NOtET and OtET. Due to this negligible difference in the cost function and also since the calculation of NOtET profile is much easier than that of the OtET, it is reasonable to use NOtET rather than the OtET scheme. Also note that the weight on TRI results in a reduction of current, as can be seen from Figure 2.5.8. This reduction in current level results in a lower temperature rise (see Figure 2.5.9). In other words, energy losses with $R_{eq}$ instead of $R_0$ can be used as a surrogate cost function for the TRI.

Table 2.5.1: Battery thermal parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Set</th>
<th>$m_{batt}$ (kg)</th>
<th>$R_{Eff}$ (K/W)</th>
<th>$C_{h,batt}$ (J/(kg.K))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.37824</td>
<td>7.8146</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>1.6528</td>
<td>168.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5.2: Cost function for different schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\rho_t$</th>
<th>$\rho_T$</th>
<th>Thermal Parameters</th>
<th>$J_{tET}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OtE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>26734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>72023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>14970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>24966</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.5.8: Current profiles for $\rho_t = 1, \rho_T = 1$ and temperature parameter set "A"

Figure 2.5.9: Temperature profiles for $\rho_t = 1, \rho_T = 1$ and temperature parameter set "A"
Analysis of Different Commercial Batteries

In this subsection, we discuss the behavior of different commercial batteries. The parameters of the investigated batteries are given in the “Appendix A”. Note that the equivalent electrical circuit parameters given in Table A.0.1 are for model III (see Figure 2.2.3). In simulations, we use the summation of \( R_0 + R_1 \) of model III as an estimate of resistance \( R_0 \) in model I. The batteries are Samsung EB575152 (four cells), Samsung EB504465 (four cells), Samsung AB463651 (two cells), Nokia BP-4L (four cells), LG LGIP (two cells).

Next, we apply the OtE algorithm with \( \rho_t = 0.5 \) to 16 commercial batteries to investigate the times-to-charge and efficiencies of the batteries. The parameters of the batteries, i.e., the electrical parameters of the models in Fig. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, and the parameters of OCV function in (2.5.2), were calculated using experimental data and by applying the BFG algorithms in [20]. These parameters are listed in Tables A.0.1 and A.0.2 in the Appendix. Fig. 2.5.10 shows the TTC versus efficiency for different types of batteries. Among all batteries, Sam-EB575152 (Cell 3) has the lowest efficiency (90.73%). This can be attributed to the high resistance of this battery, which might be due to aging. Sam-EB504465 (Cell 4) has the highest TTC (102 minutes) and Nokia BP-4L (Cell 4) has the highest efficiency. Note that the cells of the same battery are close to each other in terms of efficiency and TTC. Considering all the cells of a battery, we can say that LG-LGIP cells (circle markers) have the highest efficiency (91.4%). Fig. 2.5.11 shows the cost function values of \( J_{tE} = \rho_t J_t + J_E \). When TTC is weighted with weight value of \( \rho_t = 0.5 \), Sam-EB575152 (Cell 2) has the best performance.
Figure 2.5.10: Time-to-charge versus efficiency of different battery types at 25°C

Figure 2.5.11: Cost function for different battery types at 25°C, $\rho_t = 0.5$
2.5.2 Model III

Effect of Weights

In this subsection, we use different cost functions and find the corresponding optimal profiles for Model III. First, we set $\rho_s = \rho_T = 0$, and we change the values of $\rho_t$ from 0.1 to 0.5. Figures 2.5.12, 2.5.13, and 2.5.14, respectively, show the profiles of current, state of charge and terminal voltage. Fig. 2.5.12 shows that low values of $\rho_t$ result in low values of current in stage 1 (LQ stage). In other words, a low $\rho_t$ puts less emphasis on charging time and more emphasis on the energy losses; hence, it results in low level of current which provides low energy loss and higher charging efficiency. On the other hand, by increasing $\rho_t$, more emphasis is placed on the charging time.

![Figure 2.5.12: Current profiles for different values of $\rho_t$](image)
Figure 2.5.13: SOC profiles for different values of $\rho_t$

Figure 2.5.14: Terminal voltage profiles for different values of $\rho_t$
Next, we consider the effects of $\rho_T$ and $\rho_s$, and we compare the results to the case when these weights are zero. Figure 2.5.15 shows the optimal current profile for three different weight sets. The blue curve represents the optimal profile when $\rho_t = 0.5, \rho_s = 0, \rho_T = 0$. Here there is no penalty on the temperature rise and the squared difference of the SOC and the final desired SOC ($s_{k_f}$). When we change $\rho_T$ from zero to 0.5, the emphasis on the temperature rise results in a decrease in the magnitude of current, as depicted by the blue and red curves in Fig. 2.5.15. The green curve shows the optimal current profile when we set $\rho_s$ to 0.1 as well. Here, the penalty on the squares difference of the SOC and the final desired SOC ($s_{k_f}$) results in an increase in the current level.
2.6 Summary

The optimal charging problem involving a weighted combination of time-to-charge (TTC), energy loss (EL) and temperature rise index (TRI) was considered. The optimal TTC and EL solution (OtE) is found to be the well-known CC-CV strategy with the value of current in the CC stage being a function of the ratio of weighting on TTC and EL and also the resistance of battery. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that it is proved that the well-known CC-CV charging profile is the optimal solution of a particular optimization problem, namely, the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of time-to-charge and energy loss. In addition, an analytical solution for the optimal TTC, EL and TRI, referred to as OtET, was developed. Due to similarity of the structure of the OtE and OtET solutions, a near-optimal version of OtET was developed (referred to as NOtET). The NOtET is a CC-CV strategy with the value of current in the CC stage being a function of the ratio of weighting on TTC and EL, the resistance of the battery and the effective thermal resistance. Then, we presented a linear quadratic optimization approach and its solution to optimally charging a Li-ion battery in a general form. The optimal profile was derived based on a cost function, which is a weighted sum of time-to-charge (TTC), energy loss (EL), sum of the squares of the differences of the state-of-charge (SOC) from the final desired SOC, and temperature rise index (TRI). The presented solution strategy is generic and it is applicable to any equivalent electrical circuit model of a battery. A number of simulations were conducted to evaluate the effect of weighting parameters. Finally, extensive results on industrial batteries from LG, Nokia and Samsung were presented.
Chapter 3

Capacity Fade Modeling

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose two models, namely LAR-αβγ and CVD, to estimate the normalized capacity (and, equivalently, the capacity fade) as a function of the cycle number. The motivation for developing a capacity fade model is that, for the level-I control policy (to be presented in the next chapter), we need a capacity model that considers both the current and the terminal voltage as control parameters of the model. In other words, this chapter is a precursor to the next chapter. These models are developed by exploring a number of models with different fitting methods. The development of the models is based on the data obtained from the aging experiments, which are detailed in section 3.2. Let $n$ denote the cycle number. The capacity at cycle $n$, denoted by $Q[n]$, is calculated by trapezoidal integration of the injected current during the charging process, which is also referred to as the Coulomb counting. In each experiment, the calculated capacities $Q[n]$ are normalized by dividing them by
the capacity of the battery at the first cycle, i.e., \(Q[1]\), and the resulting normalized capacities are denoted by \(Q_{\text{norm}}[n]\); that is

\[
Q_{\text{norm}}[n] = \frac{Q[n]}{Q[1]} \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots \tag{3.1.1}
\]

These normalized capacities are used for fitting the capacity models.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we explain how the aging experiments have been conducted. In section 3.3, we propose LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) model. Then, in section 3.4, we study the LS-BE model. The comparison of the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) and the LS-BE models is presented in section 3.5. In section 3.6, we present the CVD model, which is a function of control variables \(v_{\text{max}}\) and \(i_{\text{max}}\). The comparison of the CVD and the LS-BE models is presented in section 3.7. In section 3.8, using the CVD model, we analyze the effect of current and terminal voltage on capacity fade. Finally, in section 3.9, we summarize the chapter.

### 3.2 Aging Experiments

In order to study the effects of aging on capacity, ten different experiments were performed. The batteries used in these experiments were Samsung GS4 with a capacity of 2600 mAh and a nominal terminal voltage of 4.35 volts. The batteries were exposed to several (from 25 to 200) cycles of charging and discharging with a 10 minute rest after any charge or discharge process. The experiments were performed at room temperature (25 °C) using Keithley 2651A [2]; descriptions of the experiments are provided in Table 3.2.1. Seven different charge profiles (Ch1-Ch7) were used and are described in Table 3.2.2. Note that 1.0C for GS4 battery corresponds to 2.6
amperes. All the charge profiles are terminated once the charge current falls below $\frac{1}{20}C$ or, equivalently, 130 mA. Three different discharge profiles, namely Disch1-Disch3, were used. Table 3.2.3 describes the discharge profile Disch1, which has been used in all experiments except 2 and 10. The profile Disch2 is similar to Disch1, except that 0.25C is used for stage 1, 0.5C for stage 2, and 0.2C for stage 3. The profile Disch3 consists of only one stage: discharge at 0.2C until the terminal voltage reaches 2.8V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment ID</th>
<th>Charge Profile</th>
<th>Discharge Profile</th>
<th>Number of Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ch1</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ch2</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ch3</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ch3</td>
<td>Disch3</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ch4</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ch4</td>
<td>Disch2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ch5</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ch2</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ch6</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ch7</td>
<td>Disch1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2.1: List of aging experiments
Table 3.2.2: Description of charging profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge Profile</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch1</td>
<td>Multi-level current at 1.25C for 1200 seconds, 0.833C for 1100 seconds then 0.5C until the battery terminal voltage hits 4.35, afterwards the CV stage is activated with 4.35 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch2</td>
<td>CC-CV with current at CC stage equal to 1.0C and voltage at CV stage equal to 4.35 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch3</td>
<td>CC-CV with current at CC stage equal to 0.7C and voltage at CV stage equal to 4.35 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch4</td>
<td>Multi-level CV at 4.45, 4.40, 4.35, 4.30, 4.25 volts each for 0.5 seconds with tapering down the voltage to 4.35 volts after SOC of 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch5</td>
<td>CC-CV with current at CC stage equal to 1.3C and voltage at CV stage equal to 4.35 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch6</td>
<td>CC-CV with current at CC stage equal to 1.3C and voltage at CV stage equal to 4.25 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch7</td>
<td>CC-CV with current at CC stage equal to 1.0C and voltage at CV stage equal to 4.25 volts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2.3: Description of discharge profile of Disch1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>discharge at 0.5C for 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>discharge at 1C for 15 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>discharge at 0.5C for few seconds (6 seconds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>discharge at 0.2C until battery terminal voltage hits 2.8 volts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2.1 shows a sample charge-discharge profile for one of the experiments and Figure 3.2.2 shows all of its 125 voltage profiles. It can be seen that, as the battery ages, the time-to-charge and time-to-discharge decrease and hence the total time of a charge-rest-discharge-rest cycle decreases. This decrease in time-to-charge and time-to-discharge is due to capacity fade. For an animation about illustration of capacity fade (via the decreasing time-to-charge and time-to-discharge as the battery ages), the reader may refer to [1].
Remark 3.2.1. Note that Fig. 3.2.2 also illustrates power fade in a battery as it ages. A jump in the current results in a jump in the terminal voltage. The series resistance of a battery ($R_0$) equals to the ratio of the jump in the terminal voltage to the jump in the current. If the jump in the current remains fixed, as the number of
cycles increases, the change in the jump in the terminal voltage is proportional to the change in the series resistance in the battery as it ages. One can see as the current jumps from \(-2.6\, A(-1\text{ Crate})\) to \(-130\, mA(-\frac{1}{20}\text{ Crate})\), the magnitude of the jump in terminal voltage increases as the number of cycles goes up. This demonstrates that the series resistance in the battery increases as the battery ages, which demonstrates power fade in the battery due to aging.

### 3.3 LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) Model

Among the explored models, the following model with the least absolute residuals (LAR) as its fitting criterion was found to better capture the trend in the normalized capacity. We refer to this model as "LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\)".

$$Q_{\text{norm}}[n] = \alpha\beta^n n^\gamma \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots$$

(3.3.1)

The LAR method is robust in that it minimizes the sum of the absolute values of the residuals, rather than the squared differences as in ordinary least squares. Therefore, extreme values have substantially smaller influence on the fit, thereby achieving the desired robustness of the fit. The Matlab function of "fit" with the "StartPoint" of \([1\ 1\ 1]\) was used for training the model.

### 3.4 LS-BE Model

For performance comparison with the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) model, the following bi-exponential model, which is frequently used in the literature [75], [196], [82], was chosen. We used
the least squares approach as the fitting method; hence we refer to it as "LS-BE".

\[ Q_{\text{norm}}[n] = \alpha_1 \beta_1^n + \alpha_2 \beta_2^n \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots \] (3.4.1)

The estimation of the parameters is performed as follows. First, we can easily verify that the following relation holds.

\[ Q_{\text{norm}}[n + 1] = x_1 Q_{\text{norm}}[n] - x_2 Q_{\text{norm}}[n - 1] \] (3.4.2)

where,

\[ x_1 = (\beta_1 + \beta_2) \quad x_2 = \beta_1 \beta_2 \] (3.4.3)

Since we have the profile of normalized capacity, the unknown variables of \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) in (3.4.2) can easily be estimated using LS method. Since \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are, respectively, the sum and the product of \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \), we can find the estimates of \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) by solving the following quadratic equation, once we estimate \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \).

\[ \beta^2 - x_1 \beta + x_2 = 0 \] (3.4.4)

Having the estimates of \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \), equation (3.4.1) reduces to a linear equation with unknown variables \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \). Hence, by applying the LS method, we can estimate both \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \).

Note that since the capacity model is in the normalized form, the capacity
fade (CF), which is defined in (3.4.5), can also be written as in (3.4.6).

\[ CF[n] = \frac{Q[1] - Q[n]}{Q[1]} \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots \]  

(3.4.5)

\[ CF[n] = 1 - Q_{\text{norm}}[n] \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots \]  

(3.4.6)

3.5 Comparison of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ Model and LS-BE Model

Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 show the data for normalized capacities in one of the experiments, along with the estimates of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ and LS-BE models, with 40 and 160 training samples, respectively. In this experiment, as Fig. 3.5.1 and Fig. 3.5.2 show, the LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ is better at capturing the trend in the normalized capacities than LS-BE. While the outliers affect the LS-BE model significantly, they have minor effect on the LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ and hence LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ filters out the outliers. It is seen that predictions of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ are consistent with the experimental data even when just 40 samples are used in the fitting process.
Next, in one of the experiments, we used the data from cycles 1-175 for training the two models, and then we predicted the normalized capacity for cycles
176-200. We found while the average of the relative error of LS-BE prediction is 0.99%, that of LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) is only 0.35%; in addition, the maximum values of relative error for these models are 1.50% and .87%, respectively. This suggests that LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) provides better performance in capturing the trend in capacity fade than LS-BE does. This observation was found to be consistently valid across all the experiments.

Next we compare LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) and the LS-BE models using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The AIC is used to rank multiple models in the Kullback-Leibler information sense [38] and values the goodness-of-fit and parsimony, two often-counteracting factors. However, once a model, with fewer parameters (more parsimonious), provides a better goodness-of-fit than a model with more parameters, the AIC selects the model with less parameters. The number of parameters for the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) is 3 and for the LS-BE is 4, meaning that the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) model is more parsimonious than the LS-BE model. As for the goodness-of-fit, Fig. 3.5.3 shows the ratio of MSE (Mean Squared Error) of LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) to that of LS-BE, where in all experiments, this ratio is higher than 1 with it being as high as 3.6 for the first experiment. In ranking models via AIC, what is important is the AIC differences rather than the AIC values themselves [38]. Table 3.5.1 shows the AIC differences \((\Delta\text{AIC} = \text{AIC}_{\text{LS-BE}} - \text{AIC}_{\text{LAR-}\alpha\beta\gamma})\) for the 10 aging experiments. For eight of experiments the AIC difference is greater than 10 and for the remaining two experiments, it is greater than 4. As rule of thumb, the level of empirical support for a model with higher AIC is considerably less when the AIC difference is between 4 and 7 and it is essentially none when the AIC difference is greater than 10 [4]. The relative likelihood of LS-BE model (with respect to LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\)) can be calculated using the AIC differences as \(l_{\text{LS-BE}} = \exp(-\frac{\Delta\text{AIC}}{2})[38]\). These values are shown in Table 3.5.1 and it is seen that the highest value for relative likelihood of LS-BE model is 0.1,
which demonstrates that the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) model is better than LS-BE model in the Kullback-Leibler information sense.

![Figure 3.5.3: MSE ratio of LS-BE to LAR](image)

**Figure 3.5.3:** MSE ratio of LS-BE to LAR

**Table 3.5.1:** AIC differences of the LAR-\(\alpha\beta\gamma\) and LS-BE models and relative likelihood of LS-BE model for all aging experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment ID</th>
<th>(\Delta\text{AIC} = \text{AIC}<em>{\text{LS-BE}} - \text{AIC}</em>{\text{LAR-}\alpha\beta\gamma})</th>
<th>(l_{\text{LS-BE}}) (Relative likelihood)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.5.2 shows the parameters of LAR-αβγ model for the ten experiments.

Table 3.5.2: Parameters of LAR-αβγ model for all experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment ID</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>γ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9992</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
<td>-0.0037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0015</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0007</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0007</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0013</td>
<td>0.9995</td>
<td>-0.0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.0008</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0005</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0016</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.0004</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.0004</td>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 CVD Model

In order to be able to apply the level-I control policy (as described in chapter 4) to select the optimal values for the maximum allowable current and the maximum allowable terminal voltage, we need a capacity fade model that incorporates these two parameters. For this reason, we developed a control variable-dependent model (CVD model), in which the αβγ parameters are dependent on $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$. The model chosen for this purpose is as follows:

$$Q_{\text{norm}, v_{\text{max}}, i_{\text{max}}} [n] = (\alpha_1 v_{\text{max}}^{\alpha_2} i_{\text{max}}^{\alpha_3}) (\beta_1 v_{\text{max}}^{\beta_2} i_{\text{max}}^{\beta_3})^n n^{(\gamma_1 v_{\text{max}}^{\gamma_2} i_{\text{max}}^{\gamma_3})} \quad n = 1, 2, ... \quad (3.6.1)$$
The fitting of model (3.6.1) is performed in three stages:

1. The data for each experiment are used to find the corresponding LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ model.

2. For each experiment, the corresponding LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ is used to generate the normalized capacity data for 500 cycles.

3. The generated normalized capacity data in stage 2 for all experiments as well as the $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ of the experiments are used to fit the CVD model using the LS approach.

The CVD model of (3.6.1) can be written as follows:

$$Q_{\text{norm},u}[n] = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u, n) \quad (3.6.2)$$

$$\alpha = \begin{bmatrix} \alpha_1 & \alpha_2 & \alpha_3 \end{bmatrix}^T \quad (3.6.3)$$

$$\beta = \begin{bmatrix} \beta_1 & \beta_2 & \beta_3 \end{bmatrix}^T \quad (3.6.4)$$

$$\gamma = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_1 & \gamma_2 & \gamma_3 \end{bmatrix}^T \quad (3.6.5)$$
\[ u = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}} & i_{\text{max}} \end{bmatrix}^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6.6)

where \( \alpha, \beta, \text{and} \gamma \) are fixed parameters, once the model is trained. Therefore, the trend in capacity (and consequently capacity fade) over cycles depends on the values of control variables \( u \). Note that \( v_{\text{max}} \) and \( i_{\text{max}} \) are expressed in normalized form with their nominal values being 4.35 V and 2.6 A, respectively.

Table 3.6.1 shows the parameters of the CVD model.

**Table 3.6.1: Parameters of CVD model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \alpha_1 )</th>
<th>( \alpha_2 )</th>
<th>( \alpha_3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0007</td>
<td>0.0539</td>
<td>-0.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_1 )</td>
<td>( \beta_2 )</td>
<td>( \beta_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9996</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>-1.0407 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_1 )</td>
<td>( \gamma_2 )</td>
<td>( \gamma_3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0749</td>
<td>-0.0767</td>
<td>-4.9293 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.7 Comparison of CVD and LS-BE Models

Figure 3.7.1 shows a comparison of the LAR-\( \alpha \beta \gamma \), CVD and LS-BE models in capturing the trend in capacities for two of the experiments. The CVD model and the LAR-\( \alpha \beta \gamma \) model are indistinguishable. Figure 3.7.2 shows the relative error of the CVD and the LS-BE models with respect to the LAR-\( \alpha \beta \gamma \) model. As is evident from these experiments, compared to LS-BE, the CVD model has a lower relative error.
Figure 3.7.1: Comparison of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ model and LS-BE model with different fitting data lengths.

Figure 3.7.2: Relative error of LS-BE, and CVD models with respect to LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$
3.8 Effect of Terminal Voltage and Current on Battery Capacity

In this section, using the CVD model, we consider the effect of voltage and current on the capacity curves. For this purpose, we use the range $[0.97, 1.02]$ for both normalized $v_{\text{max}}$ and normalized $i_{\text{max}}$. Note that these variables are in normalized form with 1 for $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ representing 4.35 V and 2.6 A, respectively. Figure 3.8.1 shows 80 capacity curves which are obtained by 20 linearly-spaced values in the voltage range and 4 linearly-spaced values in the current range. The red and green curves show the harshest and mildest strategies, respectively, corresponding to $u = [1.02, 1.02]^T$ and $u = [0.97, 0.97]^T$. It is seen that these 80 curves span almost all the area between the harshest and mildest strategies. On the other hand, Figure 3.8.2 shows 80 capacity curves which are obtained by 4 linearly-spaced values in the voltage range and 20 linearly-spaced values in the current range. Again, the red and green curves show the harshest and mildest strategies, respectively, corresponding to $u = [1.02, 1.02]^T$ and $u = [0.97, 0.97]^T$. It is seen that there is sparsity in the region between the red curves. More specifically, there are four sets (corresponding to the four values of $v_{\text{max}}$) of curves each containing 20 curves (corresponding to the 20 values of $i_{\text{max}}$) and these four sets are separated by empty spaces. In other words, Figures 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 confirm that $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on capacity fade.
Figure 3.8.1: Plot of 80 capacity curves with high resolution in voltage (20 values) and low resolution in current (4 values)

Figure 3.8.2: Plot of 80 capacity curves with low resolution in voltage (4 values) and high resolution in current (20 values)

In another simulation, we used the harshest value for $v_{\text{max}}$, i.e., 1.02, and 100 linearly-spaced values for $i_{\text{max}}$ in the region $[0.97, 1.02]$. All the 100 curves had normalized capacities of less than 0.80 after 500 cycles. However, by reversing the
scenario, i.e., using the harshest value for $i_{\text{max}}$, i.e., 1.02, and 100 linearly-spaced values for $v_{\text{max}}$ in the region $[0.97, 1.02]$, only 36 curves had normalized capacities that are less than 0.80 after 500 cycles. This again confirms the dominant effect of $v_{\text{max}}$ over $i_{\text{max}}$ on capacity fade.

### 3.9 Summary

In this chapter, we presented two models for estimating the normalized battery capacity, namely, the LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ and the CVD. The former is a function of the number of cycles and the latter is a function of the number of cycles and two charge control parameters, viz., maximum terminal voltage of the battery ($v_{\text{max}}$) and maximum charge current ($i_{\text{max}}$). The accuracies of these models were explored by experimental data gathered from aging experiments performed on Samsung GS4 battery, and their dominance over the bi-exponential capacity model was demonstrated using the experimental data. The statistical dominance of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ over LS-BE was performed using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Using the CVD model, we also analyzed the effect of voltage and current on the capacity curves and we showed that $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on the capacity fade of a battery.
Chapter 4

Battery Life Management

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned earlier, we analyze the optimal charging problem as a two-level strategy (level-I and level-II) that provides fast charging, while considering the battery life management by achieving a pre-specified desired “useful cycle life”. At a lower and more detailed level (level-II), the objective is to find the optimal current profile to minimize the time-to-charge and energy loss during charging. The optimal charging algorithms require two parameters: maximum acceptable terminal voltage of the battery and the maximum current during charge. As observed by other researchers as well [100], these two parameters affect the life of the battery. Other factors that affect the life of the battery include depth of discharge, variations in charge and discharge currents, temperature, and duty cycle and pulse duration in the case of pulse charging, to name a few. In this chapter, we focus on the Level-I optimization, which is in fact battery life management.
The block diagram of level-I optimization is shown in Fig. 4.1.1. The measured capacity data from aging experiments is fed into a capacity fade model that uses the present cycle and the capacity of the battery obtained from the battery fuel gauge (BFG) to select the optimal charging parameters $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ to be used as control parameters in the charging algorithm.

![Block diagram of level-I optimization](image)

**Figure 4.1.1:** Block diagram of level-I optimization (battery life management)

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.2, we present a methodology that combines fast charging and battery life management via optimal charging parameter selection. Then, numerical illustrations for the optimal charging parameter selection are presented in section 4.3. Finally, in section 4.4, we summarize the chapter.

### 4.2 Fast Charging with Battery Life Management via Optimal Charging Parameter Selection

In this section, we present a battery life management policy, by formulating the problem as one of optimally selecting the control variables, i.e., $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$. The goal is to find the optimal terminal voltage and maximum current so that we preserve the "Least Permissible Normalized Capacity" LPNC (typically 80%) at the end of the
"Nominal Cycle Life" NCL (typically 500) cycles of battery usage, while minimizing the time to charge. In this paper, for illustrative purposes, we use LPNC = 80% and NCL = 500 as the constraints for the optimal charging parameter selection.

Suppose we have $K$ different candidate values for $v_{\text{max}}$ and $L$ different candidate values for $i_{\text{max}}$ as follows:

\[ v_{\text{max}} \in \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_K\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2.1)

\[ i_{\text{max}} \in \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_L\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2.2)

This results in $K \times L$ different curves as follows:

\[ Q_{\text{norm},kl}[n] = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u_{kl}, n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2.3)

Figure 4.2.1 shows a graph of normalized capacity ($Q_{\text{norm}}$) versus cycle number ($n$).
Figure 4.2.1: An example of normalized capacity as a function of cycle number

\[ Q_{\text{norm}}[n] = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u_{kl}, n) \]

Corresponding to curve \( Q_{\text{norm,kl}}[n] \), we define the "Useful Cycle Life" of \( \text{UCL}_{kl} \) as the cycle number at which the normalized capacity hits the "Least Permissible"
Normalized Capacity” LPNC (say, 80%). Thus,

\[ Q_{\text{norm}, kl}[n] = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u_{kl}, n) \geq \text{LPNC} \quad \text{for} \quad n \leq UCL_{kl} \quad (4.2.5) \]

\[ Q_{\text{norm}, kl}[n] = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u_{kl}, n) < \text{LPNC} \quad \text{for} \quad n > UCL_{kl} \quad (4.2.6) \]

Figure 4.2.2 illustrates the definition of UCL\(_{kl}\).

Assume that we have estimates of the number of cycles the battery has been exposed to and the normalized capacity of the battery at any time (for example
Let PC denote the “Present Cycle” of the battery and let $Q_{PC}$ be the estimated normalized capacity at cycle PC. If this battery is going to be charged using the control setting $u_{kl}$, its normalized capacity should correspond to the curve $Q_{\text{norm},kl}[n]$. Corresponding to the control setting $u_{kl}$ and the normalized capacity of the battery at present cycle ($Q_{PC}$), we define the “Virtual Present Cycle” of the battery $VPC_{kl}$ as follows:

$$Q_{PC} = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u_{kl}, VPC_{kl})$$

Figure 4.2.3 illustrates the definition of $VPC_{kl}$. 

**Figure 4.2.3:** Illustration of Virtual Present Cycle (VPC)
Then, for a charge profile with control setting $u_{kl}$, the "Remaining Useful Cycle Life" RUCL$_{kl}$ is defined as the difference between useful cycle life and the virtual present cycle; that is

$$RUCL_{kl} = UCL_{kl} - VPC_{kl} \quad (4.2.8)$$

Figure 4.2.4 illustrates the definition of RUCL$_{kl}$.

![Figure 4.2.4: Illustration of Remaining Useful Cycle Life (RUCL)](image-url)
Since the battery has already experienced PC cycles of usage, the "Expected Useful Cycle Life" of the battery $\text{EUCL}_{kl}$ corresponding to the control setting $u_{kl}$ is:

$$\text{EUCL}_{kl} = \text{PC} + \text{RUCL}_{kl}$$

(4.2.9)

Inserting (4.2.8) into (4.2.9), we have

$$\text{EUCL}_{kl} = (\text{PC} - V_{\text{PC}_{kl}}) + \text{UCL}_{kl}$$

(4.2.10)

The control setting $u_{kl}$ is feasible if its corresponding expected useful cycle life is greater than or equal to "Nominal Cycle Life" $\text{NCL}$ (say, 500 cycles); that is

$$\text{EUCL}_{kl} \geq \text{NCL}$$

(4.2.11)

Thus, the "Set of Feasible Control Settings" (SFCS) is

$$\text{SFCS} = \{u_{kl}| k \in \{1, 2, ..., K\}, l \in \{1, 2, ..., L\}, \text{EUCL}_{kl} \geq \text{NCL}\}$$

(4.2.12)

Among all feasible control settings, we select the one that minimizes the time to charge. This can be done as follows by using $TTC_{kl}$. For this purpose, the model-I of the battery is simulated for different values of feasible control parameters, and among them the policy that results in the lowest TTC is selected. In the simulations, the CC-CV charging is used with the current in CC stage is selected as $i_l$ and the terminal voltage in CV stage as $v_k$. This is equivalent to running the optimal charging algorithm with the objective of weighted sum of time-to-charge (TTC) and energy loss (EL) (referred to as OtE algorithm in section 2.2) with weight on TTC, i.e. $\rho_t$, 
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being equal to $R_0 l^2$, where $R_0$ is the series resistance of the equivalent electrical circuit model. Note that for running model-I we need to know an estimate of the resistance of the battery, i.e. $R_0$, which can obtained through BFG. In the numerical results of this paper, however, we assume that $R_0$ is known.

**Remark 4.2.1.** Note that we can set a threshold SOC, $s_{th}$, for which we want to have the fastest TTC among all feasible strategies. The $s_{th}$ threshold may be different from the desired final SOC after charging, i.e., $s_{kj}$. For example, if we want to find the best policy, which maintains the life cycle constraints and results in the lowest time to charge for reaching an SOC of 50%, then we set $s_{th} = 0.50$.

**Remark 4.2.2.** Note that any capacity model can be used in place of the CVD model, as long as the model incorporates the control variables (the maximum terminal voltage and the maximum charge current).

The optimal strategy is then, selecting the control setting (among the SFCS) that provides the lowest time-to-charge:

\[
(k^*, l^*) = \arg \min_{k,l} \left( \text{min}_{u \in \text{SFCS}} (\text{TTC}_{kl}) \right)
\]

**Remark 4.2.3.** Another way to select the optimal strategy could be selecting the control setting (among the SFCS) that provides the lowest useful cycle life (UCL):

\[
(k^*, l^*) = \arg \min_{k,l} \left( \text{min}_{\text{SFCS}} (\text{UCL}_{kl}) \right)
\]
The optimal control setting is

$$
\mathbf{u}^* = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* & i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} v_k^* & i_l^* \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

(4.2.15)

Figure 4.2.5 shows the detailed block diagram of battery life management (the level-I optimization problem). The setpoints of the diagram are LPNC and NCL, and $s_{th}$, the inputs to the optimization algorithm are PC, $Q_{PC}$, and $R_0$. These inputs may be estimated by BFG. In the numerical results of this thesis, we assume these inputs as known. The outputs of the diagram are $i_{\text{max}}^*$ and $v_{\text{max}}^*$, which are used in the level-II algorithms.

$$
Q_{\text{norm}, n} = f(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, u, n)
$$

Figure 4.2.5: Battery life management block diagram

### 4.3 Numerical Illustration of Optimal Charging Parameter Selection

In this section, we illustrate the proposed optimal charging parameter selection method by numerical examples. Resolution of candidate values for control variables $v_{\text{max}}$ and
$i_{\text{max}}$ are selected as 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. Note that these control variables are in normalized form with the nominal value of 4.35 V and 2.6 A for voltage and current, respectively. In other words, the resolution of control variables are 0.0435 volts and 0.26 amperes. Eight different scenarios, each specified by four parameters ($PC$, $Q_{PC}$, $R_0$, and $s_{th}$), are illustrated. In all scenarios, we assume $LPNC = 0.80$ and $NCL = 500$. For a fair comparison of the effect of changing battery resistance $R_0$ and threshold SOC $s_{th}$, we have used the same $PC$ (that is $PC = 50$) for all scenarios. The table of expected useful cycle life (EUCL) is shown for each scenario, in which the EUCL’s of SFCS are shown in boldface, and the optimal control settings and the corresponding EUCL values are underlined. Note that the values for $i_l$ and $v_k$ are in “normalized (actual)” format and the actual values for currents and voltages (the values inside the parentheses) are in amperes and volts, respectively.

### 4.3.1 Scenario 1

$PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 150m\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.50$. Table 4.3.1 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.1, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

\[
\mathbf{u}^* = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* & i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0.97 & 1.3 \end{bmatrix}^T
\]  

(4.3.1)
Table 4.3.1: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 1: $PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 150\text{m}\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.50$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$i_l$</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>567</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td></td>
<td>546</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>507</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td>489</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.1 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 1”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.

Figure 4.3.1: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL) for Scenario 1
infeasible strategies are in red; optimal strategy is in green
4.3.2 Scenario 2

In this scenario, we consider a battery that has been used more mildly than in “Scenario 1”.

\(PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.99, \ R_0 = 150m\Omega, \ \text{and} \ s_{th} = 0.50.\) Table 4.3.2 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.2, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

\[
\begin{align*}
u^* &= \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* & i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 1.00 & 1.3 \end{bmatrix}^T 
\end{align*}
\]  
(4.3.2)

As “Scenario 2” describes a battery that has been used very mildly, we see from Table 4.3.2 that the SFCS includes more members. Also note that for any setting, the EUCL corresponding to “Scenario 2” is higher than that of “Scenario 1”. Note that compared to “Scenario 1”, the optimal control setting in “Scenario 2” has a higher \(v_{\text{max}}^*\). This is because the battery has been used mildly before and hence it has more room to be exposed to higher terminal voltage without violating the constraint on useful life.

**Table 4.3.2:** Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 2: \(PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.99, \ R_0 = 150m\Omega, \ \text{and} \ s_{th} = 0.50\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(v_k)</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.3.2 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 2”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.

In both “Scenario 1” and “Scenario 2”, among all members of SFCS, the ones with higher current were selected. This may not always be the case if we increase $s_{th}$ or if the resistance of the battery increases. Note that for low values of $s_{th}$, the charging time is inversely proportional to the injected current as all the strategies are in the CC stage, but for higher $s_{th}$ some of the strategies may experience the CV stage as well; hence the best policy may not be the one with the highest current.
4.3.3 Scenario 3

In this scenario, we change $s_{th}$ from 0.50 to 0.80 and all other conditions remain the same as in “Scenario 1”.

$PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 150m\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.80$. Table 4.3.3 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.3, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

$$ u^* = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* \\ i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.98 \\ 1.1 \end{bmatrix}^T \quad (4.3.3) $$

Table 4.3.3: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 3: $PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 150m\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.80$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$i_l$</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td></td>
<td>546</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>507</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td>489</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.3 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 3”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.
4.3.4 Scenario 4

In this scenario, we assume that the resistance of the battery is 200mΩ instead of 150mΩ as used in “Scenario 1” and we assume that all the other conditions remain the same as in “Scenario 1”.

\(PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.96, \ R_0 = 200\text{mΩ}, \ \text{and} \ s_{th} = 0.50\). Table 4.3.4 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.4, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are the same as in “Scenario 3”:

\[
u^* = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* \ i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0.98 \ 1.1 \end{bmatrix}^T \tag{4.3.4}\]

Figure 4.3.3: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL) for Scenario 3
infeasible strategies are in red; optimal strategy is in green
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Table 4.3.4: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 4: $PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 200\text{m}\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.5$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$i_t$</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.4 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 4”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.

Figure 4.3.4: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL) for Scenario 4. Infeasible strategies are in red; optimal strategy is in green.
4.3.5 Scenario 5

In this, we assume that the resistance is higher (250mΩ) than that of Scenario 4 (200mΩ). Comparing Table 4.3.5 with Table 4.3.4, we can see that the level of optimal current decreases further, and the optimal strategy moves down along the boundary between the feasible and infeasible control settings.

\( PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.96, \ R_0 = 250\text{mΩ}, \) and \( s_{th} = 0.50. \) Table 4.3.5 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.5, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{u}^* \\
\mathbf{v}_{\text{max}}^* \\
\mathbf{i}_{\text{max}}^*
\end{bmatrix}^T =
\begin{bmatrix}
0.99 \\
0.9
\end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(4.3.5)

Table 4.3.5: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 5: \( PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.96, \ R_0 = 250\text{mΩ}, \) and \( s_{th} = 0.50. \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( v_k )</th>
<th>( i_l )</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>485</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>469</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>440</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.5 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 5”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.
4.3.6 Scenario 6

In this scenario, we assume that the resistance is even higher (300mΩ) than that of Scenario 5 (250mΩ). Comparing Table 4.3.6 with Table 4.3.5, we can see that the level of optimal current decreases further, and the optimal strategy moves down along the boundary between the feasible and infeasible control settings.

\[ PC = 50, \ Q_{PC} = 0.96, \ R_0 = 300\text{mΩ}, \ \text{and} \ s_{th} = 0.50. \]

Table 4.3.5 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.5, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  u^* \\
  v_{\text{max}}^* \\
  i_{\text{max}}^*
\end{bmatrix}^T =
\begin{bmatrix}
  1.00 \\
  0.8
\end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(4.3.6)
Table 4.3.6: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 6: $PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.96$, $R_0 = 300\,\text{m}\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.50$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$i_l$</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td></td>
<td>590</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td></td>
<td>567</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td></td>
<td>546</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>507</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td></td>
<td>489</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.6 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 6”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.

Figure 4.3.6: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL) for Scenario 6
infeasible strategies are in red; optimal strategy is in green
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4.3.7 Scenario 7

\[ PC = 50, \; Q_{PC} = 0.97, \; R_0 = 150\text{mΩ}, \text{ and } s_{th} = 0.50. \] Table 4.3.7 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.7, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

\[ u^* = \begin{bmatrix} v^*_{\text{max}} & i^*_{\text{max}} \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0.98 & 1.3 \end{bmatrix}^T \] (4.3.7)

Table 4.3.7: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 7: \( PC = 50, \; Q_{PC} = 0.97, \; R_0 = 150\text{mΩ}, \text{ and } s_{th} = 0.50 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( v_k )</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>598</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.7 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 7”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.
4.3.8 Scenario 8

$PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.98$, $R_0 = 150m\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.50$. Table 4.3.8 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for this scenario. As seen from Table 4.3.8, the optimal control setpoints for this scenario are

$$ u^* = \begin{bmatrix} v_{\text{max}}^* & i_{\text{max}}^* \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0.99 & 1.3 \end{bmatrix}^T \tag{4.3.8} $$
Table 4.3.8: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL), for Scenario 8: $PC = 50$, $Q_{PC} = 0.98$, $R_0 = 150m\Omega$, and $s_{th} = 0.50$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$v_k$</th>
<th>$i_l$</th>
<th>0.7 (1.82)</th>
<th>0.8 (2.08)</th>
<th>0.9 (2.34)</th>
<th>1.0 (2.6)</th>
<th>1.1 (2.86)</th>
<th>1.2 (3.12)</th>
<th>1.3 (3.38)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.97 (4.22)</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.98 (4.26)</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>533</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.99 (4.31)</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 (4.35)</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01 (4.39)</td>
<td>553</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>479</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.02 (4.44)</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>462</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3.8 shows the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) for “Scenario 8”. The infeasible strategies are shown in red and the optimal strategy is shown in green.

Figure 4.3.8: Expected Useful Cycle Life (EUCL) for Scenario 8
infeasible strategies are in red; optimal strategy is in green
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Remark 4.3.1. That in Scenarios 4-6, increasing the resistance resulted in an optimal policy with lower current. This suggests that $i_{\text{max}}$, rather than $v_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on power fade. Figure 4.3.9 shows the effect of power fade (increase in the series resistance) on the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) of battery.

![Figure 4.3.9: Effect of power fade (increase in the series resistance) on the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) of battery](image)

Remark 4.3.2. That in Scenarios 1-2 and 7-8, increasing the present capacity ($Q_{\text{PC}}$) resulted in an optimal policy with higher voltage. This suggests that $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on capacity fade. This is consistent with the results from section 3.8. Figure 4.3.10 shows the effect of capacity fade on the expected useful cycle life of battery.

The animation of the effect of power fade on EUCL can be downloaded from [1].
Figure 4.3.10: Effect of capacity fade on the expected useful cycle life (EUCL) of battery

The animation of the effect of capacity fade on EUCL can be downloaded from [1].

Figure 4.3.11 summarizes the above remarks visually. The width of the causal arrows represents their strength.

Figure 4.3.11: Effect of $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ on power fade and capacity fade
Since the main cause of increasing the resistance is solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) formation and the main cause of decreasing capacity is Li plating, we can say that higher currents are significant causal factors for SEI formation, while higher terminal voltages are major causes of Li plating.

### 4.3.9 Summary of Scenarios and Some Insights

Table 4.3.9 shows the parameters and the optimal policy for each scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Optimal Policy (normalized)</th>
<th>Optimal Policy (actual)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$PC$</td>
<td>$Q_{PC}$</td>
<td>$R_0$ (mΩ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following insights can be drawn from Tables 4.3.1 through 4.3.9:

1. For scenarios with mild usage of battery and low values of $s_{th}$ (as in “Scenario 1” and “Scenario 2”), the optimal strategy is the one among the feasible candidates (members of SFCS) that has the highest current.

2. If the battery is treated mildly, the optimal strategy yields higher values of $v^*_\text{max}$ and $i^*_\text{max}$. For example, the battery in “Scenario 2” is treated more mildly than
the battery in “Scenario 1”, and consequently, the $v_{\text{max}}^*$ (1.00 normalized or 4.35 volts) in “Scenario 2” is higher than that (0.97 normalized or 4.22 volts) of “Scenario 1”.

3. For scenarios with higher values of $s_{\text{th}}$ (as in “Scenario 3”), the optimal strategy yields lower values of $i_{\text{max}}^*$ and higher values of $v_{\text{max}}^*$.

4. The increase in battery resistance (compare Scenarios 4, 5, and 6) results in lower values of $i_{\text{max}}^*$ and higher values of $v_{\text{max}}^*$.

5. $i_{\text{max}}$, rather than $v_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on power fade.

6. $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on capacity fade. This is consistent with the results from section 3.8.

### 4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a battery life management policy by developing a procedure for optimal charging parameter selection. The proposed approach finds the best $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ to achieve a desired cycle life (for example, 500 cycles), while maintaining the normalized capacity above a desired threshold (for example, 80%) and attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge. The method was illustrated via numerical results. The optimal setpoint depends on the desired state of charge (denoted by $s_{\text{th}}$) for which we aim to attain the fastest charging time. It also depends on the resistance of the battery, i.e., $R_0$. Simulation results show that a low threshold on state of charge ($s_{\text{th}}$) and a low battery resistance result in an optimal setpoint with the highest $i_{\text{max}}$ among the set of feasible control settings, while increasing $s_{\text{th}}$ and the
battery resistance result in moving the optimal setpoint to lower values of $i_{\text{max}}$ and higher values of $v_{\text{max}}$. From the discussion of the different scenarios, we concluded that $i_{\text{max}}$, rather than $v_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on power fade, and $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on capacity fade. The latter is consistent with the results from section 3.8.
Chapter 5

Fault Detection, Diagnosis and Prognosis

5.1 Introduction

With increasing number of subsystems and components in complex engineered systems, the need for system monitoring, anomaly (fault) detection and root cause analysis is paramount for improved system availability. However, the process of detecting and isolating faults in complex systems is challenging. This is because:

- The numbers of faults and monitoring signals (“processed sensor measurements”, “tests”, “symptoms”, “visual observations”) in these systems are large (running into tens of thousands).

- Each test outcome may be caused by faults in multiple components of possibly multiple subsystems (“many-to-many” fault-test relationships).
• Faults propagate from one subsystem to another ("cross-subsystem fault propagation") with delays.

• Test outcomes, which are uncertain, are observed with delays caused by fault propagation, computation and communication.

• Simultaneous occurrence of multiple faults is frequent.

This makes traditional single-fault diagnosis approaches untenable. Uncertain test outcomes pose particularly difficult challenges to fault diagnosis: while, in a perfect binary test outcome situation, a passed test indicates the normal status of its associated components and a failed test implies the existence of at least one faulty component associated with the test, neither can be inferred when the tests are imperfect. In the binary test outcome case, an imperfect test outcome may be reported as passed, even when there are faulty component(s) associated with the test, a situation referred to as imperfect (missed) detection. On the other hand, an imperfect test outcome may be reported as failed, even though there is no faulty component associated with the test, a condition referred to as a false alarm.

In broad terms, fault diagnosis problems can be categorized into two groups: passive monitoring and active monitoring ("probing"). In passive monitoring, the fault diagnosis subsystem ("diagnoser") relies on synchronous or asynchronous availability of test outcomes to detect abnormal conditions in the system and to isolate the faulty component or components in the system. This is also termed abductive reasoning. One application of passive monitoring is in disease diagnosis, such as Quick Medical Reference Decision-Theoretic (QMR-DT) problem, wherein bi-partite belief networks are used to model the probabilistic cause-effect relations of a set of diseases and a set of findings [169], [200]. On the other hand, in active probing, the aim is to adaptively
sequence the application of tests based on the outcomes of previously applied tests in order to minimize the expected troubleshooting time or the expected testing cost. Evidently, hybrid passive and active monitoring (e.g., passive monitoring followed by active probing to troubleshoot problems) is a common practice in complex system diagnosis.

Graphical models combine graph theory and probability theory into an elegant formalism for visualizing models, gaining insights into conditional independence properties, inference and learning. Since fault diagnosis is inherently an inference problem, it is natural to employ graphical models for fault diagnosis. In this vein, a fault diagnosis system can be conceptualized as a tripartite directed graph (digraph) as shown in Fig. 5.1.1. The first (top) layer contains the components (failure modes or failure sources) and the second (middle) layer is comprised of test outcomes. The cause-effect relations between the component health states (herein termed failure source states) and the test outcomes may be perfect or imperfect (probabilistic). The third

Figure 5.1.1: Tripartite digraph of fault diagnosis system
(bottom) layer encompasses the observations of test outcomes, which may be perfect or imperfect, observed synchronously or asynchronously and, in the synchronous case, not all observations of test outcomes may be available at each epoch. Note that the observations may be different from the test outcomes, for example, due to uncertainty and communication errors. When the observations are perfect, we have $o_j(k) = t_j(k)$ and the tri-partite digraph is reduced to a bipartite one. In the following, we assume that observations are perfect and represent the system as a bipartite digraph. Also in the case of static fault diagnosis, the dependence on time is omitted in the bipartite digraph.

The problem has three basic elements, namely, failure sources (associated with components), tests, and dependency relations between failure sources and tests. Each of these elements can be abstracted in various ways to capture the nature of fault diagnosis problem in a complex system. For example, failure sources associated with a component can be permanent (static) or intermittent (dynamic). They may have binary states (normal, abnormal) or multi-valued states (nominal and various degraded modes of operation). The failure sources may be independent or coupled (see Fig. 5.1.2). In the same vein, a test can be categorized as having binary or multi-valued outcomes, and the relationship between the failure sources and test outcomes can be perfect or imperfect, as alluded to earlier.

For ease of exposition and simplicity of notation, we consider failure sources and test outcomes with binary states. Fig. 5.1.3(a) shows a component having binary (0-1) states and a test outcome also with binary (0-1) states having a perfect dependency relationship. Evidently, in this case, with probability one, $x_i = 1$ is mapped to $t_j = 1$, and $x_i = 0$ to $t_j = 0$.

Fig. 5.1.3(b) shows the dependency relationship of a failure source and a test
outcome in an imperfect test setting. An imperfect binary relation can be represented by probability of detection and probability of false alarm as follows.

**Probability of Detection**: If \( x_i = 1 \), then there is a probability \( P_{d_{ij}} \) that test \( t_j \) fails. Here, \( P_{d_{ij}} \) denotes the probability of detection. Formally, \( P_{d_{ij}} = \Pr(t_j = 1|x_i = 1) \).

**Probability of False Alarm**: If \( x_i = 0 \), then there is a probability \( P_{f_{ij}} \) that test \( t_j \) fails. Here, \( P_{f_{ij}} \) denotes the probability of false alarm. Formally, \( P_{f_{ij}} = \Pr(t_j = 1|x_i = 0) \).

In the sequel, we discuss the static and dynamic form of multiple fault
5.2 Static Multiple Fault Diagnosis

In this section, we consider the multiple fault diagnosis problem in a static context, and we refer to it as static multiple fault diagnosis (SMFD). The SMFD problem is comprised of the following:

- The system consists of $m$ components $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_m$. Without loss of generality, a single failure mode is associated with each component. The failure modes are assumed to be conditionally independent. We let $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m\}$ be the set of independent potential failure modes (failure sources), respectively, associated
with the system components $c_1, c_2, \cdots, c_m$.

- To each component (potential failure source), $c_i$ ($s_i$) is assigned a binary state variable $x_i$, where $x_i = 1$ represents the fault state of the component and $x_i = 0$ represents the normal state of the component.

- Each potential failure source is assumed to have a prior probability $p_{s_i}$ of being faulty; in other words, $\Pr(x_i = 1) = p_{s_i}$.

- The system is assumed to have $n$ tests, $t = \{t_1, t_2, \cdots, t_n\}$.

- Tests are assumed to be independent.

- When test $t_j$ has a pass outcome, it is represented by $t_j = 0$, otherwise by $t_j = 1$.

- The cause-effect relation between the potential failure sources and the tests are assumed to be probabilistic with detection probabilities and false alarm probabilities, as discussed in the previous section.

- In a real-world system, if component $c_i$ is associated with test $t_j$, the detection probability $P_{d_{ij}}$ is a number close to 1, for example, in the range $[0.75, 1]$ and the false alarm probability $P_{f_{ij}}$ is a number close to 0, for example, in the range $[0, 0.20]$. The situation that the component $c_i$ is not associated with test $t_j$ is represented by $P_{d_{ij}} = P_{f_{ij}} = 0$.

- We represent the states of failure sources as $x$. In other words $x = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m\}$.

Based on the above assumptions, the problem of SMFD is defined as follows:

**Static Multiple Fault Diagnosis (SMFD) Problem:** Given $T$, a subset of all test outcomes $t$, i.e., $T \subseteq t$, what are the most likely states of failure sources, $x$?
Formally, we can represent the problem as follows:

\[ \hat{x} = \arg \max_x \Pr(x|T). \]  

(5.2.1)

Using Bayes' rule, we can write \( \Pr(x|T) \) as

\[ \Pr(x|T) = \frac{\Pr(T|x) \Pr(x)}{\Pr(T)}. \]  

(5.2.2)

Since maximization of \( \Pr(x|T) \) is equivalent to maximization of \( \Pr(T|x) \Pr(x) \), we can simplify the problem further by maximizing the logarithm of \( \Pr(T|x) \Pr(x) \). Thus, the problem is:

\[ \hat{x} = \arg \max_x \ln (\Pr(T|x) \Pr(x)) . \]  

(5.2.3)

In tackling the problem, we first classify the given tests \( T \) into two subsets of passed tests and failed tests, respectively, represented by \( T_p \) and \( T_f \). Since the test outcomes are assumed to be conditionally independent, we have \( \Pr(T|x) = \Pr(T_p|x) \Pr(T_f|x) \). Therefore, by converting the logarithm of the product to the sum of logarithms, we can write (5.2.3) as follows:

\[ \hat{x} = \arg \max_x \left\{ \ln (\Pr(T_f|x)) + \ln (\Pr(T_p|x)) + \ln (\Pr(x)) \right\} . \]  

(5.2.4)

Since the potential failure sources are assumed to be independent, we have

\[ \Pr(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} \Pr(x_i). \]  

(5.2.5)
Based on problem assumptions, we have $\Pr(x_i = 1) = p_{si}$; therefore $\Pr(x_i) = (p_{si})^{x_i}(1 - p_{si})^{1-x_i}$, which by defining $p_i = \frac{p_{si}}{1-p_{si}}$ can be simplified as:

$$
\Pr(x_i) = (p_i)^{x_i}(1 - p_{si}.)
$$

(5.2.6)

Taking the logarithm of (5.2.5) and using (5.2.6), we have

$$
\ln(\Pr(x)) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(p_i) x_i + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(1 - p_{si}).
$$

(5.2.7)

Note that $\sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(1 - p_{si})$ is a known constant. The next term to calculate is $\ln(\Pr(T_p|x))$.

Since the test outcomes are assumed to be conditionally independent, we can write:

$$
\Pr(T_p|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T} \Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T_p} \Pr(t_j|x).
$$

(5.2.8)

In order that test $t_j$ has pass outcome conditioned on $x$, it should pass conditioned on each component state. In other words,

$$
\Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} \Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x_i).
$$

(5.2.9)

From Fig. 5.1.3(b), we have

$$
\Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x_i) = \begin{cases} 
1 - Pf_{ij} & x_i = 0 \\
1 - Pd_{ij} & x_i = 1 
\end{cases}.
$$

(5.2.10)
Equation (5.2.10), can compactly be written as follows

\[ Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x_i) = (1 - Pd_{ij})^{x_i} (1 - Pf_{ij})^{1-x_i} \quad (5.2.11) \]

By defining \( Pd_{ij} = 1 - Pd_{ij} \) and \( Pf_{ij} = 1 - Pf_{ij} \), we can write (5.2.11) as follows

\[ Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x_i) = Pf_{ij} (Pd_{ij}/Pf_{ij})^{x_i}. \quad (5.2.12) \]

Inserting (5.2.12) into (5.2.9) and taking the logarithm, we have

\[ \ln(Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x)) = \ln(y_j) = h_j + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i, \quad (5.2.13) \]

where \( \beta_{ij} = \ln\left(\frac{Pd_{ij}}{Pf_{ij}}\right) \), \( h_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln\left(\frac{Pf_{ij}}{Pd_{ij}}\right) \), and the continuous variable \( y_j \) is defined as

\[ y_j = Pr(t_j = \text{pass}|x). \quad (5.2.14) \]

Note that \( \beta_{ij} \) and \( h_j \) are known constants. By taking the logarithm of both sides of (5.2.8) and then using relation (5.2.13), we can write:

\[ \ln(Pr(T_P|x)) = \sum_{t_j \in T_P} \ln(y_j) = \sum_{t_j \in T_P} h_j + \sum_{t_j \in T_P} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i. \quad (5.2.15) \]

Note that the summation \( \sum_{t_j \in T_P} h_j \) is simply a constant. The last term to be characterized from (5.2.4) is \( \ln(Pr(T_f|x)) \). Similarly to the passed tests, for failed tests we have \( Pr(T_f|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T} Pr(t_j = \text{fail}|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T_f} Pr(t_j|x) \) and as \( Pr(t_j = \text{fail}|x) = \)
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\[ 1 - \Pr \{ t_j = \text{pass} | x \} = 1 - y_j, \] we have the following relation:

\[ \Pr \{ T_f | x \} = \prod_{t_j \in T_f} (1 - y_j), \tag{5.2.16} \]

where based on (5.2.13) and the definition of \( y_j \), we have

\[ \ln(y_j) = h_j + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i. \tag{5.2.17} \]

By taking the logarithm of (5.2.16), we have:

\[ \ln(\Pr \{ T_f | x \}) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \ln(1 - y_j). \tag{5.2.18} \]

Now inserting (5.2.7), (5.2.15), and (5.2.18) into (5.2.4), and discarding the constant terms of \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(1 - p_{si}) \) and \( \sum_{t_j \in T_p} h_j \), the SMFD problem simplifies to:

\[ \hat{x} = \arg \max_{x,y} J(x,y), \]

subject to:

\[ \ln(y_j) = h_j + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i \quad \forall t_j \in T_f. \tag{5.2.19} \]

where \( J(x,y) \), the primal objective function, is as follows:

\[ J(x,y) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \ln(1 - y_j) + \sum_{t_j \in T_p} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(p_i)x_i. \tag{5.2.20} \]

Before we proceed to solve this problem, let us consider the case where the
tests are perfect, i.e., \( P_{d_{ij}} = 1 \) and \( P_{f_{ij}} = 0 \), for components associated with tests.

**Property 1:** If tests are perfect, for any passed test \( t_j \), i.e., \( t_j \in T_p \), the set of all components that are associated with test \( t_j \) should be healthy.

*Proof.* Using the definition of perfect test, if a component \( c_i \) is faulty, i.e., \( x_i = 1 \), and if it is associated with test \( t_j \), i.e., \( P_{d_{ij}} = 1 \), then test \( t_j \) should fail. In other words, \( x_i = 1 \) \( \Rightarrow \) \( t_j = \text{fail} \), whose contrapositive is: \( t_j = \text{pass} \) \( \Rightarrow \) \( x_i = 0 \). Therefore, \( x_i = 0 \ \forall i, t_j \in T_p & P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \); in other words, for any test \( t_j \) where \( t_j \in T_p \), the set of all components that are associated with test \( t_j \), i.e., \( P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \), should be healthy. \( \square \)

Property 1 substantially reduces the cardinality of failure sources, \( S \), by discarding the failure sources covered by passed tests. Let the reduced set of failure sources be denoted by \( S^- \).

**Property 2:** If tests are perfect, for any failed test \( t_j \), i.e., \( t_j \in T_f \), among all components associated with the failed test, i.e. \( P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \), at least one should be faulty.

*Proof.* Since, for perfect tests, we have \( P_{f_{ij}} = 0 \ \forall i, j \), \( h_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln \left( P_{f_{ij}} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(1) = 0 \), the constraints in (5.2.17) are reduced to \( \ln(y_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i \ \forall t_j \in T_f \). Suppose all components that are associated with the failed test \( t_j \) are healthy, that is \( x_i = 0 \ \forall x_i, P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \), then, \( \ln(y_j) = 0 \). Equivalently, \( \ln \left( 1 - y_j \right) \) in the objective function (5.2.20) will be unbounded. Therefore, for any \( t_j \in T_f \), for all \( P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \) at least one of the \( x_i \)'s should be 1. \( \square \)

This condition can be compactly expressed as \( \sum_{x_i \in S^-} P_{d_{ij}} x_i \geq 1 \ \forall t_j \in T_f \).

Note that for any \( t_j \in T_f \), and for any \( P_{d_{ij}} > 0 \), we have \( \beta_{ij} = \ln \left( \frac{P_{f_{ij}}}{P_{d_{ij}}} \right) = \ln \left( \frac{1-1}{1-0} \right) = \ln(0) = -\infty \).
−∞. Since at least one of the corresponding $x_i$'s is 1, $\ln(y_j) = -\infty \ \forall t_j \in T_f$ or $y_j = 0 \ \forall t_j \in T_f$, hence $\sum_{t_j \in T_f} \ln(1 - y_j) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \ln(1) = 0$.

Therefore, the SMFD problem reduces to the following set covering problem:

$$
\max \sum_{i \in S^-} \ln(p_i)x_i,
$$

such that

$$
\sum_{i \in S^-} x_iP_{dij} \geq 1, \ \forall t_j \in T_f.
$$

(5.2.21)

Since the set covering problem is NP-hard, the general problem in (5.2.19) is NP-hard as well. We solve the problem in (5.2.19) using Lagrangian relaxation. Note that in (5.2.19) and in the following discussion, the tests are in general imperfect. By relaxing the constraints in (5.2.19), performing some simple manipulations, and defining $\alpha_i = \ln(p_i) + \sum_{t_j \in T_p} \beta_{ij}, c_i(\lambda) = \alpha_i - \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \lambda_j \beta_{ij}$, the relaxed objective function will be as follows:

$$
L(x, y, \lambda) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \{\ln(1 - y_j) + \lambda_j \ln(y_j) - h_j \lambda_j\} + \sum_{i=1}^m c_i(\lambda)x_i. \tag{5.2.22}
$$

The advantage of (5.2.22) is that the maximization with respect to $x$ and $y$ can be done separately. As $\lambda_j \geq 0$, by taking derivative with respect to $y_j$ and equating to zero, we obtain $y_j^* = \frac{\lambda_j}{1 + \lambda_j}$, where $y_j^*$ denotes the optimal value of $y_j$. By inserting $y_j^*$ into (5.2.22) and simplifying, we obtain:

$$
L(\lambda, x) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \{\lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j) - (1 + \lambda_j) \ln(1 + \lambda_j) - h_j \lambda_j\} + \sum_{i=1}^m c_i(\lambda)x_i. \tag{5.2.23}
$$
In [167], the above problem is solved iteratively by initializing $\lambda_j$'s to unity, obtaining the optimal solution $x^*$ of (5.2.23) via a set covering algorithm and then updating $\lambda_j$'s via a subgradient approach until a stopping condition is met. For details, the reader is referred to [167]. Here, we discuss a purely dual approach to the problem in (5.2.23). For any given value of $\lambda$, the first summation in (5.2.23) is just a constant and therefore can be discarded, and the maximization of the second summation completely depends on the sign of $c_i(\lambda)$ terms. For any component $c_i$, if $c_i(\lambda)$ is positive, then $x_i^* = 1$, and if it is negative, $x_i^* = 0$. Therefore:

$$x_i^*(\lambda) = u(c_i(\lambda)) = u\left(\alpha_i - \sum_{t_j \in T_j} \lambda_j \beta_{ij}\right).$$

(5.2.24)

where $u(.)$ is the unit step function. Hence, the SMFD problem in the dual form is as follows:
\[ Q(\lambda) = L(\lambda, x^*) = Q_1(\lambda) + Q_2(\lambda), \]
\[ Q_1(\lambda) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} q_j(\lambda_j), \quad q_j(\lambda_j) = \lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j) - (1 + \lambda_j) \ln(1 + \lambda_j) - h_j \lambda_j, \quad (5.2.25) \]
\[ Q_2(\lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i(\lambda) u(c_i(\lambda)) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \max(0, c_i(\lambda)). \]

Note that \( c_i(\lambda) \) is negative with a high magnitude, if

- Failure source \( s_i \) has a low \textit{a priori} probability, i.e., \( p_{s_i} \) is close to zero.
- Passed tests have high detection probabilities as long as false alarm probabilities are reasonable (less than 0.25).
- Failed tests have low detection probabilities as long as false alarm probabilities are reasonable (less than 0.25).

Next we characterize some properties of the SMFD problem using the dual cost function.

\textbf{Property 3}: In a real-world system, any failure source which is not associated with any of the failed tests, is healthy based on maximum likelihood estimation.

\textit{Proof}. Since in a real-world system the probability of a failure source being faulty, i.e. \( p_{s_i} \), is small (for example around 0.01 to 0.2), \( \ln(p_i) < 0 \) and since \( \beta_{ij} \leq 0 \ \forall i, j \), \( \alpha_i = \ln(p_i) + \sum_{t_k \in T_p} \beta_{ik} < 0. \) If a failure source \( x_i \) is not related to any of the failed tests \( (t_j \in T_f) \), it is equivalent to saying that it gives neither a false alarm nor a detection to test \( t_j \in T_f \), that is, \( P_{f_{ij}} = P_{d_{ij}} = 0 \), therefore \( \beta_{ij} = \ln \left( \frac{P_{d_{ij}}}{P_{f_{ij}}} \right) = \ln \left( \frac{1}{1} \right) = 0 \ \forall t_j \in T_f \). Evidently, \( c_i(\lambda) = \alpha_i \), which is always negative. As a result, \( x_i^* = u(c_i(\lambda^*)) = u(\alpha_i) = 0. \) \( \square \)
Property 3 can be used to substantially reduce the size of the fault diagnosis problem. Let $N = \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}$ and remove any failure source which is not related to any of the failed tests. Let us call the remaining indices as $S' \subseteq N$. Consequently, $Q_2(\lambda)$ can be simplified as $\sum_{i \in S'} c_i(\lambda) u(c_i(\lambda))$. Since $\alpha_i < 0 \ \forall i$ and $\beta_{ij} \leq 0 \ \forall i, j$, for a failure source to be inferred faulty, the norm $\|\lambda^*\|$ should be sufficiently large. As a result for a given $\lambda^*$, the more negative $\alpha_i$ is, the more likely component $c_i$ is healthy.

Since $\alpha_i = \ln(p_i) + \sum_{t_k \in T_p} \beta_{ik}$ if a component $c_i$ is associated with some failed tests (that is, $i \in S'$) and if it is not associated with any passed tests (that is $\sum_{t_k \in T_p} \beta_{ik} = 0$) then $\alpha_i = \ln(p_i) < 0$. However, if the failure source is associated with some of the passed tests (that is $\sum_{t_k \in T_p} \beta_{ik}$) then $\alpha_i < \ln(p_i) < 0$; hence, in this case the probability of $x_i^* = 1$ reduces even further. In other words, the more passed tests a failure source $s_i$ is associated with, the more negative $\alpha_i$ becomes and consequently, the less likely failure source $s_i$ is in state 1.

**Property 4**: In a real-world system, for any $t_j \in T_f$, we have $\lambda_j^* \leq \lambda_j^{\text{max}}$, where $\lambda_j^{\text{max}} = \frac{e^{h_j}}{1-e^{h_j}}$.

**Proof.** Note that $Q_1(\lambda)$ is composed of $|T_f|$ separate elements, each equal to $q_j(\lambda_j)$, and each $q_j(\lambda_j)$ is a convex function whose minimum value occurs at $\frac{e^{h_j}}{1-e^{h_j}}$. As $Q_2(\lambda)$ does not contribute a decrease in $Q(\lambda)$, increasing $\lambda_j$ at most up to $\frac{e^{h_j}}{1-e^{h_j}}$ may help in decreasing $Q(\lambda)$; thus, $\lambda_j^{\text{max}} = \frac{e^{h_j}}{1-e^{h_j}}$. \qed

**Property 5**: In a real-world system, for any $i \in S'$ if we have $\alpha_i < \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \beta_{ij} e^{h_j}$, then $x_i^* = 0$.

**Proof.** Since $\lambda_j^* \leq \lambda_j^{\text{max}}$ based on property 4, therefore if $\alpha_i < \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \beta_{ij} \lambda_j^{\text{max}}$ or $\alpha_i < \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \beta_{ij} e^{h_j}$, then $c_i(\lambda^*) \leq c_i(\lambda^{\text{max}}) < 0$. Thus, $x_i^* = u(c_i(\lambda^*)) = 0$. \qed
Based on Property 5, we can exclude from $S'$ any $i$ such that $\alpha_i < \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \frac{\beta_{ij} \lambda_j}{1-e^{e_j}}$, call the remaining indices $S''$ and search for failure sources among $S''$. Therefore, $Q_2(\lambda)$ can be simplified as $\sum_{i \in S''} c_i(\lambda)u(c_i(\lambda))$.

In the remainder of this section, we consider a simple example to gain insights into the SMFD problem. Consider a system with three components and two tests, where test $t_1$ is affected by components $c_1$ and $c_2$; test $t_2$ is affected by components $c_2$ and $c_3$. The prior probabilities are $\mathbf{p_s} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.15 & 0.10 & 0.05 \end{bmatrix}^T$, and the non-zero detection and false alarm probabilities are $Pd_{11} = 0.85$, $Pd_{21} = 0.90$, $Pd_{22} = 0.80$, $Pd_{32} = 0.95$, $Pf_{11} = 0.06$, $Pf_{21} = 0.03$, $Pf_{22} = 0.07$, $Pf_{32} = 0.08$.

In the sequel, we consider the individual terms in the dual function to gain insights into the nature of the dual function. First, consider the function $f_1 = \lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j)$, $\lambda_j > 0$. At $\lambda_j = 1$, $f_1 = 0$. For the extreme value of $\lambda_j \to 0^+$, we have $f_1 \to 0^-$ and for the other extreme value of $\lambda_j \to +\infty$, we have $f_1 \to +\infty$. Therefore, for $\lambda_j \in (0, 1)$, the convex function $f_1$ is negative (see Fig. 5.2.1(a)) with the minimum value of $f_1^* = -e^{-1}$ occurring at $\lambda_j^* = e^{-1}$, and for $\lambda_j \in [1, \infty)$, the function monotonically increases from zero to infinity (see Fig. 5.2.1(a)).

Next, we consider $f_2 = -(\lambda_j + 1) \ln(\lambda_j + 1)$, which is the negative and time-shifted version of $f_1$. Note that $f_2$ can be sketched by shifting graph of $f_1$ by one unit to the left and then flipping it around the x-axis; thus it is evident that for positive $\lambda_j$, the function $f_2$ is always negative (see Fig. 5.2.1(a) and 5.2.1(b)). Therefore, for $\lambda_j \in (0, 1)$ as both $f_1$ and $f_2$ are negative, the summation of these two functions, i.e. $f_3 = f_1 + f_2$, is also negative (see Fig. 5.2.1). For $\lambda_j \in [1, \infty)$, the magnitude of $f_2$ is always bigger than the magnitude of $f_1$ and as $f_2$ is always negative, therefore $f_2$ dominates $f_1$. Thus, $f_3$ is negative for all positive values of $\lambda_j$ and it goes unboundedly
to $-\infty$ as $\lambda_j \to +\infty$. In fact, it can be shown that as $\lambda_j \to +\infty$, the function $f_3$ asymptotically approaches $f_3^{\text{asymptotic}} = -1 - \ln(\lambda_j + 1)$ (see Fig. 5.2.1(b)). Note that in the case of multiple faults, there exist multiple Lagrangian multipliers. First, we look into the $Q_1(\lambda)$ part of the dual function. For now, we consider $\sum_{t_j \in T_j} \{\lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j)\}$, which is actually $\sum_{t_j \in T_j} f_1(\lambda_j)$ and $\sum_{t_j \in T_j} \{\lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j) - (1 + \lambda_j) \ln(1 + \lambda_j)\}$, which is actually $\sum_{t_j \in T_j} f_3(\lambda_j)$. From the equations, it is clear that both of these functions are symmetric with respect to the Lagrange multipliers. Figures 5.2.1(c) and 5.2.1(d) show the plots of these functions in a two dimensional space (which corresponds to a two-failed-tests scenario). The plot of $\sum_{t_j \in T_j} f_1(\lambda_j)$ has a cup-shape surface which first heads down and reaches the minimum value of $-2e^{-1}$ at $\lambda^* = [e^{-1}, e^{-1}]^T$, and thereafter, it heads up and monotonically goes to infinity (see Fig. 5.2.1(c)).

Figure 5.2.1: Some plots regarding the dual function
As we saw, $f_3(\lambda)$ is a monotonically decreasing function (Fig. 5.2.1(b)). Thus
\[ \sum_{t_j \in T_f} f_3(\lambda_j) \]
is also a monotonically decreasing function. The function for the case of the two-failed-tests scenario is shown in Fig. 5.2.1(d). For clarity of presentation, the direction of $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ in Fig. 5.2.1(d) is chosen to be opposite of those in Fig. 5.2.1(c).

Next, we consider the effects of $-h_j \lambda_j$ in the $Q_1(\lambda)$ part of the dual function. Note that $h_j = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln \left( Pf_{ij} \right)$ is always negative, and in the above example $|h_2| > |h_1|$, because false alarm probabilities form components to test $t_2$ are greater than those to $t_1$ ($h_1 = -0.092$, $h_2 = -0.156$). The line $-h_j \lambda_j$ has always a positive slope, and it finally dominates $f_3$, because $f_3$ is asymptotic to the logarithmic function $-1 - \ln(\lambda_j + 1)$; thus $(f_3 - h_j \lambda_j) \to +\infty$ as $\lambda_j \to +\infty$. Figure 5.2.2(a) shows the plots of $f_3(\lambda), -h_1 \lambda, -h_2 \lambda, f_3(\lambda) - h_1 \lambda$, and $f_3(\lambda) - h_2 \lambda$. Figure 5.2.2(b) shows the $Q_1(\lambda)$ part of the dual cost function, which is asymmetric in the Lagrangian dimensions due to unequal $h_j$'s, with a sharper slope in the direction of $\lambda_2$, because $|h_2| > |h_1|$. Intuitively, if the probabilities of the false alarms from different failure sources to the failed tests are high, the magnitudes of $h_j$'s are high, which in turn results in an increase in the slope of $-h_j \lambda_j$ line and this results in $\lambda_j^*$'s to have low values. As the parameters $\alpha_i$ and $\beta_{ij}$ are always negative, the low values of $\lambda_j^*$'s result in more arguments of $c_i(\lambda^*)$ to become negative; hence more components will likely be healthy.

Next, we consider the $Q_2(\lambda)$, which is $\sum_{i \in S''} (c_i(\lambda)) u(c_i(\lambda))$. Note that for each failure source of this summation, $c_i(\lambda) = 0$ is a hyperplane in $|T_f|$ dimensions; the failure source makes no contribution to the dual cost function if $c_i(\lambda) \leq 0$ (because $u(c_i(\lambda)) = 0$), while it makes a positive linear contribution if $c_i(\lambda) > 0$; thus sharp corners are created in the dual cost function and make the dual cost function non-differentiable. In our example, as we have three components (failure sources), there
exist three hyperplanes (here they are just lines because $|T_f| = 2$), one for each component. Figure 5.2.2(c) shows these three lines and also the place where the minimum dual cost occurs. Figure 5.2.2(d) shows the dual cost function, which is obtained by adding the contributions of the non-differentiable function $Q_2(\lambda)$ to the differentiable function $Q_1(\lambda)$ shown in Fig. 5.2.2(b).

![Figure 5.2.2: Dual cost function analysis](image)

Note that, at the optimal point $\lambda^*$, if $c_i(\lambda^*)$ is negative, then $x_i^* = 0$ and if it is positive, then $x_i^* = 1$. However, for some components, we may have $c_i(\lambda^*) = 0$, and we cannot decisively assign a value to $x_i^*$ because the contribution of $(c_i(\lambda^*))x_i^*$ to $Q(\lambda)$ is zero irrespective of $x_i^*$ being one or zero. For these cases, we should either check the primal cost function or use the set-covering ideas. Note that for the following reasons, there are not many cases of this kind:
1. In practice, the number of failed tests $|T_f|$ is not large. As a result, the probability that $c_i(\lambda^*) = 0$ tends to be low.

2. In practice, the cause-effect relation of failure sources and tests is sparse (not all failure sources affect all tests). Therefore, not all hyperplanes have full dimension ($|T_f| - 1$).

3. As we saw in the illustrative example, the optimal point may occur on one hyperplane or few hyperplanes whose intersection is not a point but lower dimensioned hyperplanes.

4. The possibility of the optimal point being on a low-dimension hyperplane dramatically restricts the number of hyperplanes that include the optimal point. For example, given that the optimal point is on a hyperplane with dimension one (a line), then there exist only two generic possibilities: a) the only hyperplane that includes the optimal point, is that line, b) a line generally can intersect only a full-dimension (with dimension $|T_f| - 1$) hyperplane.

In our example, the optimal Lagrange multipliers (to three digits of accuracy) are $\lambda_1^* = 0.476$, $\lambda_2^* = 0.726$. The evaluation of $c_i(\lambda^*)$ for the three components are, respectively, -0.86, $7.2 \times 10^{-5}$, and -0.83. Evidently, $x_1^* = 0$ and $x_3^* = 0$. Since for $x_2$, the argument is very close to zero, we should either evaluate the primal cost for both candidates of $x_2 = 1$ and $x_2 = 0$, or use the set-covering idea for deciding on the assignment for $x_2^*$. Thus, we need to evaluate the primal cost for $x_1x_2x_3 = 000$ and $x_1x_2x_3 = 010$ and choose the one with the maximum value. The primal cost function for these two candidates are, respectively, -4.36 and -2.50, therefore $x_1x_2x_3 = 010$ is the most likely candidate. Also, since component $c_2$ covers both failed tests, it should
be faulty; thus we reach the same conclusion either way.

The non-differentiabilty of dual cost function demands the use of numerical optimization tools, such as subgradient algorithm, to find its optimal point. Recently, surrogate Lagrangian relaxation (SLR) method [37], which provides a general purpose rapidly converging algorithm for mixed-integer programming problems, has been proposed. The method, fundamentally, is based on two key ideas: a) decreasing the distance between Lagrange multipliers in consecutive iterations, by selecting appropriate step sizes, and b) preventing the algorithm from premature termination, by keeping step sizes sufficiently large. This algorithm has been used for solving the dual problem in (5.2.25).

5.3 Dynamic Multiple Fault Diagnosis

In this section, we discuss the dynamic multiple fault diagnosis (DMFD) problem. The difference between the DMFD and SMFD is that the states of the potential failure sources and the tests and their observations are functions of time. The additional assumptions for DMFD are the following:

- Time epochs of the system evolve in a discrete manner, from $k = 0$ to $k = K$.

- At any time epoch $k$, the state variable of component $c_i$ (or failure source $s_i$) is $x_i(k)$ and the test outcomes are $t_j(k)$.

- Prior probability $p_{s_i}$ is defined as $p_{s_i} = Pr (x_i(0) = 1)$.

- The dynamics of states of components are assumed to be Markovian; in other words, there is a probability of fault appearance and probability of fault vanishing
(disappearance) as follows:

Probability of Fault Appearance: \( Pa_i(k) = \Pr (x_i(k) = 1|x_i(k-1) = 0) \).

Probability of Fault Vanishing: \( Pv_i(k) = \Pr (x_i(k) = 0|x_i(k-1) = 1) \).

Based on the above assumptions, the DMFD problem is defined as follows:

**Dynamic Multiple Fault Diagnosis (DMFD) Problem**: Given a set of test observations in \( K + 1 \) epochs (namely, \( T^K \)) where \( T^K \subseteq t^K \), and given the initial states of components (namely, \( x(0) \)), what is the most likely evolution of state sequence \( x^K \) of each potential failure source?

Note that the observed test outcome sequence \( T^K \) may not include all of the test outcomes. Formally, we can represent the problem as follows:

\[
\hat{x}^K = \arg \max_{x^K} \Pr (x^K|T^K, x(0)) .
\]  

(5.3.1)

As before, using Bayes’ rule, the problem is equivalent to

\[
\hat{x}^K = \arg \max_{x^K} \Pr (T^K|x^K, x(0)) \Pr (x^K|x(0)) .
\]  

(5.3.2)

Using the assumptions that (i) passed and failed tests at a given epoch and the tests at different epochs are conditionally independent, (ii) invoking the Markovian nature of failure source state evolution, and (iii) using the fact that maximizing the posterior is equivalent to maximizing the log-posterior, we can simplify (5.3.2) as follows:

\[
\hat{x}^K = \arg \max_{x^K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} f_k (x(k), x(k-1)),
\]  

(5.3.3)
where
\[
f_k(x(k), x(k-1)) = \ln \left( \Pr \left( T_p(k) | x(k) \right) \right) + \ln \left( \Pr \left( T_f(k) | x(k) \right) \right) \\
+ \ln \left( \Pr \left( x(k) | x(k-1) \right) \right).
\] (5.3.4)

Now, let us find each of the three elements in the right hand side of (5.3.4). The first two terms are similar to the SMFD case. Therefore,
\[
\ln \left( \Pr \left( T_p(k) | x(k) \right) \right) = \ln(y_f(k)) = \gamma(k) + \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_p(k)} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij}x_i(k),
\] (5.3.5)
where
\[
\gamma(k) = \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_p(k)} h_j,
\] (5.3.6)

\[
\ln \left( \Pr \left( T_f(k) | x(k) \right) \right) = \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} \ln \left( 1 - y_f(k) \right).
\] (5.3.7)

The third term in (5.3.4), using the Markov property, can be computed as follows:
\[
\ln \left( \Pr \left( x(k) | x(k-1) \right) \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln \left( \Pr \left( x_i(k) | x_i(k-1) \right) \right).
\] (5.3.8)

As each of \(x_i(k-1)\) and \(x_i(k)\) has two possible values, there exist four combinations for \(\Pr \left( x_i(k) | x_i(k-1) \right)\). Therefore, \(\Pr \left( x_i(k) | x_i(k-1) \right)\) can be compactly represented
as follows:

\[
\Pr(x_i(k)|x_i(k-1)) = (1 - Pa_i(k))^{(1-x_i(k-1))(1-x_i(k))} (1-x_i(k-1))x_i(k) \\
(1 - Pv_i(k))^{x_i(k-1)}(1-x_i(k))x_i(k).
\] (5.3.9)

Inserting (5.3.9) into (5.3.8), and after some simplifications, we get the following formula:

\[
\ln (\Pr(x(k)|x(k-1))) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \mu_i(k)x_i(k) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sigma_i(k)x_i(k-1) + g(k),
\] (5.3.10)

\[
\mu_i(k) = \ln \left( \frac{Pa_i(k)}{1-Pa_i(k)} \right), \quad \sigma_i(k) = \ln \left( \frac{Pv_i(k)}{1-Pa_i(k)} \right), \quad h_i(k) = \ln \left( \frac{(1-Pa_i(k))(1-Pv_i(k))}{Pa_i(k)Pv_i(k)} \right), \quad g(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln (1 - Pa_i(k)).
\]

Thus, the DMFD problem is as follows:

\[
\hat{X}^K = \arg \max_{X^K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} f_k(x(k), x(k-1), y(k)),
\]

\[
f_k(x(k), x(k-1)) = \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_p(k)} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij}x_i(k) + \gamma(k) + \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} \ln (1 - y_j(k)) \\
+ \sum_{i=1}^{m} \mu_i(k)x_i(k) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sigma_i(k)x_i(k-1) \\
+ \sum_{i=1}^{m} \phi_i(k)x_i(k)x_i(k-1) + g(k),
\] (5.3.11)

subject to

\[
\ln (y_j(k)) = h_j + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(\beta_{ij})x_i(k).
\] (5.3.12)

The next step, as we did in SMFD, is to use Lagrangian relaxation. For this purpose, the constraint (5.3.12) is relaxed using Lagrange multipliers \(\lambda_j(k)\). The resulting
Lagrangian function is:

\[
L(x, y, \lambda) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} f_k (x(k), x(k-1), y(k)) + \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} \lambda_j(k) \left( \ln (y_j(k)) - h_j - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(\beta_{ij}) x_i(k) \right),
\]

where \( \lambda = \{\lambda_j(k) \geq 0, k \in \{1, ..., K\}, t_j(k) \in T_f(k)\} \) is the set of Lagrange multipliers.

The dual of primal DMFD problem can be written as

\[
\min_{\lambda} Q(\lambda),
\]

subject to: \( \lambda = \{\lambda_j(k) \geq 0, k \in \{1, ..., K\}, t_j(k) \in T_f(k)\} \),

where the dual function is

\[
Q(\lambda) = \max_{x,y} L(x, y, \lambda).
\]

Taking derivative of \( L(x, y, \lambda) \) with respect to \( y_j(k) \) and equating it to zero yields the optimal \( y_j^*(k) \) as \( \frac{\lambda_j(k)}{1+\lambda_j(k)} \). Inserting \( y^*(k) \) into (5.3.15), we get \( Q(x, \lambda) = L(x, y^*, \lambda) \), which, after some manipulation, yields:

\[
Q(\lambda) = \max_x \sum_{i=1}^{m} Q_i(x_i, \lambda),
\]

where,

\[
Q_i(x_i, \lambda) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \left\{ \xi_i (x_i(k), x_i(k-1), \lambda_j(k)) + \frac{1}{m} \omega_k(\lambda) \right\},
\]
\[ \xi_i(x_i(k), x_i(k-1), \lambda_j(k)) = \left( \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_p(k)} \beta_{ij} + \mu_i(k) + \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} \beta_{ij} \lambda_j(k) \right) x_i(k) \]
\[ + \sigma_i(k)x_i(k-1) + \varphi_i(k)x_i(k)x_i(k-1), \] (5.3.18)

\[ \omega_k(\lambda) = \gamma(k) + g(k) + \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} \lambda_j(k) \ln(\lambda_j(k)) - \lambda_j(k)h_j \]
\[ - \sum_{t_j(k) \in T_f(k)} (1 + \lambda_j(k)) \ln(1 + \lambda_j(k)). \] (5.3.19)

Note that the original problem has been converted to a separable problem in (5.3.16), where the problem is one of solving \( m \) (one problem per component) much simpler problems. The dual problem can be solved in an iterative two-level strategy where separable problems of maximization \( Q_i(x_i, \lambda) \) with respect to \( x_i \) is performed using the Viterbi algorithm (dynamic programming) and then the Lagrange multipliers are updated using surrogate subgradient methods. For more details about the implementation of the algorithm, extensions of this method to coupled, delayed failure source state propagation, and delayed observations, the reader is referred to [170], [103], [180], [104], and [204].

5.4 Fault Diagnosis in Active Probing (Sequential Fault Diagnosis) and Fault Diagnosis Applications

Passive monitoring, discussed as SMFD and DMFD in the previous sections, may still result in residual ambiguity as to sources of failure. The diagnosis from passive monitoring is followed by active probing to troubleshoot the source of failures. In this
section, we consider the active probing problem used for sequential fault diagnosis and point to the applications of fault diagnosis in a number of industrial contexts, including automotive, aerospace, and power systems. In the context of a static single fault diagnosis problem with perfect binary tests and failure sources with binary outcomes, the test sequencing problem can be conceptualized as a four-tuple \((S, \mathbf{p}, T, \mathbf{c})\), where \(S\) is the finite set of system states composed of the fault-free state \(s_0\) and \(m\) failure sources denoted by \(s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m\). Associated with each failure source \(s_i\) and fault-free state \(s_0\) is the \emph{a priori} probability denoted by \(\mathbf{p} = [p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_m]^T\). The vector \(\mathbf{p}\) is therefore the \emph{a priori} probability vector. The test set \(T\) is composed of \(n\) tests, i.e., \(T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\}\) and the cost vector \(\mathbf{c} = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n]^T\) associates a cost to each test. The diagnostic dictionary (code book) matrix \(D\) has the dimension of \((m + 1) \times n\) whose \(ij\)-th element is one if test \(t_j\) is able to detect the fault state of \(s_i\) (i.e., \(s_i\) is associated with \(t_j\)) and zero otherwise. The problem is to design a sequential testing algorithm that unambiguously identifies the fault states using the set of tests, while minimizing the expected test cost given by

\[
J = \mathbf{p}^T \mathbf{Ac} = \sum_{i=0}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} a_{ij}p_i c_j,
\]

where \(A\) is an \((m + 1) \times n\) matrix whose \(ij\)-th element is one if test \(t_j\) is used in the path leading to the identification of failure source \(s_i\) and zero otherwise. The problem is a perfectly observed Markov decision problem (MDP), whose solution is a deterministic AND/OR binary decision tree. In this tree, each OR node is labeled by a subset of \(S\), which is called the ambiguity subset (state in an MDP), and each AND node denotes a test at an OR node (control or action in an MDP), and divides its input ambiguity subset into two disjoint ambiguity subsets at the output. As shown in
however, the construction of the optimal decision tree is NP-complete. Therefore, a way of tackling the problem is to use heuristic search strategies with tight bounds on the cost-to-go \([55], [62], [138]\).

In \([138]\), the test sequencing problem (TSP) is solved using an ordered, best-fit search on an AND/OR graph using different heuristic evaluation functions (HEF) based on Huffman coding and entropy. It is shown that among the HEFs used \([138]\), a HEF based on Huffman code length is the best choice for medium-sized problems \((m < 100)\) and that a HEF based on entropy plus one is suitable for larger problems. Rollout strategies have been employed to extend the range of applicability to even larger problems \([179]\). Reference \([139]\) generalizes the test sequencing problem (TSP) \([138]\) to modular diagnosis, wherein testing stops when a faulty module is isolated. The dynamic programming recursion for this generalized TSP is derived in \([139]\) and lower bounds on the optimal cost-to-go are derived based on information theory. The problem is generalized to include test setups, precedence constraints on tests, multiple test outcomes, multiple system modes, and hierarchical test sequencing in \([154], [161], [36]\). In \([155]\), the TSP was extended to consider the following cases:

- Minimize the maximum test cost.
- TSP with an upper bound on expected test time.
- TSP that achieves the lowest average ambiguity group size subject to a constraint on the number of tests.
- TSP that achieves the lowest expected test storage cost.

Reference \([156]\) extends the test sequencing problem to the case where the tests are imperfect. Optimal and near-optimal test sequence construction methods for
multiple fault diagnosis are discussed in [168]. The test sequencing problem becomes even more difficult in hybrid systems with multiple modes of operation. This is because, in a multimode system, the availability of tests depends on the mode of the system and even the same test may have different diagnostic capabilities in different modes. The multimode test sequencing problem is discussed in detail in [161]. TEAMS (Testability Engineering And Maintenance System) [137], [57] is a package designed for automatic test sequencing and testability analysis of complex modular systems for multi-mode systems with multi-valued failure source states and multi-valued test outcomes [3].

Before we close this section, we mention some of the real world applications of fault diagnosis. Two of the applications of passive monitoring appear in tools such as QMR-DT [169], [200] and ARES-I [3]. Some of the Aerospace applications of active probing include UH-60, SH-60B, and Sikorsky S92 helicopters (transmission system, engine subsystem, landing gear control unit) and a receiver synthesizer (e.g. JTIDS-RS). A few of these applications can be found in [179], [180]. Fault diagnosis in automotive systems (engine control systems, antilock breaking systems, electric power generation and storage systems) is discussed in [120], [46], [119], [105]. Model-based diagnosis of an automotive engine is discussed in [133]. In [18], the fault diagnosis technique is used for identifying and evaluating power quality problems. Ref. [45] discusses fault diagnosis in Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems. Application of hierarchical test sequencing in a lithographic machine can be found in [36]. TSP has been effectively used to troubleshoot problems in semiconductor fabrication facilities as well.
5.5 Relevant Work

In this section, we place passive monitoring and active probing discussed in the previous sections in the context of literature on fault detection and diagnosis (FDD). FDD methods have mainly evolved upon three major paradigms, viz., model-based, data-driven and knowledge-based approaches. The FDD model-based approaches require mathematical representation of the system, hence, they are effectively applicable when satisfactory physics-based models of the system and an adequate number of sensors for state observation are available. Most applications of model-based diagnosis are restricted to systems with a relatively small number of inputs, outputs, and states. The main advantage of a model-based approach is incorporating a physical understanding into the process monitoring scheme. However, it is difficult to apply the model-based approach to large-scale systems because it requires detailed analytical models of failures in order to be effective.

The FDD data-driven approaches are preferred when system models are not available, but instead system monitoring data is available. This situation arises frequently when subsystem vendors seek to protect their intellectual property by not providing internal system details to the system integrators. In these cases, experimental data from an operating system or simulated data from a black-box simulator will be the major source of system knowledge for FDD. Neural network and statistical classification methods are illustrative of data-driven techniques. Significant amount of data is needed from monitored variables under nominal and faulty scenarios for data-driven analysis.

The FDD knowledge-based approaches require qualitative models for process monitoring and troubleshooting. These approaches are especially well-suited for sys-
tems for which detailed mathematical models are not available. Most knowledge-based
techniques are based on casual analysis, expert systems, and/or ad hoc rules. Because
of the qualitative nature of these models, knowledge-based approaches have been
applied to many complex systems. Graphical models such as Petri nets, multi-signal
flow graphs and Bayesian networks are applied for diagnostic knowledge representation
and inference in automotive systems. Bayesian Networks subsume the deterministic
fault diagnosis models embodied in the Petri net and multi-signal models. Model
based, data-driven and knowledge-based approaches provide the sand box that test
designers can use to experiment with, and systematically select relevant models or
combinations thereof to satisfy the requirements on diagnostic accuracy, computa-
tional speed, memory, on-line versus off-line diagnosis, and so on. Ironically, no single
technique alone can serve as the diagnostic approach for complex systems. Thus, an
integrated diagnostic process that naturally employs data-driven techniques, graph-
based dependency models and mathematical/physical models is necessary for fault
diagnosis, thereby enabling efficient maintenance of these systems.

The graphical methods we discussed in previous sections belong to knowledge-
based methods using cause-effect relations between the failure sources and test out-
comes using false-alarm and detection probabilities. When the false alarm probabilities
of all tests are zero, the problem simplifies to the parsimonious covering theory [56],
[158], [144], [145]. In [144], based on probabilistic causal methods, a competition-
based connectionist method is proposed to overcome the combinatorial explosion of
computing the posterior probability of all possible combinations of failure sources.
This method, however, does not guarantee a global optimum and is computationally
expensive, even for small problems (e.g., \( m = 26 \)). Genetic algorithm-based methods
for MFD are used in [127], [31]. These algorithms, however, converge extremely slowly
and have been applied to small-size problems (e.g., $m = 20, n = 20$). In [197], a symptom clustering method is used which exploits the weak causal intersections in partially decomposable diagnosis structures. This approach, however, does not scale to systems with large numbers of non-decomposable causes and symptoms. In [167], the MFD problem is formulated as one of maximizing the log of the posterior probability of the hypothesized faults and the resulting constrained optimization problem is solved using Lagrangian relaxation [27], [64] and a subgradient method [29], [30]. It is shown that when tests are perfect (no false alarms and no missed detections), the MFD is reduced to a set covering problem [167]. However, it is well-known that set covering problem (SCP) is NP-hard [72], and different algorithms have been proposed for SCP, including tree-search procedures [182], [26], genetic algorithm [28], and greedy heuristics [48].

The dynamic fault diagnosis problem is discussed in [172], [173], using linear difference equations relating HMM and neural network based pattern recognition. The drawback of this approach is that building a neural network for a large number of classes (here, faults) is difficult [131], [189]. Graph theory has been widely used in fault diagnosis and safety-critical systems can be modeled at an abstract level as directed graphs [157], [106], [99], [44]. In [52], [63], the multiple fault diagnosis algorithms are proposed, assuming that at most $k$ components in the system are faulty (the system is $k$-diagnosable). In [53], [33], [19], probabilistic models are proposed for fault diagnosis in these contexts.

The fault diagnosis problem has also been extensively studied in the control and estimation literature. A classic survey on the traditional model-based fault detection techniques is by Willsky [194]. Here, a system is represented by two sets of
equations: system dynamics and sensor equations.

\[
x(k + 1) = \Phi(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k) + w(k),
\]

\[
z(k) = H(k)x(k) + J(k)u(k) + v(k),
\]

where \( x, u, \) and \( z \) are, respectively, the state vector, input vector, and measurement vector, \( \Phi, B, H, \) and \( J \) are matrices, \( w \) and \( v \) are zero-mean, independent, white Gaussian noise processes, defined by the following covariances [194]:

\[
E \{ w(k)w^T(j) \} = Q\delta(k,j), \quad E \{ v(k)v^T(j) \} = R\delta(k,j),
\]

where \( \delta(k,j) \) is the Kronecker delta function, which is “one” if \( k = j \) and “zero” otherwise. Equations (5.5.1)-(5.5.2) represent the “normal operation” or “no failure” model of the system [194]. A failure is defined as an abrupt change in the behavior of the system which could be caused, for example, by a malfunction in actuators, plant, or sensors. The failure diagnosis problem here is comprised of three tasks: alarm, isolation, and estimation [194]. The alarm task is a binary decision of existence or nonexistence of failure in the system. The isolation task is determining the source of failure, and the estimation task is to evaluate the extent of failure; for example is it a complete failure such as a sensor burn-out or is it a partial failure such as a sensor bias? [194]. In recent terminology, however, “alarm” is often referred to as “detection”, and “isolation with or without estimation” as “diagnosis”. Among elementary algorithms for failure detection are the Shewhart control chart, geometric moving average (GMA), finite moving average (FMA), filtered derivative algorithm, and some more advanced
approaches such as cumulative sum (CUSUM)-type algorithms, Bayes-type algorithms, and generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test [24]. The traditional approaches discussed in [194] include “failure-sensitive” filters [61], [176], [94], [95], [101], [25], [98], voting systems (for systems with high degree of redundancy in parallel hardware), multiple hypothesis filter-detectors [111], [16], [50], jump process techniques [35], [34], and innovation-based detection systems [123], [125], [166], [80], [149], [193].

The failure-sensitive filters are categorized into two groups: indirect and direct approaches. Indirect failure detection approaches, such as exponentially age-weighted filter [61], [176], limited memory filter [94], noise covariance increase [95], respond faster than a normal filter and one can make failure detection decision by abrupt changes in state estimates. Direct failure detection approaches, however, assign “failure states” to failure modes (e.g., bias onset in a sensor), and failure is detected once a failure state deviates notably from its nominal value [101]. This method provides failure alarm, isolation, and estimation, all at once, at the cost of dimensionality enlargement and also performance degradation during normal conditions [194]. A systematic direct approach, which is applicable to a wide variety of abrupt changes in linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, is discussed in [25], [98], where a filter, with the dynamical form of (5.5.4), is assigned to the LTI system of \( \dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) \)

with the measurement equation of \( z(t) = Cx(t) \).

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \hat{x}(t) = A\hat{x}(t) + D(z(t) - C\hat{x}(t)) + Bu(t). \tag{5.5.4}
\]

Here, the gain matrix \( D \) is designed in a manner to highlight the effects of certain failures in the residuals of \( z(t) - C\hat{x}(t) \). In other words, \( D \) is chosen so that specific failure modes have distinct directions (“signatures”) in the space of residuals.
A geometrical formulation of the filter is presented in [121]. The method in [25], [98] was reformulated as an eigensystem assignment problem in [190], which greatly simplifies the design process. Multiple hypothesis filter-detectors are based on using a bank of filters based on different hypotheses for the system behavior; innovations from these hypothesized models are used to find the most likely model [194]. A simple innovation-based detection approach is the chi-squared test [123], [195]. The chi-squared test is an alarm method with a binary decision output and it is useful in detecting failure modes that have noticeable effects on innovations, but is not sensitive in detecting subtle failure modes [194]. The drawbacks of the simple chi-squared test was partly the motivation for developing the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) test [193], [195]; a modified version of GLR test was proposed in [23] to overcome the two drawback of GLR, namely, the coupling effect between the window size and hypothesis testing threshold and the possibly high sensitivity to the hypothesis testing threshold [22]. Since both faults and model uncertainties affect the residuals, the task of a “robust” FDI system is to be sensitive to faults and insensitive to uncertainties [142]. The various aspects of robustness in fault diagnosis systems are discussed in [47], [142], [67].

Another line of attack for fault diagnosis is the knowledge-based approaches using artificial intelligence techniques, such as qualitative reasoning, fuzzy systems and neural networks [69], [129]. The QSIM algorithm is a purely qualitative algorithm that is used in the medical context [108], [109], [110]. An example of the use of qualitative reasoning in the automotive industry is [174]. Fault diagnosis using fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy methods are discussed in [58], [17], [112], [91], [141]. Both shallow knowledge and deep knowledge fuzzy models are used for fault diagnosis [58]. The
neural network is another fault diagnosis method, which acts as a mapping from observations of sensor outputs and the alarms (which themselves are the outputs of some fault detection systems) to the faults or the hypothesized failure modes. However, the use of neural networks as a fault diagnosis tool is viable only in the absence of an accurate system model and abundance of process history data [181].

Another work related to the diagnosis problem is discriminability, diagnosability and optimal sensor placement [178], [107]. Discriminability level of a system is the number of faults that can be discriminated given a set of sensors [178]. Diagnosability degree is how the discriminability level is related to the total anticipated faults in the system [178], and sensor placement deals with optimal placement of sensors to increase the diagnosability of the system.

Another direction in the literature is diagnosis approaches for discrete-even system (DES) [171], [163], [164], [96], which are based on the hypothesis that any executed faulty event in a DES is diagnosed within a bounded number of state-transitions/events [96].

For more information on fault diagnosis methods, the interested reader is referred to the following papers and books: [194], [47], [90], [126], [129], [22], [73], [65], [140], [66], [67], [93], [142], [70], [184], [185], [183], [13], [92], [203], [86], [54], [71], [163], [24], [74], [143], [95], [40].

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed the problem of fault diagnosis in complex systems using knowledge-based probabilistic graphical models in two different contexts: static and
dynamic. The fault diagnosis problem is represented using a tri-partite probabilistic graphical model. The first layer of this tri-partite graph is composed of components of the system, which are the potential sources of failures. The healthy or faulty condition of each component is represented by a binary state variable which is zero if the component is healthy and one otherwise. The second layer is composed of tests with binary outcomes (pass or fail) and the third layer is the noisy observations associated with the test outcomes. The cause-effect relations between the states of the components and the test outcomes can be compactly modeled in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities. When the probability of fault detection is one and the probability of false alarm is zero, the test is termed perfect; otherwise it is deemed imperfect. In the case of perfect tests, the static multiple fault diagnosis (SMFD) problem reduces to a set-covering problem, which itself is an NP-hard problem. We discussed the SMFD problem in its general form by maximizing the posterior probability of component states given the fail or pass outcomes of tests. Since the solution to this problem is known to be NP-hard, we used a Lagrangian (dual) relaxation technique to find near-optimal diagnostic solutions, which has the desirable property of providing a measure of sub-optimality in terms of the approximate duality gap. Indeed, the solution would be optimal if the approximate duality gap is zero. The static problem is discussed in detail and a pure dual cost function is derived. By presenting some graphical illustrations, we provided insights into the properties of the non-differentiable dual function.

We also discussed the multiple fault diagnosis in a dynamic context (DMFD), where it is assumed that the states of components evolve as independent Markov chains and that, at each time epoch, we have access to some of the test outcomes. Finally, we discussed the fault diagnosis problem in the context of active probing
(also termed sequential testing or troubleshooting), where information is sequentially acquired to isolate the faults in minimum time, cost or other economic factors, and we briefly mentioned some of the applications of fault diagnosis.
Chapter 6

Unification of Leaky Noisy OR and Logistic Regression Test Models

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss two widely-used graphical test models for fault diagnosis, namely, Detection-False Alarm (DFA) and leaky noisy OR (LNOR) test models, and we prove that they are equivalent. Two realizations of logistic regression (LR) are also discussed and their similarities with DFA and LNOR test models are discussed. Then, we propose a unified test model that includes LNOR and LR test models, and define the resulting fault diagnosis problem as one of MAP inference in a bi-partite digraph. The MAP problem is solved using the Lagrangian relaxation method and a dual cost function is derived. Comparisons of the LNOR and LR test models are presented using a simple example.

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we discuss two test
models based on probabilistic graphical models, viz., Detection-False Alarm (DFA) and leaky noisy OR (LNOR), that are used for fault diagnosis, and we prove that for each DFA test model, there exists a unique LNOR test model. Then, in section 6.3, we discuss logistic representation of test models for fault diagnosis and present the logistic combinatorial, restricted logistic, and logistic regression (LR) test models. We show that restricted and regression versions of logistic test models are equivalent in a way that is reminiscent of DFA and LNOR test models. In section 6.4, we present a unified test model that includes the LNOR and the LR test models as special cases. In section 6.5, we present the maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem for the unified test model, and derive its solution using the Lagrangian relaxation method, and then we derive the dual cost function for the MAP problem. In section 6.6, we present the simulation results, where we compare the performance of the LNOR and LR test models and also discuss the dual cost function of the MAP inference problem for the unified test model. Finally, in section 6.7, we summarize the chapter.

6.2 Equivalence of Detection-False Alarm (DFA) and Leaky Noisy OR (LNOR) Test Models

In this section, we show the equivalence of two widely-used graphical models in fault diagnosis. In the binary case, the probabilistic relation between a failure source and a test outcome can be represented in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities [167], [11]. The detection probability ($Pd_{ij}$) is the probability that test $t_j$ has a fail outcome, given that the failure source $x_i$ is in a failure state; mathematically,

$$Pd_{ij} = \Pr\{t_j = 1|x_i = 1\}.$$  \hfill (6.2.1)
False alarm probability ($P_{f_{ij}}$) is the probability that test $t_j$ has a *fail* outcome, given that the failure source $x_i$ is in a *non-failure* state; mathematically,

$$P_{f_{ij}} = \Pr\{t_j = 1|x_i = 0\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.2.2)

**Figure 6.2.1:** Detection-False Alarm (DFA) test model

**Figure 6.2.2:** Leaky Noisy OR (LNOR) test model

Figure 6.2.1 shows the Detection-False Alarm (DFA) test model for a system.
with $m$ failure sources and one test $t_j$. In this model, in order for the test $t_j$ to pass, all failure sources should be in no-failure state. Based on conditional independence assumption of test outcomes given the states of failure sources, we can write:

$$\Pr\{t_j = 0|x\} = \prod_{i=1}^{m}(1 - Pf_{ij})^{1-x_i}(1 - Pd_{ij})^{x_i}. \quad (6.2.3)$$

Figure 6.2.2 shows the LNOR test model. In this model, for failure sources $x_1$ to $x_m$ a value of zero leads to test outcome $t_j$ of pass; that is,

$$\Pr\{t_j = 0|x_i = 0\} = 1. \quad (6.2.4)$$

However, when $x_i = 1$, the test outcome would be zero with probability $\theta_{ij}$ so that

$$\Pr\{t_j = 0|x_i = 1\} = \theta_{ij}. \quad (6.2.5)$$

Thus far, it is called noisy OR. In fact, if $\theta_{ij} = 0$ for $i = 1, 2, ..., m$, then it is a logical OR for which the output ($t_j$) is 1, if at least one of the inputs ($x_i$) is 1. However, when $\theta_{ij} \neq 0$, the output ($t_j$) could be 0 even when one or more inputs ($x_i$) are 1. Hence, it is called a noisy OR model. For this model, however, if all inputs are equal to 0, the output would be 0. To inject the possibility of the output being 1 even when all the inputs are 0, a leaky node is added (shown as $x_0$), whose value is always 1. The noisy OR test model with a leaky node is called a leaky noisy OR (LNOR) test model and the leaky node in fact represents the unmodeled dynamics in the system.
For a LNOR test model

\[ \Pr\{t_j = 0|x\} = \theta_{0j} \prod_{i=1}^{m} \theta_{ij}^{x_i}. \]  (6.2.6)

**Proposition 6.2.1.** For a DFA test model with \( m \) failure sources and \( n \) tests, and with detection probabilities \( P_{d_{ij}} \) and false alarm probabilities \( P_{f_{ij}} \), there exist a unique LNOR test model with the following parameters:

\[ \theta_{0j} = \prod_{i=1}^{m} (1 - P_{f_{ij}}), \]  (6.2.7)

\[ \theta_{ij} = \frac{1 - P_{d_{ij}}}{1 - P_{f_{ij}}}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m. \]  (6.2.8)

**Proof.** The following relation proves the existence of a unique LNOR test model for each DFA test model.

\[
\Pr\{t_j = 0|x\} = \prod_{i=1}^{m} (1 - P_{f_{ij}})^{1-x_i}(1 - P_{d_{ij}})^{x_i} \\
= \prod_{i=1}^{m} (1 - P_{f_{ij}}) \left(\frac{1 - P_{d_{ij}}}{1 - P_{f_{ij}}}\right)^{x_i} \\
= \left(\prod_{i=1}^{m} (1 - P_{f_{ij}})\right) \prod_{i=1}^{m} \left(\frac{1 - P_{d_{ij}}}{1 - P_{f_{ij}}}\right)^{x_i} = \theta_{0j} \prod_{i=1}^{m} \theta_{ij}^{x_i}. \]  (6.2.9)

**Remark 6.2.2.** The mapping from the LNOR parameters to the DFA parameters is not unique.

Note that false alarms occur for two reasons: errors in sensor measurements and processing, or unmodeled parameters. The DFA test model views the occurrence
of false alarms from a sensor measurement and processing error perspective, while the LNOR test model views them from an unmodeled dynamics perspective. However, in both models, once the parameters are learned from the fault injection-test output observations, both sensor measurement processing error and unmodeled parameter effects are reflected in the parameters of the respective models.

6.3 Logistic Representation of Test Models

The problem of fault diagnosis in the binary case can be formulated in the following form using the logistic function.

\[ Pr(t_j = 0|x) = \frac{\exp(f_j(x))}{1 + \exp(f_j(x))}, \quad (6.3.1) \]

Since the sum of probabilities of all possible outcomes must add up to 1, it is required that:

\[ Pr(t_j = 1|x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(f_j(x))}, \quad (6.3.2) \]

By dividing equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.2), and taking the logarithm, we obtain:

\[ f_j(x) = \ln \left( \frac{Pr(t_j = 0|x)}{Pr(t_j = 1|x)} \right) \quad (6.3.3) \]
6.3.1 Logistic Combinatorial Test Models

The simplest way of modeling $f_j(x)$ is to assign a weight $\omega_j$ for each configuration of failure states as\(^1\):

$$
\Pr(t_j = 0|x) = \frac{\exp(\omega_j(x_m, \ldots, x_1))}{1 + \exp(\omega_j(x_m, \ldots, x_1))},
$$

(6.3.4)

That is

$$
f_j(x) = \omega_j(x_m, \ldots, x_1)
$$

(6.3.5)

Another way of constructing a logistic combinatorial model is to use a polynomial of degree $m$ for $f_j(x)$, as follows:

$$
f_j(x) = \sum_{k_m=0}^{1} \cdots \sum_{k_1=0}^{1} \nu_{k_m \cdots k_1} x_m^{k_m} \cdots x_1^{k_1}
$$

(6.3.6)

6.3.2 Restricted Logistic Test Model

A method to reduce the number of parameters is to assign a weighting to each failure source and restricting its dependency on the state of that failure source; that is,

$$
\Pr(t_j = 0|x) = \frac{\exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \omega_{ij}(x_i) \right)}{1 + \exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} \omega_{ij}(x_i) \right)}
$$

(6.3.7)

As an example, consider two failure sources $x_1, x_2$ and one test $t_j$. The state \(^1\) Indexing in reverse order is intentional for decimal representation of the configuration states later.
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configuration and the corresponding $f_j(x)$ are shown in Table 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.1: Input and $f_j(x)$ for two failure sources and a single output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$x_2$</th>
<th>$x_1$</th>
<th>$f_j(x_2, x_1)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\omega_{2j}(0) + \omega_{1j}(0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\omega_{2j}(0) + \omega_{1j}(1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\omega_{2j}(1) + \omega_{1j}(0)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\omega_{2j}(1) + \omega_{1j}(1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the logistic test model of (6.3.7) is analogous to the DFA test model in the sense that in both models a zero state of any of the failure sources affects the probability of $t_j$, via $Pf_{ij}$ in the DFA test model and via $\omega_{ij}(0)$ in the logistic test model.

### 6.3.3 Logistic Regression Test Model

Similar to the derivation of LNOR test model from a DFA test model, we can derive the LR test model from (6.3.7). We showed that the LNOR test model can aggregate the effect of the zero-states of the failure sources by introducing a leaky node and that the LNOR test model is equivalent to the DFA test model. This suggests us to consider the effect of $\omega_{ij}(0)$ for all $i = 1, 2, \ldots, m$ into one parameter. To illustrate this point, we consider a system with two failure sources $x_1$ and $x_2$ and one test $t_j$, all binary. For the new logistic test model we neglect the effect of each failure source when its state is zero. Therefore, corresponding to $\omega_{1j}(0)$ and $\omega_{2j}(0)$, we do not have any parameter in the new test model, but we assign a parameter $\xi_{0j}$ that is applied in any combination of the failure states. Therefore, we have the following relations
between the $\omega$ parameters of model (6.3.7) and the $\xi$ parameters of the new logistic model.

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_{2j}(0) + \omega_{1j}(0) &= \xi_{0j} \\
\omega_{2j}(0) + \omega_{1j}(1) &= \xi_{0j} + \xi_{1j} \\
\omega_{2j}(1) + \omega_{1j}(0) &= \xi_{0j} + \xi_{2j} \\
\omega_{2j}(1) + \omega_{1j}(1) &= \xi_{0j} + \xi_{2j} + \xi_{1j}
\end{align*}
\] (6.3.8)

Solving the above equations for the $\xi$ parameters, yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_{0j} &= \omega_{2j}(0) + \omega_{1j}(0) \\
\xi_{1j} &= \omega_{1j}(1) - \omega_{1j}(0) \\
\xi_{2j} &= \omega_{2j}(1) - \omega_{2j}(0)
\end{align*}
\] (6.3.9)

**Remark 6.3.1.** In general, for $m$ failure sources $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m$ and one test $t_j$, all binary, we can write:

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi_{0j} &= \sum_{i=1}^{m} \omega_{ij}(0) \\
\xi_{ij} &= \omega_{ij}(1) - \omega_{ij}(0), \quad i = 1, \ldots, m
\end{align*}
\] (6.3.10)

The general formulation for pass outcome would be:

\[
\Pr(t_j = 0 | \mathbf{x}) = \frac{\exp \left( \xi_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \xi_{ij} x_i \right)}{1 + \exp \left( \xi_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \xi_{ij} x_i \right)}
\] (6.3.11)

**Remark 6.3.2.** Note that $\xi_{0j}$ is the sum of all $\omega_{ij}(0)$’s, analogous to $\theta_{0j}$ being the multiplication of all $(1 - P_{f_{ij}})$’s. This is because $\omega_{ij}(0)$ is related to the logarithm of
the probability (see (6.3.3)). Also, note the similarity to a logistic neuron [177].

Remark 6.3.3. Note that $\xi_{ij}$ is the difference between $\omega_{ij}(1)$ and $\omega_{ij}(0)$, analogous to $\theta_{ij}$ being the ratio of $(1 - Pd_{ij})$ and $(1 - Pf_{ij})$.

6.4 Unified Representation of Leaky Noisy OR and Logistic Regression Test Models

In this section, we present a unified representation for the LNOR and LR test models. Both models can be represented as follows:

$$z_j(x) = \theta_{0j} \prod_{i=1}^{m} \theta_{ij}^{x_i}.$$  \hfill (6.4.1)

with

$$z_j(x) = \text{Pr}(t_j = 0|x) \left(1 - \text{Pr}(t_j = 0|x)\right)^{-d}$$  \hfill (6.4.2)

where,

$$d = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{Leaky noisy OR} \\
1 & \text{Logistic regression} 
\end{cases}$$  \hfill (6.4.3)

Note that in the LNOR test model, $z_j(x)$ is the probability of test $t_j$ being zero given $x$, that is, $z_j(x) = \text{Pr}(t_j = 0|x)$, and in the LR test model, $z_j(x)$ is the odds of test $t_j$ being zero given $x$, that is $z_j(x) = \frac{\text{Pr}(t_j = 0|x)}{1 - \text{Pr}(t_j = 0|x)}$. The parameters $\theta_{ij}, i = 0, 1 \ldots, m$ for the LNOR test model are as they were defined in section 2, and for the LR test
model, they are as follows:

\[ \theta_{0j} = \exp(\xi_{0j}) \] (6.4.4)

\[ \theta_{ij} = \exp(\xi_{ij}), \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \] (6.4.5)

The unified representation can be written as follows, as well:

\[ \ln(z_j(x)) = \beta_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij}x_i \] (6.4.6)

where for the LNOR, \( \beta_{ij} = \ln(\theta_{ij}) \), and for the LR test model, \( \beta_{0j} = \xi_{0j} \), and \( \beta_{ij} = \xi_{ij} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, m \).

**Remark 6.4.1.** Note that (6.4.6) states that for the LNOR test model, the logarithm of probability of test \( t_j \) being zero is an affine linear function of the failure source states (linearity in probability) while, for the LR the logarithm of the odds of \( t_j \) being zero is an affine linear function of the failure source states (linearity in odds).

**Remark 6.4.2.** For the same observed data, the parameters of \( \beta_{ij}, \ i = 0, 1, \ldots, m \) for the LNOR test model are different from those of the LR test model.

**Remark 6.4.3.** For the LNOR test model, the parameters \( \beta_{ij} \) for \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, m \) are non-positive, because \( \theta_{ij} \) for \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, m \) being probabilities, are restricted to be in the interval \([0, 1] \).
6.5 Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Inference for the Unified Test Model

In this section, we present the fault diagnosis problem as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem for the unified test model, and derive its solution using the Lagrangian relaxation method. Then, we derive the dual cost function for this MAP inference problem.

Let \( x \) denote the vector of all failure sources, and \( T \) be the test outcomes. Given \( T \), the inference problem can be expressed as follows:

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \max_x \Pr(x|T).
\]  

(6.5.1)

The MAP estimation for the above inference problem can be written as follows:

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \max_x \ln(\Pr(T|x)\Pr(x)).
\]  

(6.5.2)

By categorizing the observed test outcomes \( T \) into two disjoint sets of passed test outcomes \( T_p \), and failed test outcomes \( T_f \), we can write the MAP problem (6.5.2), after taking logarithm, as follows:

\[
\hat{x} = \arg \max_x \{\ln(\Pr(T_f|x)) + \ln(\Pr(T_p|x)) + \ln(\Pr(x))\}
\]  

(6.5.3)

Assuming each failure source \( x_i \) has the prior probability \( p_{s_i} \) of being in the fail state,
we can write:

\[
\Pr(x_i) = (1 - p_{s_i}) \left( \frac{p_{s_i}}{1 - p_{s_i}} \right)^{x_i} \tag{6.5.4}
\]

Validity of (6.5.4) can be verified by checking \(\Pr(x_i)\) for the two possible values \(x_i = 0\) and \(x_i = 1\). Using the conditional independence of failure sources, we can write:

\[
\Pr(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{m} \Pr(x_i) \tag{6.5.5}
\]

Taking logarithm of (6.5.5), and using (6.5.4), we can write:

\[
\ln(\Pr(x)) = \gamma_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \gamma_i x_i \tag{6.5.6}
\]

where,

\[
\gamma_0 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \ln(1 - p_{s_i}) \tag{6.5.7}
\]

\[
\gamma_i = \ln \left( \frac{p_{s_i}}{1 - p_{s_i}} \right) \tag{6.5.8}
\]

To calculate \(\ln(\Pr(T_p|x))\), we start by equation (6.4.6) and (6.4.2), rewritten below for ready reference:

\[
\ln(z_j(x)) = \beta_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i \tag{6.5.9}
\]
\[ z_j(x) = \Pr(t_j = 0|x) \left( 1 - \Pr(t_j = 0|x) \right)^{-d} \]  

(6.5.10)

Inserting (6.5.10) into (6.5.9) yields:

\[
\ln(\Pr(t_j = 0|x)) = \left( \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij}x_i \right) + d \ln \left( 1 - \Pr(t_j = 0|x) \right)
\]  

(6.5.11)

Since test outcomes are independent, we can write

\[
\Pr(T_p|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T_p} \Pr(t_j = 0|x)
\]  

(6.5.12)

Taking logarithm of (6.5.12), and using (6.5.11), we have:

\[
\ln(\Pr(T_p|x)) = \beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_i x_i + d \sum_{t_j \in T_p} \ln(1 - y_j)
\]  

(6.5.13)

where,

\[
\beta_i = \sum_{t_j \in T_p} \beta_{ij}, \quad i = 0, 1, \ldots, m
\]  

(6.5.14)

\[
y_j = \Pr(t_j = 0|x)
\]  

(6.5.15)

To calculate \(\ln(\Pr(T_f|x))\), based on independence of test outcomes, we first note that:

\[
\Pr(T_f|x) = \prod_{t_j \in T_f} \Pr(t_j = 1|x)
\]  

(6.5.16)
Taking logarithm of (6.5.16), and noting that probability of a fail outcome is the complement of probability of the pass outcome, we can write:

\[
\ln (\Pr (T_f | \mathbf{x})) = \sum_{t_j \in T_f} \ln (1 - y_j) \tag{6.5.17}
\]

Using equations (6.5.6), (6.5.13), and (6.5.17), and by discarding constants \( \gamma_0 \) and \( \beta_0 \), we can write the MAP inference problem (6.5.3) as follows:

\[
\hat{\mathbf{x}} = \arg \max_{\mathbf{x}} \sum_{t_j \in T_z} \ln (1 - y_j) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i x_i \tag{6.5.18}
\]

subject to:

\[
\ln (y_j) - d \ln (1 - y_j) = \beta_{0j} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i, \quad \forall t_j \in T_z \tag{6.5.19}
\]

where,

\[
T_z = \begin{cases} 
T_f & \text{Leaky noisy OR} \\
T & \text{Logistic regression} 
\end{cases} \tag{6.5.20}
\]

\[
\alpha_i = \gamma_i + \beta_i, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m \tag{6.5.21}
\]

Note that, for the LR test model, we have used the relation \( T_p \cup T_f = T \).

The problem in (6.5.18), in the ideal case \( (\theta_{0j} = 1, \theta_{ij} = 0, i = 1, \ldots, m) \) for the LNOR test model, reduces to a set covering problem. Since the set covering
problem is NP-hard [128], the general problem in (6.5.18) is NP-hard as well.

Note that, while in the second summation in (6.5.18), the effect of the failure sources are decoupled, the first summation through \( y_j \) couples all the failure source states nonlinearly. To relax this coupling, we use Lagrange relaxation method. The relaxed version of optimization problem becomes:

\[
L = \sum_{t_j \in T_z} \ln (1 - y_j) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \alpha_i x_i \\
+ \sum_{t_j \in T_z} \lambda_j \left( \ln (y_j) - d \ln (1 - y_j) - \beta_{0j} - \sum_{i=1}^{m} \beta_{ij} x_i \right)
\]  

(6.5.22)

By taking the derivative of (6.5.22) with respect to \( y_j \) and equating it to zero, we get:

\[
y_j = \frac{\lambda_j}{1 + (1 - d)\lambda_j}, \quad \forall t_j \in T_z
\]  

(6.5.23)

Inserting (6.5.23) into (6.5.22) and rearranging it, we have:

\[
L(\lambda, x) = \sum_{t_j \in T_z} L_{1j}(\lambda_j) + \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i(\lambda) x_i
\]  

(6.5.24)

where

\[
c_i(\lambda) = \alpha_i - \sum_{t_j \in T_z} \lambda_j \beta_{ij}
\]  

(6.5.25)
Note that given $\lambda$, the first summation in (6.5.24) is a constant and can be discarded, and the optimization in the second summation can be performed for each failure source separately. Therefore,

$$x^*_i(\lambda) = u(c_i(\lambda)) = u \left( \alpha_i - \sum_{t_j \in T_i} \lambda_j \beta_{ij} \right)$$

(6.5.27)

where, $u(.)$ is the unit step function. The pure dual cost function then is as follows:

$$L(\lambda) = \sum_{t_j \in T_\lambda} L_{1j}(\lambda_j) + \sum_{i=1}^m L_{2i}(\lambda)$$

(6.5.28)

where,

$$L_{2i}(\lambda) = c_i(\lambda) u(c_i(\lambda)) = \max(0, c_i(\lambda))$$

(6.5.29)

and $L_{1j}(\lambda_j)$ is as in (6.5.26), which can also be written as in (6.5.30) and (6.5.31), respectively, for the LNOR and the LR test models.

$$L_{1j}(\lambda_j) = \lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j) - (1 + \lambda_j) \ln(1 + \lambda_j) - \beta_{0j} \lambda_j$$

$\forall t_j \in T_f$

(6.5.30)

$$L_{1j}(\lambda_j) = \lambda_j \ln(\lambda_j) + (1 - \lambda_j) \ln(1 - \lambda_j) - \beta_{0j} \lambda_j$$

$$= -H(\lambda_j) - \beta_{0j} \lambda_j, \forall t_j \in T$$

(6.5.31)
where, $H(\lambda_j)$ is the binary entropy. Thus, one needs Lagrange multipliers for failed tests only in the case of LNOR, while the Lagrange multipliers are need for all tests in the case of LR.

### 6.6 Simulation Results

#### 6.6.1 Comparison of the Leaky Noisy OR and Logistic Regression Test Models

In this section, using an example we compare the LNOR and LR test models. Consider a system with three failure sources $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$ and two tests $t_1$ and $t_2$. Assume that test $t_1$ is affected by failures source $x_1$ and $x_2$, and test $t_2$ is affected by failure sources $x_1$ and $x_3$. From a DFA test modeling perspective, the non-zero detection and false alarm probabilities are $P_{d11} = 0.85$, $P_{d21} = 0.90$, $P_{d22} = 0.80$, $P_{d32} = 0.95$, $P_{f11} = 0.06$, $P_{f21} = 0.03$, $P_{f22} = 0.07$, $P_{f32} = 0.08$. Using (6.2.7) and (6.2.8), we can calculate the parameters of its equivalent LNOR test model. Then, we can find the least squares estimate of LR test model. Let $Pr(t_j = 0|x)$ for these models be, respectively, denoted as $P_{\text{OrgLNOR}}(x)$ and $P_{\text{OrgLR}}(x)$, where the subscripts “OrgLNOR” and “OrgLR” represent the best estimates for the original DFA test model, respectively for the LNOR and the LR test models. A weighted sum of the test probabilities of these two models is used as the training data.

$$Pr_{\text{Obs}}(t_j = 0|x) = w_{\text{LNOR}}P_{\text{OrgLNOR}}^j(x) + (1 - w_{\text{LNOR}})P_{\text{OrgLR}}^j(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6.1)
where $0 \leq w_{\text{LNOR}} \leq 1$ and $j = 1, 2$. When $w_{\text{LNOR}} = 1$, the observations have a linear structure in the logarithm of probability of test pass, and when $w_{\text{LNOR}} = 0$ they have a linear structure in the logarithm of the odds of test pass, and when $0 < w_{\text{LNOR}} < 1$ the observations have neither linear structure in the logarithm of probability of test pass, nor in the logarithm of the odds of test pass.

We use $\Pr_{\text{Obs}}(t_j = 0|x), j = 1, 2$ to train the LNOR and the LR test models. The results for probability of test pass given for two models and the training data are shown in Fig. 6.6.1 and Fig. 6.6.2, respectively for $t_1$ and $t_2$. Note that as $\Pr(t_1 = 0|x = 1x_2x_1) = \Pr(t_1 = 0|x = 0x_2x_1)$ and $\Pr(t_2 = 0|x = x_3x_21) = \Pr(t_2 = 0|x = x_3x_20)$, for each test only the combinations of the two contributing failure sources are shown. It is seen that for the extreme values of $w_{\text{LNOR}} = 0$ and $w_{\text{LNOR}} = 1$, as we expect, respectively, the LR and the LNOR test models have perfect performance. As $w_{\text{LNOR}}$ becomes less than 1 the performance of the LNOR test model degrades and, especially, for $\Pr(t_1 = 0|x_2x_1 = 00)$ and $\Pr(t_2 = 0|x_3x_2 = 00)$, the LNOR test model has poor performance for low values of $w_{\text{LNOR}}$. The LR test model, however, provides robust performance as the structure of observed data varies from a log-probability-linearity to log-odds-linearity.
Figure 6.6.1: Comparison of probability of $t_1$ is passed given $x$ for the LNOR and the LR test models

Figure 6.6.2: Comparison of probability of $t_2$ is passed given $x$ for the LNOR and the LR test models

Figures 6.6.3 and 6.6.4 show $\Pr(t_2t_1 = 11|x)\, \Pr(x)$ for all eight combinations
of failure sources, for \( p_{s_1} = 0.15, p_{s_2} = 0.10 \), and \( p_{s_3} = 0.05 \). It is seen that while the LR test model provides robust results, the LNOR test model results are off for low values of \( w_{\text{LNOR}} \) and for three combinations \( x_3x_2x_1 = 000, x_3x_2x_1 = 001 \), and \( x_3x_2x_1 = 100 \). The reason is that, for \( x_3x_2x_1 = 100 \), both inputs of test \( t_1 \) are zero, while for \( x_3x_2x_1 = 001 \), both inputs of test \( t_2 \) are zero, and for \( x_3x_2x_1 = 000 \), inputs of both tests \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) are zero, and we saw in Figures 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 that, the LNOR test model poorly estimates \( \Pr(t_j|00) \) when \( w_{\text{LNOR}} \) is low. In reality, as the number of failure sources become large and since tests are connected to some of them only, in many combinations of the failure sources, one or more tests are subjected to all-zero inputs, and hence in those combinations, the error would be large when \( w_{\text{LNOR}} \) is low. Figure 6.6.4 also shows that when both tests fail for any value of \( w_{\text{LNOR}} \), \( \Pr(t_2t_1 = 11|x \Pr(x)) \) has its highest value at \( x = 010 \) and both test models provide the same inference.

**Figure 6.6.3:** Comparison of \( \Pr(T = 11|x) \Pr(x) \) for the LNOR and the LR test models
6.6.2 Dual Cost Function and the MAP Estimate

Figures 6.6.5 and 6.6.6, respectively, show the dual cost function, i.e., equation (6.5.28), for the LNOR and the LR test models. For the training of these models, we used \( w_{\text{LNOR}} = 0.5 \). Due to nonlinearities in (6.5.29), that is, \( L_{2i}(\lambda) = c_{i}(\lambda)u(c_{i}(\lambda)) \), both dual cost functions have sharp corners making them non-differentiable. Note that for the LR test model, based on (6.5.23), we have \( \lambda_{j} = y_{j} \), and since \( y_{j} \), as defined in (6.5.15), is a probability, the dual cost function for \( \lambda_{j} > 1 \) is undefined. However, for the LNOR test model based on (6.5.23), we have \( \lambda_{j} = \frac{y_{j}}{1-y_{j}} \), which is an odds function, and thus can take any nonnegative value.
The minimum value of the dual cost function for the LNOR test model occurs
at \((\lambda_1^*, \lambda_2^*) = (0.444, 0.716)\), and that for the LR occurs at \((\lambda_1^*, \lambda_2^*) = (0.343, 0.418)\). These result in \(c_1(\lambda^*)\) and \(c_3(\lambda^*)\) to be negative for both models, which means, based on (6.5.27), that \(x_1^* = 0\) and \(x_2^* = 0\). The value of \(c_2(\lambda^*)\) for both models is close to zero. When \(c_i(\lambda^*) = 0\), as the contribution of \(c_i(\lambda^*) u (c_i(\lambda^*))\) to the dual cost function is zero, irrespective of assigning 1 or 0 to \(u (c_i(\lambda^*))\), decision based on (6.5.27) will be ambiguous. Therefore, for \(c_i(\lambda^*)\) close to zero, we should either check the primal cost function or use the set-covering ideas. As discussed in [11] for the DFA test model, in practice, there are not many such cases. In the above example, comparing the primal cost function at \(x_3x_2x_1 = 000\) and \(x_3x_2x_1 = 010\) gives the optimal solution as \(x_3^*x_2^*x_1^* = 010\).

### 6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed two test models, viz., DFA (Detection False Alarm) and leaky noisy OR (LNOR); we proved the equivalence of these models in a proposition and showed that the parameters of the LNOR test model can be uniquely determined via the parameters of the DFA test model. The reverse mapping, however, is not unique. The false alarms are viewed as errors in sensor measurements and processing in the DFA test model, and as unmodeled parameters in the LNOR test model. However, in both models, once the parameters are obtained via the fault injection-test output observations, both sensor measurement errors and unmodeled parameter effects are reflected in the respective parameters of the models. In logistic test modeling, we presented two realization of the combinatorial case, one by assigning a weight to each failure combination and the other using a polynomial of degree \(m\). Then, we showed a
more tractable model by restricting the weights on the possible states of each failure source, rather than the combination of all failure states. This resulted in a logistic test model similar to the DFA test model in structure, in the sense that a zero state of any of the failure sources affects the probability of test outcomes in both models. Using the same approach that we used for showing the equivalence of the DFA and the LNOR test models, we showed the equivalence of the restrictive test model and the logistic regression (LR) test model. Then, we devised a unified test model that encompasses both the LNOR and the LR test models. We presented the fault diagnosis problem as the maximum a posterior (MAP) inference problem for the unified test model, and derived its solution using a Lagrangian relaxation method. Finally, we derived the dual cost function for this unified MAP inference problem. Using an example, we discussed the dual cost function. Simulation results show that the LR test model is more robust with respect to the structure of the training data than the LNOR test model.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we discussed two problems, namely, (a) optimal battery charging and battery life management; (b) fault diagnosis using probabilistic graphical models. We applied optimization techniques to the first problem and Bayesian inference to the second one.

In optimal battery charging and battery life management, we tackled the problem in a two-time-scale algorithm which performs fast-charging at the lower-level (fast time-scale), while managing the battery life cycle at the higher-level (low time-scale). In the lower-level, we derived optimal charging algorithms for Li-ion batteries using equivalent electrical circuit models and quadratic optimization approaches. The objective function is considered as linear combination of time-to-charge (TTC), energy-loss (EL), temperature rise index (TRI), and any other arbitrary function of state-of-charge.

In the lower-level problem, with a simple battery model composed of an Open-Circuit Voltage (OCV) and a resistance, the optimal solution with objective
function being a weighted sum of TTC and EL, the solution (referred to as OtE (Optimal-time-Energy)) was proved to be the well-known CC-CV strategy with the value of current in the CC stage being a function of the ratio of weighting on TTC and EL and also the resistance of battery. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that it is proved that the well-known CC-CV charging profile is the optimal solution of a particular optimization problem, namely, the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of time-to-charge and energy loss.

In addition, we developed an analytical solution for the optimal TTC, EL and TRI, referred to as OtET, was developed. Due to similarity of the structure of the OtE and OtET solutions, a near-optimal version of OtET (referred to as NOtET). The NOtET is a CC-CV strategy with the value of current in the CC stage being a function of the ratio of weighting on TTC and EL, the resistance of the battery and the effective thermal resistance. Then, we presented a linear quadratic optimization approach and its solution to optimally charging a Li-ion battery in a general form. The optimal profile was derived based on a cost function, which is a weighted sum of time-to-charge (TTC), energy loss (EL), sum of the squares of the differences of the state-of-charge (SOC) from the final desired SOC, and temperature rise index (TRI). The presented solution strategy is generic and it is applicable to any equivalent electrical circuit model of a battery. A number of simulations were conducted to evaluate the effect of weighting parameters. Finally, extensive results on industrial batteries from LG, Nokia and Samsung were presented.

At the higher-level, we proposed a battery life management algorithm to determine the optimal values for the control parameters of charging process, namely, maximum allowable current and maximum allowable terminal voltage. As a precursor to the battery life management algorithm, we proposed two new battery capacity fade...
models that are shown to be statistically superior to the bi-exponential capacity fade model.

The two models for estimating the normalized battery capacity are called the LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ and the CVD. The former is a function of the number of cycles and the latter is a function of the number of cycles and two charge control parameters, viz., maximum terminal voltage of the battery ($v_{\text{max}}$) and maximum charge current ($i_{\text{max}}$). The accuracies of these models were explored by experimental data gathered from aging experiments performed on Samsung GS4 battery, and their dominance over the bi-exponential capacity model was demonstrated using the experimental data. The statistical dominance of LAR-$\alpha\beta\gamma$ over LS-BE was performed using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Using the CVD model, we also analyzed the effect of voltage and current on the capacity curves and we showed that $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on capacity fade.

The proposed battery life management algorithm finds the best $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ to achieve a desired cycle life (for example, 500 cycles), while maintaining the normalized capacity above a desired threshold (for example, 80%) and attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge. The method was illustrated via numerical results. The optimal setpoint depends on the desired state of charge (denoted by $s_{\text{th}}$) for which we aim to attain the fastest charging time. It also depends on the resistance of the battery, i.e., $R_0$. Simulation results show that low fast-charging threshold on state of charge ($s_{\text{th}}$) and low battery resistance result in an optimal setpoint with the highest $i_{\text{max}}$ among the set of feasible control settings, while increasing $s_{\text{th}}$ and the battery resistance result in moving the optimal setpoint to lower values of $i_{\text{max}}$ and higher values of $v_{\text{max}}$. From the discussion of the different scenarios, we concluded that $i_{\text{max}}$, rather than $v_{\text{max}}$, has a salient effect on power fade, and $v_{\text{max}}$, rather than $i_{\text{max}}$, has a
salient effect on capacity fade.

In the second part of the thesis, for fault diagnosis, we considered the fault diagnosis problem using probabilistic graphical models. We discussed the Detection-False Alarm (DFA), the Leaky Noisy OR (LNOR), and the logistic regression (LR)-based test models. First, we proved the equivalence of DFA and LNOR test models. Then, we proposed a unified test model that includes both the LNOR and the LR test models as specific cases, and derived a Maximum a posteriori solution for the multiple fault diagnosis problem using the unified test model with the Lagrangian relaxation method, by deriving a dual cost function for the problem.

We discussed the problem of fault diagnosis in complex systems using knowledge-based probabilistic graphical models in two different contexts: static and dynamic. The fault diagnosis problem is represented using a tri-partite probabilistic graphical model. The first layer of this tri-partite graph is composed of components of the system, which are the potential sources of failures. The healthy or faulty condition of each component is represented by a binary state variable which is zero if the component is healthy and one otherwise. The second layer is composed of tests with binary outcomes (pass or fail) and the third layer is the noisy observations associated with the test outcomes. The cause-effect relations between the states of the components and the test outcomes can be compactly modeled in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities. When the probability of fault detection is one and the probability of false alarm is zero, the test is termed perfect; otherwise it is deemed imperfect. In the case of perfect tests, the static multiple fault diagnosis (SMFD) problem reduces to a set-covering problem, which itself is an NP-hard problem. We discussed the SMFD problem in its general form by maximizing the posterior probability of component states given the fail or pass outcomes of tests. Since the solution to this problem
is known to be NP-hard, we used a Lagrangian (dual) relaxation technique to find near-optimal diagnostic solutions, which has the desirable property of providing a measure of sub-optimality in terms of the approximate duality gap. Indeed, the solution would be optimal if the approximate duality gap is zero. The static problem is discussed in detail and a dual cost function is derived. By presenting some graphical illustrations, we provided insights into the properties of the non-differentiable dual function.

We also discussed the multiple fault diagnosis in a dynamic context (DMFD), where it is assumed that the states of components evolve as independent Markov chains and that, at each time epoch, we have access to some of the test outcomes. Finally, we discussed the fault diagnosis problem in the context of active probing (also termed sequential testing or troubleshooting), where information is sequentially acquired to isolate the faults in minimum time, cost or other economic factors, and we briefly mentioned some of the applications of fault diagnosis.

We discussed two widely-used graphical models, viz., DFA (Detection False Alarm) and leaky noisy OR (LNOR) test models; we proved the equivalence of these models in a proposition and showed that the parameters of the LNOR test model can be uniquely determined via the parameters of the DFA test model. The reverse mapping, however, is not unique. The false alarms are viewed as errors in sensor measurements and processing in the DFA test model, and as unmodeled parameters in the LNOR test model. However, in both models, once the parameters are obtained via the fault injection-test output observations, both sensor measurement errors and unmodeled parameter effects are reflected in the respective parameters of the models.

In logistic test modeling, we presented two realization of the combinatorial case, one by assigning a weight to each failure combination and the other using a polynomial of
degree $m$. Then, we showed a more tractable model by restricting the weights on the possible states of each failure source, rather than the combination of all failure states. This resulted in a logistic test model similar to the DFA test model in structure, in the sense that a zero state of any of the failure sources affects the probability of test outcomes in both models. Using the same approach that we used for showing the equivalence of the DFA and the LNOR test models, we showed the equivalence of the restrictive model and the logistic regression (LR) test model. Then, we devised a unified test model that includes both the LNOR and the LR test models as special cases. We presented the fault diagnosis problem as the maximum a posterior (MAP) inference problem for the unified test model, and derived its solution using a Lagrangian relaxation method. Finally, we derived the dual cost function for this unified MAP inference problem. Using an example, we discussed the dual cost function. Simulation results show that the LR model is more robust with respect to the structure of the training data than the LNOR test model.

The primary contributions of this thesis are:

1. Derived a closed form solution for optimal battery charging profile to minimize a weighted sum of time-to-charge and energy loss;

2. Proved that for an OCV-Resistance battery model, CC-CV is the optimal solution with respect to an objective function, composed of linear combination of time-to-charge and energy-loss.

3. Derived a semi-closed form solution for optimal battery charging profile by adding the temperature rise index to the cost function;

4. Showed that the effect of temperature rise can be approximated as an equivalent
heating resistance;

5. Derived the optimal battery charging profile for general equivalent electrical
circuit models as a linear quadratic - constant voltage (LQ-CV) strategy;

6. Derived two new battery capacity fade models that are shown to be statistically
superior to the bi-exponential capacity fade model.

7. Developed an optimal charging parameter selection method for selecting the
best settings for the control variables to achieve a desired “useful cycle life”,
while attaining the fastest possible time-to-charge;

8. Proved the equivalence of the Detection-False Alarm (DFA) and the Leaky Noisy
OR (LNOR) test models;

9. Proposed a unified test model to include both the LNOR and the logistic
regression (LR) test models;

10. Solved the maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference problem associated with the
unified test model;

11. Derived a dual cost function for fault diagnosis problem both with the DFA test
model and with the unified test model

12. Developed an algorithm for fault prognosis in systems using the unified test
model.

The broader impacts of this thesis are:

1. Minimizing the life cycle cost of systems;
2. Enhancing the safety and reliability of systems;

3. Improving customer satisfaction through enhanced system availability;

4. The proposed research has utility in different application areas. Representative applications include automotive systems, aerospace systems, electrification of transportation, medical equipment, smart buildings/smart grid, and communication networks, to name a few.

The future work on battery management system, can include SOC-dependent and temperature-dependent parameters in the optimal battery charging. In the present work, the electrical parameters (e.g. $R_0$, $R_1$, $C_1$ and so on) are considered constant; while in reality they depend on SOC and temperature.

The above research can be done in two perspectives: (a) using look-up tables for parameters (b) using analytic equations for parameters. In the former, a general numerical method can be used. However, it has the benefit of being general for any chemistry, because for each chemistry, one can find the corresponding look-up tables using experiments, and then use the look-up-table-based devised method. Another advantage is that look-up tables are more favorable in industry; therefore, such a method would have more practical potential. The latter has the advantage of using analytic methods, but for any new chemistry one has to find proper analytical approximations for the parameters and different chemistries may result in different analytical formulae for electrical parameters and this makes the developed method limited. Also analytical formulae for parameters are less favorable than the look-up-table-based method in industry.

For modeling battery capacity, a future work could include not only modeling the cycle life of a battery but also modeling its calendar life, because battery capacity
not only fades with the way it is charged and discharged, but also it fades just by passing time even when the battery is not used. The study of interaction of battery cycle-life and battery calendar-life could be a challenging and interesting topic. For example, how a stand-still calendar-life affects the cycle-life behavior of a battery. This interaction, however, has practical importance in the initial calendar-life of a battery, because once a battery is bought by a user, normally it is not exposed to a long stand-still condition.

Another topic for future work could be analysis of efficiency degradation. While the efficiency of a battery mostly considered as one, in reality we get less energy from a battery during discharge process than what we put into the battery during a charge process. How this charging efficiency changes over the cycle life and calendar life of a battery could be interesting.

Another research track with practical outcomes is to use the typical usage of users that have somehow predictable loads, for example electric buses that undergo a typical load profile every week, and then using this data and the interaction of $v_{\text{max}}$ and $i_{\text{max}}$ with capacity fade and power fade, to determine a default charging profile that considers capacity fade and power fade in the whole useful life of the battery. This charging profile can be used as an initialization for a condition-based charging process.
Appendix A

OCV and electrical parameters for commercial batteries

The following tables show the parameters of the equivalent electrical circuit model III for different commercial batteries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cell#</th>
<th>$R_0$ (mΩ)</th>
<th>$R_1$ (mΩ)</th>
<th>$C_1$ (F)</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{total}}$ (Ah)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>4581</td>
<td>0.997934</td>
<td>1.1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>5203</td>
<td>0.997962</td>
<td>1.2187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6222</td>
<td>0.99724</td>
<td>1.2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>3046</td>
<td>0.997689</td>
<td>1.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>4598</td>
<td>0.997941</td>
<td>1.5001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>2493</td>
<td>0.997615</td>
<td>1.5293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>0.997186</td>
<td>1.5261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1589</td>
<td>0.997189</td>
<td>1.4831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>AB463651</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>0.997597</td>
<td>0.9791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>AB463651</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>0.997602</td>
<td>0.9614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5031</td>
<td>0.998012</td>
<td>1.5514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8141</td>
<td>0.99808</td>
<td>1.5691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5306</td>
<td>0.998028</td>
<td>1.5612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10502</td>
<td>0.998106</td>
<td>1.613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>LGIP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4747</td>
<td>0.997919</td>
<td>1.1141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>LGIP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>6654</td>
<td>0.998021</td>
<td>1.1121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.0.2: OCV parameters for commercial batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Cell #</th>
<th>$K_0$</th>
<th>$K_1$</th>
<th>$K_2$</th>
<th>$K_3$</th>
<th>$K_4$</th>
<th>$K_5$</th>
<th>$K_6$</th>
<th>$K_7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.1288</td>
<td>-10.5332</td>
<td>1.0640</td>
<td>-0.0457</td>
<td>-52.2654</td>
<td>94.1916</td>
<td>-0.7417</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.6976</td>
<td>-11.1189</td>
<td>1.1290</td>
<td>-0.0487</td>
<td>-54.5366</td>
<td>98.4237</td>
<td>-0.7882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.0802</td>
<td>-11.0617</td>
<td>1.1178</td>
<td>-0.0480</td>
<td>-55.3010</td>
<td>99.0817</td>
<td>-0.8059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB575152</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.3113</td>
<td>-4.2921</td>
<td>0.4926</td>
<td>-0.0239</td>
<td>-10.3460</td>
<td>27.2251</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>-1.2299</td>
<td>0.9668</td>
<td>-0.0442</td>
<td>-44.6447</td>
<td>78.9622</td>
<td>-0.7934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8254</td>
<td>61.9951</td>
<td>-10.0031</td>
<td>1.0470</td>
<td>-0.0474</td>
<td>-52.6013</td>
<td>89.7801</td>
<td>-1.0640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2510</td>
<td>55.0370</td>
<td>-9.1256</td>
<td>0.9634</td>
<td>-0.0439</td>
<td>-45.0942</td>
<td>79.3945</td>
<td>-0.8297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>EB504465</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.9648</td>
<td>59.8808</td>
<td>-9.7283</td>
<td>1.0127</td>
<td>-0.0457</td>
<td>-52.9562</td>
<td>88.9546</td>
<td>-1.1311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>AB463651</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.6972</td>
<td>41.8528</td>
<td>-7.0700</td>
<td>0.7522</td>
<td>-0.0343</td>
<td>-30.6508</td>
<td>58.1983</td>
<td>-0.4098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>AB463651</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.2526</td>
<td>40.3216</td>
<td>-6.7711</td>
<td>0.7166</td>
<td>-0.0326</td>
<td>-29.7536</td>
<td>56.3932</td>
<td>-0.3814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3.2203</td>
<td>51.9246</td>
<td>-8.8187</td>
<td>0.9344</td>
<td>-0.0421</td>
<td>-38.1050</td>
<td>71.7162</td>
<td>-0.5991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2.7537</td>
<td>52.9707</td>
<td>-8.9327</td>
<td>0.9407</td>
<td>-0.0422</td>
<td>-39.6357</td>
<td>73.7620</td>
<td>-0.6418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3.2084</td>
<td>51.8554</td>
<td>-8.7993</td>
<td>0.9314</td>
<td>-0.0419</td>
<td>-38.0572</td>
<td>71.6483</td>
<td>-0.5996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>BP-4L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2.7140</td>
<td>60.3626</td>
<td>-10.0810</td>
<td>1.0533</td>
<td>-0.0469</td>
<td>-46.2542</td>
<td>85.0092</td>
<td>-0.7139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>LGIP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5267</td>
<td>61.5448</td>
<td>-10.1553</td>
<td>1.0682</td>
<td>-0.0485</td>
<td>-51.2165</td>
<td>89.3849</td>
<td>-0.9091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>LGIP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.4788</td>
<td>59.0975</td>
<td>-9.7677</td>
<td>1.0290</td>
<td>-0.0468</td>
<td>-48.9737</td>
<td>85.6643</td>
<td>-0.8748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Temperature Modeling for OCV-Resistance Model

References [146] and [198] describe the temperature model as a linear system with two states. By discretizing the formulation in [146] and performing mathematical simplifications, we obtain a linear temperature model for a battery. The power generated at time $t$ can be written as

$$Q_g(t) = R_0 i^2(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.1)

whose discrete form is

$$Q_g[k] = R_0 i^2[k]$$ \hspace{1cm} (B.0.2)
The relation of core temperature and air temperature is as follows

\[ Q_p(t) = \frac{T(t) - T_{air}(t)}{R_{eff}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.3)

or in discrete form:

\[ Q_p[k] = \frac{T[k] - T_{air}[k]}{R_{eff}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.4)

where \( R_{eff} \) is the effective thermal resistance and is assumed constant [146] but varying in [198]. Also, from [146], we have

\[ T_{air}(t) = T_{amb} + 0.5 \frac{Q_p(t)}{m_{air}C_{air}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.5)

or in discrete form:

\[ T_{air}[k] = T_{amb} + 0.5 \frac{Q_p[k]}{m_{air}C_{air}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.6)

Based on [146], the formula for \( T(t) \) is

\[ T(t) = \int_0^t \frac{Q_g(t) - Q_p(t)}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \, dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.0.7)
We can write it in the discrete form as:

\[
T[k+1] = T[k] + \frac{Q_g[k] - Q_p[k]}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \Delta
\]  

(B.0.8)

We rewrite the required four formulas again:

\[
T[k+1] = T[k] + \frac{Q_g[k] - Q_p[k]}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \Delta
\]  

(B.0.9)

\[
T_{air}[k+1] = T_{amb} + \frac{0.5Q_p[k]}{m_{air}C_{air}}
\]  

(B.0.10)

\[
Q_g[k] = R_0 t^2[k]
\]  

(B.0.11)

\[
Q_p[k] = \frac{T[k] - T_{air}[k]}{R_{eff}}
\]  

(B.0.12)

Now we can write:

\[
T[k+1] = T[k] + \frac{Q_g[k] - Q_p[k]}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \Delta \\
= T[k] + \frac{\Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \left( R_0 t^2[k] - \frac{T[k] - T_{air}[k]}{R_{eff}} \right)
\]  

(B.0.13)

\[
= \left( 1 - \frac{\Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}R_{eff}} \right) T[k] + \frac{\Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}R_{eff}} T_{air}[k] + \frac{R_0 \Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} t^2[k]
\]

or

\[
T[k+1] = (1-a)T[k] + aT_{air}[k] + b t^2[k]
\]  

(B.0.14)
\[ a = \frac{\Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}R_{eff}} \quad (B.0.15) \]

\[ b = \frac{R_0\Delta}{m_{bat}C_{bat}} \quad (B.0.16) \]

\[
T_{air}[k + 1] = T_{amb} + \frac{0.5Q_p[k]}{\dot{m}_{air}C_{air}}
= T_{amb} + \frac{0.5}{\dot{m}_{air}C_{air}} \left( \frac{T[k] - T_{air}[k]}{R_{eff}} \right) \quad (B.0.17)
= \frac{0.5}{\dot{m}_{air}C_{air}R_{eff}}T[k] - \frac{0.5c}{\dot{m}_{air}C_{air}R_{eff}}T_{air}(k) + T_{amb}
\]

or

\[
T_{air}[k + 1] = cT[k] - cT_{air}[k] + T_{amb} \quad (B.0.18)
\]

\[ c = \frac{0.5}{\dot{m}_{air}C_{air}R_{eff}} \quad (B.0.19) \]

Putting (B.0.14) to (B.0.19) together, we can write the temperature equation in state variable form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
T[k + 1] \\
T_{air}[k + 1]
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 - a & a \\
c & -c
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
T[k] \\
T_{air}[k]
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
b \\
0
\end{bmatrix}i^2[k] +
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}T_{amb} \quad (B.0.20)
\]
\[ a = \frac{\Delta}{m_{bat} C_{air} R_{eff}} \]  
\[ (B.0.21) \]

\[ b = \frac{R_0 \Delta}{m_{bat} C_{bat}} \]  
\[ (B.0.22) \]

\[ c = \frac{0.5}{m_{air} C_{air} R_{eff}} \]  
\[ (B.0.23) \]

The block diagram of the temperature model is shown in Fig. B.0.1

![Block Diagram of Temperature Model](image)

**Figure B.0.1:** Block diagram of temperature modeling

Note that \( T_{air}[k] \) deviates from the ambient temperature by a negligible amount and therefore we can assume \( T_{air}[k] \approx T_{amb} \). Hence, we can write (B.0.14) as
\[ T[k + 1] = T[k] - a(T[k] - T_{amb}) + bT^2[k] \]  

Actually, as we will see in the following, equation (B.0.24) is the linear part of heat transfer equation.

Now let us discuss temperature modeling based on heat transfer equation. References [134] and [147] discuss nonlinear temperature model based on the heat transfer equation. The heat transfer equation is as follows:

\[ q - h_bA_{bs}(T_{bs} - T_f) - \sigma\varepsilon F_f(T_{bs}^4 - T_f^4) = M_bC_b \frac{dT_{ba}}{dt} \]  

Assuming \( T_{bs} = T_{ba} = T_{core}, T_f = T_{amb}, q = R_0i^2 \) and discretizing (B.0.25) yields

\[ T_{core}[k + 1] = T_{core}[k] - a(T_{core}[k] - T_{amb}) - e(T_{core}^4[k] - T_{amb}^4) + bT^2[k] \]  

\[ a = \frac{h_bA_{bs}\Delta}{M_bC_b} \]  

\[ b = \frac{R_0\Delta}{M_bC_b} \]
\[ e = \frac{\sigma \varepsilon F_{b_f} \Delta}{M_b C_b} \]  

(B.0.29)

Note that based on [146], \( R_{eff} = \frac{1}{h_b \Delta \alpha} \). Therefore, the \( a \) coefficient in (B.0.27) is exactly the same as the \( a \) coefficient in (B.0.21) in the previous section. Actually, if we neglect the \( (T_{\text{core}}^4[k] - T_{\text{amb}}^4) \) part of (B.0.26), then (B.0.26) reduces to (B.0.24) in the previous section. Also, note that in equation (B.0.26) the temperature should be in Kelvin. Let for notational simplicity from now on call \( T_{\text{core}} \) as \( T \). Therefore, we write (B.0.26) as:

\[
T[k + 1] = T[k] - a(T[k] - T_{\text{amb}}) - e(T^4[k] - T_{\text{amb}}^4) + di^2[k]
\]  

(B.0.30)

Neglecting the nonlinear part of states, i.e., \( (T^4[k] - T_{\text{amb}}^4) \), we have

\[
T[k + 1] = T[k] - a(T[k] - T_{\text{amb}}) + bi^2[k]
\]  

(B.0.31)
Appendix C

Derivation of the LQ-CV algorithm

C.1 Concise Version

In this appendix, we derive the LQ-CV algorithm stated in section 2.4. This is a concise version of “Appendix C.2”. We assumed that at time $k_1$, the SOC reaches the value $v_c$. Therefore, we can relax the constraint $s[k_1] = s_1$ with Lagrangian multiplier $\nu$. Also, the dynamics of the system are relaxed by co-state vector $\lambda$. Hence, the LQ problem is to minimize the following Lagrangian:

$$ L[k] = J_{\text{Ext}} + \nu (s[k_1] - s_1) + \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} (\lambda^T[k+1] (\Phi \dot{z}[k] + \Gamma \dot{z}[k] - \dot{z}[k+1])) \quad (C.1.1) $$

By inserting (2.4.33) into (C.1.1), and using Hamiltonian function $H[k]$ and
noting that $\begin{bmatrix} \nu & 0 \end{bmatrix} \bar{z}[k_1] = \nu(s[k_1] - s_{k_1})$, we can write $L[k]$ as in (C.1.2)

$$L[k] = \nu(s_{k_1} - s_1) + \left( \begin{bmatrix} \nu & 0 \end{bmatrix} - \Delta^T[k_1] \right) \bar{z}[k_1] + H[0] + \sum_{k=1}^{k_1-1} (H[k] - \Delta^T[k] \bar{z}[k])$$ (C.1.2)

Applying the necessary conditions for optimality results in:

$$i[k] = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{0eq}[k]} \lambda[k + 1]$$ (C.1.3)

$$\Delta[k] = \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial \bar{z}[k]} = 2\bar{Q}[k] \bar{z}[k] + \Phi^T \lambda[k + 1]$$ (C.1.4)

From (2.4.24), (C.1.3) and (C.1.4), we can write the dynamics of $\bar{z}[k]$ and $\lambda[k]$ in the following forward/backward form:

$$\begin{bmatrix} \bar{z}[k + 1] \\ \lambda[k] \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi & -\Psi[k] \\ 2\bar{Q}[k] & \Phi^T \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \bar{z}[k] \\ \lambda[k + 1] \end{bmatrix}$$ (C.1.5)

where

$$\Psi[k] = \frac{\Gamma \Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{0eq}[k]}$$ (C.1.6)

In order to obtain the optimal current profile, we first consider the following evolutions:

$$\lambda[k] = P[k] \bar{z}[k] + q[k] \nu$$ (C.1.7)
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\[ s_1 = u^T[k]z[k] + \omega[k]\nu + d[k] \]  
\text{(C.1.8)}

In order that the above equations hold at time \( k_1 \), we need to have: \( P[k_1] = 0_{2 \times 2} \), \( g[k_1] = u[k_1] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \), \( \omega[k_1] = 0 \), and \( d[k_1] = s_{k_f} \). Using (C.1.5) and (C.1.7), we can write:

\[
\lambda[k] = 2\tilde{Q}[k]z[k] + \Phi^T \left( P[k + 1]z[k + 1] + g[k + 1]\nu \right) \]  
\text{(C.1.9)}

Using (C.1.5) and (C.1.7), we can derive \( z[k + 1] \) in terms of \( z[k] \) and \( \nu \), which once inserted into (C.1.9) yields \( \lambda[k] \) as a function of \( z[k] \) and \( \nu \). Comparison of the so-obtained function for \( \lambda[k] \) to (C.1.7) and using Woodbury matrix identity \text{[83]} results in the following relations for the evolution of \( P[k] \) and \( g[k] \):

\[
P[k] = 2\tilde{Q}[k] + \Phi^T \left( I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1] \right) \left( I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1] \right) \]  
\text{(C.1.10)}

\[
g[k] = \Phi^T \left( I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k] \right) \left( I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k] \right) g[k + 1] \]  
\text{(C.1.11)}

Next, from (C.1.8) for times \( k \) and \( k + 1 \), we can write two equivalent relations. Inserting in \( z[k + 1] \), the function we obtained earlier in terms of \( z[k] \) and \( \nu \), and then equating the corresponding coefficients on both sides of the equations, we derive:

\[
u[k] = \Phi^T \left( I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k] \right) \left( I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k] \right) \]  
\text{(C.1.12)}

\[
\omega[k] = \omega[k + 1] - g^T[k + 1] \left( I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1] \right) \left( I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1] \right) g[k + 1] \]  
\text{(C.1.13)}
\[ u[k] = g[k] \quad (C.1.14) \]

\[ d[k] = s_{k_f} \quad \forall k \quad (C.1.15) \]

From (C.1.8), (C.1.14), and (C.1.15) we can write

\[ \nu = \frac{s_1 - s_{k_f} - g^T[k]z[k]}{\omega[k]} \quad (C.1.16) \]

Knowing \( k_1 \), we can solve the dynamical equations for \( P[k] \), \( g[k] \), and \( \omega[k] \) in a backward fashion to calculate \( g[0] \) and \( \omega[0] \). Inserting these values into (C.1.16) yields:

\[ \nu = \frac{s_1 - s_{k_f} - g^T[0]z[0]}{\omega[0]} \quad (C.1.17) \]

Finally, we can write the optimal current as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i[k] &= -\frac{\tau}{2\Delta R_{\text{eq}}[k]} (P[k+1] \left( (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} (\Phi z[k] - \Psi[k]g[k+1]\nu) \right) + g[k+1]\nu) \\
\end{align*}
\quad (C.1.18)
\]

Note that this is a state feedback (closed-loop) policy.

### C.2 Detailed Version

In this appendix, we derive the LQ-CV algorithm stated in section 2.4. For a concise version of derivation, the reader may see “Appendix C.1”. We assumed that at time
$k_1$, the SOC reaches the value $v_c$. Therefore, we can relax the constraint $s[k_1] = s_1$ with Lagrangian multiplier $\nu$. Also, the dynamics of the system are relaxed by co-state vector $\lambda$. Hence, the LQ problem is to minimize the following Lagrangian:

$$L[k] = J_{\text{T}} + \nu(s[k_1] - s_1) + \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} \left( \lambda^T[k+1] (\Phi \bar{z}[k] + \Gamma i[k] - \bar{z}[k+1]) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(C.2.1)}$$

Inserting (2.4.33) into (C.2.1), we have

$$L[k] = \rho_t k_1 \Delta + \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} \left( \Delta R_{\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] + \bar{z}_k^T[k] \bar{Q}[k] \bar{z}[k] \right) + \nu(s[k_1] - s_1)$$

$$+ \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} \left( \lambda^T[k+1] (\Phi \bar{z}[k] + \Gamma i[k] - \bar{z}[k+1]) \right)$$

$$= \nu(s[k_1] - s_1) + \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} \left( \rho_t \Delta + \Delta R_{\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] + \bar{z}_k^T[k] \bar{Q}[k] \bar{z}[k] + \lambda^T[k+1] (\Phi \bar{z}[k] + \Gamma i[k]) \right)$$

$$- \sum_{k=0}^{k_1-1} \left( \lambda^T[k] \bar{z}[k] \right) - \lambda^T[k_1] \bar{z}[k_1]$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(C.2.2)}$$

By defining Hamiltonian $H[k]$ as follows and noting that \[ \begin{bmatrix} \nu \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \bar{z}[k_1] = \nu(s[k_1] - s_{k_f}), \] we can write $L[k]$ as in (C.2.4)

$$H[k] = \rho_t \Delta + \Delta R_{\text{eq}}[k] i^2[k] + \bar{z}_k^T[k] \bar{Q}[k] \bar{z}[k] + \lambda^T[k+1] (\Phi \bar{z}[k] + \Gamma i[k])$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(C.2.3)}$$

$$L[k] = \nu(s_{k_f} - s_1) + \left( \begin{bmatrix} \nu \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} - \lambda^T[k_1] \right) \bar{z}[k_1] + H[0] + \sum_{k=1}^{k_1-1} \left( H[k] - \lambda^T[k] \bar{z}[k] \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(C.2.4)}$$
The differential of $L[k]$ for small changes in current profile is

$$
\delta L[k] = \left( \begin{bmatrix} \nu & 0 \end{bmatrix} - \Lambda^T[k_1] \right) \delta z[k_1] + \sum_{k=1}^{k_1-1} \left( \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial i[k]} \delta i[k] + \left( \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial z[k]} - \lambda[k] \right)^T \delta z[k] \right) + \delta H[0] \frac{\partial i[0]}{\partial i[0]} \delta i[0] + \sum_{k=1}^{k_1-1} \left( \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial i[k]} \delta i[k] + \left( \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial z[k]} - \lambda[k] \right)^T \delta z[k] \right) \quad (C.2.5)
$$

Equating the coefficients of $\delta i[k]$ and $\delta z[k]$ to zero, we obtain the necessary conditions for optimality as follows:

$$
\frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial i[k]} = 0 \quad k = 0, 1, \ldots, k_1 - 1 \quad (C.2.6)
$$

$$
\lambda[k] = \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial z[k]} \quad k = 1, \ldots, k_1 - 1 \quad (C.2.7)
$$

$$
\lambda[k_1] = \left[ \begin{bmatrix} \nu & 0 \end{bmatrix} \right]^T \quad (C.2.8)
$$

From (C.2.3) and (C.2.6), we can write:

$$
i[k] = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{0eq[k]}[k]} \lambda[k + 1] \quad (C.2.9)
$$

From (C.2.3) and (C.2.7), we can write:

$$
\lambda[k] = \frac{\partial H[k]}{\partial z[k]} = 2\tilde{Q}[k] \tilde{z}[k] + \Phi^T \lambda[k + 1] \quad (C.2.10)
$$

From (2.4.24), (C.2.9) and (C.2.10), we can write the dynamics of $\tilde{z}[k]$ and
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$\lambda[k]$ in the following forward/backward form:

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{z}[k + 1] \\
\lambda[k]
\end{pmatrix} =
\begin{pmatrix}
\Phi & -\Psi[k] \\
2\tilde{Q}[k] & \Phi^T
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{z}[k] \\
\lambda[k + 1]
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(C.2.11)

where

$$
\Psi[k] = \frac{\Gamma T}{2\Delta R_{0eq}[k]}
$$

(C.2.12)

In order to obtain the optimal current profile, we first consider the following evolutions:

$$
\lambda[k] = P[k]\hat{z}[k] + g[k]\nu
$$

(C.2.13)

$$
s_1 = u^T[k]\hat{z}[k] + \omega[k]\nu + d[k]
$$

(C.2.14)

In order that the above equations hold at time $k_1$, we need to have:

$$
P[k_1] = \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 \\
0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(C.2.15)

$$
g[k_1] = u[k_1] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

(C.2.16)

$$
\omega[k_1] = 0
$$

(C.2.17)

$$
d[k_1] = s_{k_f}
$$

(C.2.18)
From (C.2.11), we have
\[ \Delta[k] = 2 \tilde{Q}[k] \tilde{z}[k] + \Phi^T \Delta[k + 1] \] (C.2.19)

Inserting \( \Delta[k] \) from (C.2.13) into (C.2.19), we have
\[ \Delta[k] = 2 \tilde{Q}[k] z[k] + \Phi^T \left( P[k + 1] z[k + 1] + g[k + 1] \nu \right) \] (C.2.20)

From (C.2.11) we have
\[ z[k + 1] = \Phi z[k] - \Psi[k] \Delta[k + 1] \] (C.2.21)

Inserting \( \Delta[k + 1] \) from (C.2.13) into (C.2.21) we have
\[ z[k + 1] = \Phi z[k] - \Psi[k] \left( P[k + 1] z[k + 1] + g[k + 1] \nu \right) \] (C.2.22)

Rearranging (C.2.22), we can find \( z[k + 1] \) in terms of \( z[k] \) and \( \nu \) as follows
\[ z[k + 1] = (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \left( \Phi z[k] - \Psi[k] g[k + 1] \nu \right) \] (C.2.23)

Inserting \( z[k + 1] \) from (C.2.23) into (C.2.20), we have
\[ \Delta[k] = 2 \tilde{Q}[k] z[k] + \Phi^T \left( P[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \left( \Phi z[k] - \Psi[k] g[k + 1] \nu \right) + g[k + 1] \nu \right) \] (C.2.24)

Comparing (C.2.24) with (C.2.13), we can write the following relations for the evolution
of $P[k]$ and $g[k]$:

$$P[k] = 2\tilde{Q}[k] + \Phi^T P[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1])^{-1} \Phi \quad (C.2.25)$$

$$g[k] = \Phi^T (I_3 - P[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1])^{-1} \Psi[k]) g[k + 1] \quad (C.2.26)$$

Using Woodbury matrix identity, shown below, we can write (C.2.26) as (C.2.28)

$$(A + BCD)^{-1} = A^{-1} - A^{-1}B (C^{-1} + DA^{-1}B) DA^{-1} \quad (C.2.27)$$

$$g[k] = \Phi^T (I_3 + P[k + 1]\Psi[k])^{-1} g[k + 1] \quad (C.2.28)$$

Next, from (C.2.14) for times $k$ and $k + 1$, we can write

$$u^T[k]z[k] + \omega[k]\nu + d[k] = u^T[k + 1]z[k + 1] + \omega[k + 1]\nu + d[k + 1] \quad (C.2.29)$$
Inserting $z[k+1]$ from (C.2.23) into (C.2.29), we have

$$u^T[k]z[k] + \omega[k]\nu + d[k] = u^T[k+1] ((I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} (\Phi z[k] - \Psi[k]g[k+1]\nu))$$

$$+ \omega[k+1]\nu + d[k+1]$$

$$= u^T[k+1] (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} \Phi z[k]$$

$$+ (\omega[k+1] - u^T[k+1] (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} \Psi[k]g[k+1]) \nu$$

$$+ d[k+1]$$

(C.2.30)

By equating the coefficients of $z[k]$ at both sides of (C.2.30), we have

$$u[k] = \Phi^T (I_3 + P[k+1]\Psi[k])^{-1} u[k+1]$$

(C.2.31)

Comparing (C.2.31) with (C.2.28) and noting that $u[k_1] = g[k_1]$, we can see that

$$u[k] = g[k]$$

(C.2.32)

By equating the coefficients of $\nu$ on both sides of (C.2.30), we have

$$\omega[k] = \omega[k+1] - g^T[k+1] (I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k+1])^{-1} \Psi[k]g[k+1]$$

(C.2.33)

Finally, it is easy to conclude

$$d[k] = s_{k_f} \forall k$$

(C.2.34)
From (C.2.14), (C.2.32), and (C.2.34) we can write

\[ \nu = \frac{s_1 - s_{k_f} - g^T[k]z[k]}{\omega[k]} \]  

(C.2.35)

For ready reference, the required equations are gathered together in the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
P[k] &= 2\tilde{Q}[k] + \Phi^T P[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \Phi \\
P[k_1] &= \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \\
g[k] &= \Phi^T (I_3 + P[k + 1] \Psi[k])^{-1} g[k + 1] \\
g[k_1] &= \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T \\
\omega[k] &= \omega[k + 1] - g^T[k + 1] (I_3 + \Psi[k] P[k + 1])^{-1} \Psi[k] g[k + 1] \\
\omega[k_1] &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

Knowing \( k_1 \), we can easily solve equations in (C.2.36) in a backward fashion to obtain the evolution of \( P[k] \), \( g[k] \), and \( \omega[k] \) for \( k = k_1 - 1, k_1 - 2, \ldots, 1, 0 \). Once we calculate \( g[0] \) and \( \omega[0] \), since we already know \( \omega[0] \), by inserting these values into (C.2.35), we can find the value of \( \nu \) as follows:

\[ \nu = \frac{s_1 - s_{k_f} - g^T[0]z[0]}{\omega[0]} \]  

(C.2.37)

Inserting (C.2.13) into (C.2.9), we have:
\[ i[k] = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{eq}[k]} \Delta[k + 1] \]

\[ = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{eq}[k]} (P[k + 1]z[k + 1] + g[k + 1] \nu) \quad \text{(C.2.38)} \]

Inserting (C.2.23) into (C.2.38), we can write the optimal current as follows:

\[ i[k] = -\frac{\Gamma^T}{2\Delta R_{eq}[k]} (P[k + 1]((I_3 + \Psi[k]P[k + 1])^{-1} (\Phi_2[k] - \Psi[k]g[k + 1] \nu)) + g[k + 1] \nu) \quad \text{(C.2.39)} \]

Note that this is a state feedback policy.
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